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1. 
Abstract 
Kilchemann DE: 1980, The Understanding of Generalised 
Arithmetic (Algebra) by Secondary ~chool Chilaren. 
2. 
A class test, Algebra, was developed as part of the research 
effort of the mathematics wing of the programme "Concepts in 
Secondarv school Mathematics and Science". The test was 
developed in the light of interviews with 27 children and 
written trials involving 11 classes. In the summer of 1976, 
the final version of the test was then given to representative 
samples of 1128 2nd year, 961 3rd year, and 731 4th vear 
children (1), 14, and 15 vear olds) in English secondary 
schools (together with an unrepresentative sample of 103 
5th year children). 
The test was designed to investigate the different ways 
in which children interpret the letters in generalised 
arithmetic: six wavs were identified, which were called 
Letter Evaluated, Letter Not Used, Letter as Object, Letter 
as S~ecific Unknown, Letter as Generalised Number, and Letter 
as Variable. Subsequently selected items from the test were 
classified into four "levels of understanding". The items were 
selected bJ' using statistical methods (lIs~ider diagrams" and 
factor analysis) based on the correlation coefficient phi. 
Other coefficients were also investigated, as was a method 
based on characteristic curves_and Guttman scalogram analysis. 
-.- . :Performance on the test was compared with performance on 
on other CSMS mathematics tests and also with a Piagetian 
class task devised by the sCience wing of CSMS. The latter 
comfarison was used to classify the items on the test into 
Piagetian substages. 
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ChartEr 1 
un~erstan~ing of gen~ralise6 arit:~etic th~~ for=et of 
the research effort of the C;3~::3 l--rot;ramme (ConCCl- ts i::-:. 
.:.::econciar;·; school :.'lathece;.tics and Science) v;hict. vIas bs.sed 
at the Centre for Science Education, Chelsea 8011ege a..'1.d funded 
0'" the 3~3.:{C froE September 1974 - 1979. In partic~lc.r, the 
~ 
the thesis discusses the developTknt of a class test, Algebra, 
ana the rssults obtairted when the test was given to large, 
rej_re0enta-:;~ve saffil-les of c:::nd, 3rd and 4th ye2..:::' children 
(13, 14 ana 15 year oles) in Bnglisn secondary schools. In 
what follow~, the term algebra ~ill be used in the restricted 
sense of generalised arit~~etic, ie the use of letters for 
Jut briefl;;,-, the aim of the CSMS progra.m.IT.e was to "help 
teachsrs and curriculum developers in the selection and 
presentation of appro~ribte materials and assessment of 
children's capabilities and rrogress" (Proposal to S~RC; 
CSMS,1973,~7). The approach ado~teci by the m~them2tics wing 
of CSMS waS to cievelop a number of class tests, in the light 
of interviews ~ith individual children, which could then be 
used both as instruments to assess cnilGycl' ... ' s 1e":e18 of 
underst~nding in different areas of mathematics and to cetermine 
the cognitive demand of differe!lt m~~he=~tic~l taskS. ~welve 
tests were developed, each of ~hich is described at l~~:tL in 
r; --:T\,~. ~ (1 q~ 1) 2 Y':O- u'hl' cn' ~re be ';nc~ - 'I --_w~~ ~- -. n ~ ~ - Ga08 ~val ao~e to te&C~eTS anc. 
h ~h h th ""-1;1--P researc (;rs lILTOUg e i\ .... ..:.l ... 
.L:. 
It ha~ originall~' beel: i~.:.:enc:'E:i. to 
framewor~ for thE: researct, botL :'n tLe ~enSE 0: 
The science wing of CJ1:S kept vE:r~' close tc t.c.is 2..irr.., 
using in par~icular the descriptions of forma~-~~erations in 
Inhelder and Piaget (1958) as a framework for anal;'sing science 
curricula and for describing children's conceptual level; 
they also examined the consistenc;y of these descriptions b~\' 
comparing children's .i:-,erformances on a number of class tasks 
developed in the light of the descriptions. On the other hand, 
the mathematics wing graduallY moved ~way from a specifically 
l'iagetian standpoint, f;artl~y because it was fel t that the number 
of Piagetian stuaies of direct relevance to secondary school 
mathematics was insufficient; also, given the limited life 
of the research frogramme, it was generall~' fel t that the task 
of devising all' effective Piagetian scheme for anal~:sing 
mathematics curricula would be too complex, given the numerous 
dimensions that in practice might affect the cognitive demand 
of mathematical tasks. 
As far as the Algebra research in f'articular waS concerneci, 
a link was established empirical12' wi th :tiagetian theor~' (see 
ChaIter 12); also, both in the construction and analysis of the 
Algebra test, a liagetian framework waS adhereci to ir~ as much as 
it was assumed, at least as c.. firE't apprOXimation, tnat cLilciren 
went through the same stages i~ their grasp of a given conceft 
and that their level of understan6ing was consit.tent aCYOSS 
different concepts. 
Tne approach adopted for tne ~lgebra anc ~~e o~~er 
theor;" in tt~c senSE that :?iagct' S S7"stcm "fU~;:: t':'~t; :oc'~~ or. 
puri1s' thinking as sho~n ty tteir explana~ioLs and 
justifications" and "gives recognition to tee actiYE co..:~~-:-·r~c~ion 
of knowledGe b:7 each lUI-ill! (Lovell, 19:?O, 1-2). T.tU3 rat.ter than 
concentrating on the logical struct~re between m5thematical 
conce~ts and tasks, th~ emI-hasis waS placed on iaentifying 
the methods that children actuall~ useG. Initially, children 
were examined b;y means of individual interviews, and i t ~uickl:v 
became apparent that the methods the:\' used were oft ... '1 very 
different from what had been predicted, and from what they haC. 
been taught in school. 
Class tests were develo~ed in the light of tile interviews 
and here marJ-:-ing schemes Vvere devised that coded a range cf 
responses ratb:er than just classifying ansY,ers as right or 
--
wrong. B~' shifting from interviews to class tests, which could be 
given to large samples of children, it was hoped that the complex 
task of "identif:ving conceptual structures underl:ing school 
mathematics" (CSMS,1973) could be reduced to managable 
~roportions. Also, it waS hoped that the tests would provide 
teaCll-erS with easilv used but sufficientl,' accurate instruments 
L • 
for assessing their own pUJ.il~ levels of understanding, as 
well as being used b~ the CSMS mathem~tics teac to establish 
c.ge-norms for children'c leVels cf un6.ers~an6.ing wLicn would 
l-rovide teachers and curriculum developers wit~ more gener~l 
inforcation about "the selection and lresentation of appro~riate 
materials" (ibid). 
Th~ thesis is divi6ed into ttree parts: ?art ~ ~i~c~sses 
the results; the st~tistical v, e ~e CO~J.s:..ccre~ 
and fir .. &ll;'j' used are c.iscussed in :tart .2, an:: t~lE: rEl2.t::'o;_s.=.i:;; 
of the hlgebra result~ to other research is ciSCUSS8C in r~rt 8. 
'*Ir,uch of the statistical analysis was carried out b:.' corr.~l;tey, 
al1c I would like "to thank L McCartney for :08~ir.L6 after mo~t 
of the frograEl:J.ing and for nis eXfert advice. 
Charter 2 
The test had a gestation ~eriod of about 9 months. ILe 
first draft was written in June 1975 and the final versicn 
in March the following year. This version ~as then given 
to large representative samples of children in English 
secondary schools, with most children being tested at the 
start of the sur.~lIler term 1976 (see Chapter 3). Development 
of the test began as a joint effort of the then members of 
the CSMS mathematics team (M Brown, BE Blakeley, DE Ktichemann) 
but after a few months sole responsibility ~assed to Kuchemann. 
Development went through two major phases: on the first 
drafts of the test children were interviewed individually, 
and then versions were ~roduced that could be given to whole 
classes of children at a time. In all, 27 children were 
interviewed (June - October 1975) and 13 classes tested 
(October 1975 - February 1976). Three drafts were produced 
during the interview phase and another 7 during the phase 
of class testing. 
Initially it was far from certain how the test would 
develop. It had been decided to focus on generalised arithmetic 
rather than algebraic structure but a decision still had to 
be made about which aSl-'ects to investigate since it would be 
im~ossible to cover com~rehensively even the most common as~ect6 
of secondary school algebra in one test. Little waS known about 
how children coped with generalised arithmetic nor did a 
sufficiently articulated framework exist for interpreting 
their difficulties, although at that time there were some 
attempts to produce such a framework that looked ~romising. 
~ ; . 
1:alr-as and Brown (1974) had ;.Jut forward the ::..otion of "concrEte" 
and "formal" models, which they deri vee. froI!l liage tian the 0=::, 
in ~articular from the account of adolescent thinking in 
Inhelder and Piaget (1958), and which the~' used <lui te 
successfully to determine the cognitive demand of O-level 
mathematics items and of certain teaching sequences in the 
SMP lettered-series texts, (Malpas, 1974); more specifically 
some interesting studies by Collis (eg 1974, 1975a, 1975b) 
were just coming to light, in which the attem~t was made to 
interpret children's performance on algebra items in Piagetian 
terms. The first draft of the Algebra test used some of these 
items and other items were constructed in the light of Collis's 
ideas; however, it should be said that most of the items were 
constructed on a far more intuitive basis, as items that 
seemed in some way typical of secondary school mathematics 
courses and that would hoyefully elicit interesting responses, 
even if it was not <luite clear what kind of responses to expect. 
Finally at this time the CSMS mathematics team were·given access 
to ~esults obtained by the NFER on some of their TAMS generalised 
arithmetic tests, which were being developed as a l-ilot studJ.' 
for what was later to become the APU (Assessment of Performance 
Unit). An analysis was made of these results (mostly by ~ Brown) 
to see whether factors having a substantial effect on item 
difficulty could be identified. 
The Work of Collis 
The aspect of Collis's w8rk that w~s to have the most marked 
effect on the way the Algebra test was'develo~ed and later 
analysed was an investigation ~nto equation solving undertaken 
by Collis in 1974 while on study leave at the University of 
Nottingham (Collis 1975b, ~ages 17 - 48). The investigation 
was concerned with the relative ease with which children 
solved simultaneous equations that required "substituting" 
(as in the case of the first item shown below) or only 
"matching". 
Items requiring substituting and matching respectively. 
Find the relationship between x and y 
if 3x = a if x + ~ = b 
and a + 3y = 180 and y + 5 = b 
18. 
What was of interest here was not so much the distinction betweer 
substituting and matching, as Collis's observation that children 
worked with and interpret8d the letters in generalised aritl~etic 
in different ways. This notion was to become the focal point of 
the Algebra research, leading eventually to the formation of six 
categories for describing children's interpretations (see page 
37). The interpretations idtjntified by Collis are summarised in 
the table below, which is taken from a larger table made at the 









Children's interpretations of the letters in generalised 
arithmetic (based on Collis,1975b). 
General Descri~tion 
Children map letter 
directly into a 
specific number 
that seems viable 
at the time; stop 
if this does not 
work. 
'filling to map 
several numbers 
onto the letter in 
turn -a "guessing 
and testing" 
technioue- but with 
the a~ of finding 
THE correct number. 
Re8~onses to Specific Items 
Their strategy is adequate fors 
a + b = b + a, True or False? 
a + b + C = C + a + b, True or Palse? 
lind x ... y if x + 5 • b 
and y + 5 :: b 
Several triaa ~ould a~~ear to give more I 
chances of success that the Level 1 6~rategy, 
but the more informa:ion that is obtalned , 
the more d1:ficult it be~omeB to focus on i 
the result that 1s required. 
eg, for Find x-y if x + a + b 2 180 
and y + a + b = 180, 
one child, after Bubstituting several numb~r6 
for a and b says "It looks as though xzy" 
but then. writes" x+y.?" and StOl-8, clearly 
puzzled. 
- 0 




3 Seem to have ex-;ra~t-:Ca=. solve Find x .. y i:' y = b 
lec a conce;:t of ant - + 2b = 90 
, ,:;Z:~?.J..L:S"'.::.D Nm.!EE....1i., ! not by 6ubsti tut:.ng specif:c llUlt.bers but:~-
by which a symbol can' arguing "b is a number, 20 is twice :nat 
be regarded as an InUIllber and thus twice Yi ~ and ~y makes 3:; 
enti",=y in its own : and thus y=3C". More processing s-;:ace is 
right but having the i available for the fi:..c.:.. ded'..lction beca~se 
same pro~erties as I[ thinking is not cluttered witc numerous 
I any number with which. specific examples. 
I 
they have had _: I 
previous ex~erience. 
Level 4 Letter interpreted Can cope with m ~ n + ~ = m + P T q 
as a V JJU.hELE. is always~ sometimes? never~ 
true, 
which involves not cn.2. J- rec ognisir.g tha"t 
p and q both re~resent a range of values 
(are generalised numbers) but conceiving 
the remote possibility that the values of 
f and q may meet 0:::' anyone element. 
NOTE: the terms Generalised Number and Variable will be used 
somewhat differently later in this thesis. 
ColliS describes Level 2 as "late concrete-operational" 
and Level 4 as "formal-operational", which in l'iagetian terms 
are e~uivalent to the early formal (3A) and late formal (3B) 
substages respectively (eg ColliS, 1974). 
Another interesting aspect of Collis's work is the notion 
of uacceptance of lack of closure ft OI_ALC (ColliS, 1972; 
Lunzer, 1973). ALe refers to the degree to which children are 
able to regard the outcome of an overation or series of operations 
as unique and meaningful (Collis,1974). To children at the lowest 
operational level (age about 7 year) expressions like 2+3 are 
meaningful in the sense that they can relate the elements to 
physical reality (eg 2 marbles and 3 marbles) and can imagine 
actually replacing the numbers 2 and 3 by the number 5. However 
it is not until the age of about 10 years that children can work 
with expressions involving numbers beyond their empirically 
verifyable age, eg 273+472, in the sense of being able to regard 
the out~me as unique without having to make the actual re~lacemen1 
to confirm this. Later still, at the stage of "late concrete 
operations tI, or what Collis also calls "concrete generalisations", 
they can treat expressions involving letters in the same way, 
where the letters themselves are regarded as unknown but 
unique numbers. Finally, at the age of about 15 years onwards 
children are no longer tied to the notion that numerical or 
algebraic exyressions give unique results. This means that they 
are able to consider possible relationships between the elements 
in an algebraic expression, by examining what hap~ens as the I 
values of the elements vary. For example, a formula like V=LxBxH 
is no longer seen sim~ly as device for determining V for giv~n 
values of L,B and H, or even as a summary or generalisation 
of the values of V corresponding to discrete sets of values of 
L, B and H;~ instead, these children can meaningfully discuss 
questions like "What might happen to V if L is increased, B 
decreased and H held constant?". 
The Interviews 
Draft 1 of the Algebra test (see Appendix 2.1) contained 9 
items based on or taken directly from Collis (1975b) (item 6v, 
which was designed to examine the notion discussed immediately 
above, of what happens when the values of unknowns varYt and 
Questions 8, 9 and. 10). In addition, 7 longer questions were 
devised by the CSMS mathematics team, in which a given ~art of 
a question was in most cases dependent on the preceding parts 
(Que~ti8ns 1 to 7). Drafts 2 and 3 were similar. 
In the light of Collis's ideas and the individual interviews, 
an attempt was made to clascifv and order children's responses 
to each item on Drafts 1, ~ and 3. The tables below were d~vised 
in the summer of 1975 and show this classification for Questi.ons 
2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and .9 of Draft 1, after 18 children had been 
interviewed. 
:~ass~~~cation of ~~terv~e~ responses. 
Question 2 
i 8-
I --., 30 
I~~~-:~N~ 
1\ a. Uses limited 
information, eg 
if 3-+ 9, 
I then 4-;.16. 
lb. Uses number 
pattern but not 
looking for 
operation 
(ie working down 





a. Ignores given 
information, 
uses drawing. 
b. Uses limited 
information, eg 
if 5 ~2, 
then 10~4. 
c. Uses number 






a. Confused about 
rule. 





a. Confused about 
rule. 
b. Confused about 
inverse. 
c. OK. 




a. Unable to 
express rule 
verbally 
b. Con!useo about 
rule. 
c. OK. 






a. Unable to 
express rule 
verbally. 
b. Confused about 
rule. 
c. OK. 
Can you wr:te :t 
as n~ ..., 
Algebraic 
nt:..I. A..~TICl::.J..:::CK 
a. Unable to co~e 
wi th n. 
b. Regaras n as 
"an:; number" so 
ma1Js n onto one 
"an:: number". 
b'. Uses letter 
f,iattern, eg 
n---.., p. 
c. Regards n as 
"any numbe r" and 
maps n onto one 
multiple of 3. 
d. Maps n onto 
"any" multiple of 
3 by giving one as 
just an example, 
or by giving a 
list. 
e. OK. 
For a shape wit!:. 





a. Unable to cope 
with k, or regards 
as actual figure. 
b. Maps k onto 
one "any number". 
b'. Uses letter 
2attern: k--?h. 
'(te alfhO/Jff-Orli.r.· k),~, h ) 
c. "De pends on 
what k is'', or 
writes k ----+ x. 




, A rough method of converting from degrees Centigrade to degrees 
FaLrenheit is to multiply by 2 and add 30. 
I Can you write this as a formula? 
a. Able to work numerically only. 
lb. Derives a formula 'but either ignores some information, or 
otherwise inadequate. 
c. Formula wrong way round, eg C = 21 + 30. 
d. OK, eg P = 2C + 30. 
QUestion 6 
:. The formula relatin9 the nu.mber of regions (r), f!AC'iS ~vC1.:-: 
I the number of arcs ,a) and the number of ~ /' 
I nodes (n) is r = a - n ~ 2. ) ~i1D~ 
Ii. If 20=8 and n=5, iii. I! there are 6 ::"v. lie-arrange the v. :f you have a 
I what is r? regions and 4 nodes formula... network and you 
I how many arcs must Write it as a = .• add another node 
I there be? and two ~ore a:cs, 
how many extra 
I regions do ~ou getl 
I 
: a. Use diagram a. Uses diagram a. Swops letters a. Tries single 
I 
I 
only. only. about. diagram only. 
b. Uses diagram b. Uses formul~, b. Swops letters b. Tries several 
and formula. trial and error. about, tries to ciagrams. 
get an arrangement 
c. Uses formula 
only. 
Question 8 
c. Uses formula, 
inspection. 





What is the 
x and y if 
relationship between 
1.x+5=b 
y + 5 = b 
a. No relationShip. 
b. Tries one 
value for b. 
c. Tries several 
values for b. 
d. Solves by 
matching. 
11. x = a 
y = b 
'x+a+y+b = 12 
a. Ignores part of 
information. 
b. Tries one 
numerical example, 
but does not allow 
x and y, or a and b 
to be the same. 
c. Tries one 
numerical example 
(usually all 3'6) 
d. As c, but 
concludes x=y. 
e. Lists several 
numerical solutions 
but no rel~tionshi~ 
f. LiBts numerical 








finds and accepts 
relationship. 
that works. 
c. Uses numerical 
examFles, then 




c. Tries to use 
formula but 
regarcis a as 'arcs, 
not number of arcs, 
etc. Hence changes 
a to 220, n to 3n. 
d. Uses numerical 
v~ues in formula 
successfull~. 
e. Transposes, e. Uses formula 
seems to understand without giving 
transformations. a and n numerical 
values, 1e 
br = 2 - 1. 
QUestion 9 
When are the following true? 
i. a+b+c = c+a+b 
a. Uncertain 
whether a the same 
on both sides. 
b. Tries one 
of numerical 
value s only. 
set 
c. Tries several 
sets of values. 
d. "Same letters". 
e. True aleo for 
negatives. 
1i. m+n+~ = m+p+~ 
a. Not true -the 
letters/numbers 
are different. 
b. True, when 
n=p. 
c. True, when 
n:p for negative 
values also. 
-..::::.../ . 
An indication of how successfully the res;onses Gave been 
ordered and how the res;onses to different items relate to each 
other, is given b~7 the first of the two ciiag:::-ams below, whicn 
shows the category of response given by pu~ils to 6 ite~s f=o~ 
Draft 1 (1 item from each of Questions 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 ~c 9). 
Though quite a few "cross-overs" exist, most are not too severe. 
The second diagram ~rovides a simplified version of the res~onse-
pattern. 
Fig 2.4 Children's responses to 6 items from Draft 1. 
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Ferhaps the most interesting question used in the interviews 
is Question 6, particularly the last yart (If you had a network 
and you add another node and two more arcs, how many extra 
regions do you get?). Here is the protocol of part of an interview 
with a 4th year (15 year old) boy, HOD, who switches between 
using the letters a and n as numbers (which is what they are 
supyosed to be) and using them simpl:T as a shorthand for the 
terms "arc" and "node ll ,ie as "objects". 
(Long ~ause. HOD adds a node and two arcs to the original 
diagram, and counts the regions.) 
"4 regions.. ? " 
What's the 4? 
"How many extra regions .• 
Could we use the formula? 
oh! extra regions! 
(ie r = a - n + 2) 
Just the one." 
(Pause) 
Say we had •. start 
is a figure with 8 
formula •. 
with this one again (part iii.). This 
arcs, 4 nodes. Say we did that to the 
"Could be •. r = a - n + 2 + n + a + 
Yes •• that might be the formula you 
it out with numbers •. When we had 6 
a (writes)." 
get •. but say 
and 4 (writes 
we worked 
r=a-n+2) 
then we said. r was 6. Now, sas we're told to add another 
node •• 
"Another node would be 4 •• " 
How? • 
"It says a node equals 4 .. and then 2 arcs -it says here an 
arc equals 8, so that would be 16 •• " 
(HOD writes r=a-a+a-n+n+2, which is an attem~t at collecting 
together the a's etc in his earlier formula.) 
(Using a=8, n=4, he gets r=lO.) 
"Equals 10." 
That doesn't give us our 1 does it •• ? 
"We won't be able to do it •• II 
Another boy who uses the letters as "objects" is OGGERS. As with 
HOD, he is able to determine that there would be an extr~ region 
by drawing a diagram. He is then asked 
Could we have used the formula? 
(OGGERS writes r = a - n + 2, and then r = 3a - 2n + 2.) 
"-another one node, so that makes 2 nodes, 2n; two more 
arcs, 3a." 
OGGERS then manages to retrieve the situation, but subsequently 
gets confused between regions and extra regions: 
I'm not clear on that •• (r = 3a - 2n + 2). 
"You get the 'a' number of arcs •. add another 2, so it 
would be 'a+2' .. That (3a) would be wrong, cos I'd be 
timesing, 3 times a •• " 
(OGGERS wri~es r = a+2 - n+l + 2, rather than r=a+2-n-l+2.) 
OK. How does that hell) us find out h8w many extra regions? 
"You put a number in there •• any number •• " 
(Uses 8=3, n=l, in r=a+2-n+l+2, gets r=7.) 
1t7 regions •. no, you can't! Can't use, cos that just finds 
how many regions there are. You can't use this, it just 
brings you out to 'r'." 
The use here of letters as objects had not been antici~ated: 
the item had been constructed in the light of Collis's 
description of letters used as "variables" (as discussed on 
page2D in relation to the formula V=LxBxH). One boS who comes 
close to using the letters in the way Collis describes is BISH: 
(Writes 1.) 
? 
"I substituted examples." 
? 
"I used that formula using those examI=les (the earlier 
ones), adding 1 and 2 respectivel: r •• Ana. I trieci it with 
another one to see if it was cO!lstant." 
OK for all then? 
"Yeah I think so, because what you're effectively doing, 
you're adding 2 and I -you're adding 2 to the a-n .. 
-it's really 2-1 so you're adding 1." 
Having discovered that some children were ~rone to use 
letters as objects, it was decided to write a question that 
examined this tendenc~7 more cri ticall~y. Thus Draft 3 contained 
the following question, which also a,h-'peared on the final version 
of the test (as Question 10). 
Fig 2.6 Question 10. 
Cabbages cost 8 pence each and turnips cost 6 per.ce each. 
If c stands for the number of cabbages bought 
and t stands for the number of turnips bought, 
what does 
8c + 6t stand for? 
What is the total number of vegetables bought? 
As predicted, the tendency to use the letters as objects in 
this question was exceptionally strong (it might be argued too 
strong, since many children who performed at a very high level 
on the final written test still fell into the trap that the 
question posed). A ty~ical response was that of HArt, who like 
HOD switched unblinkingly from using the letters as objects to 
to giving them a numerical value: 
(HAR writes 8x8 + 6x6.) 
Why is c 8? 
"c stands for cabbages and cabbages equals 8 fence .• " 
Other children, for example LEW, sim~ly interpreted the 
expression 8c + 6t as "8 cabbages and 6 turnips". 
Another difference between Draft 3 and the first draft of 
the Algebra test waS the question shown below, which was , 
constructed in the light of Collis's statement thct 
27. 
a child at the stage of f~ormal o~erationsl! (Piaget's substage 3B) 
"is able to work on the operations ~hemselves and does not need 
to relate either the elements or the opera~ions to a pLysic~l 
reality" (Collis,1974,page 6). This question also appeared on the 
final version of the test (as Question 23). 
rig 2.i Question 23. 
You can feed any number into this machine: 
Can you find another machine that has the 
same overall effect? 
~ -10 ; X :-
,> T 
Again the question ~roved to be very difficult, with many 
children simply switching the operations +10 and x5 around for 
the second machine. Such a response is perhaps not unexpected 
though it did come as a surprise that few children seemed 
concerned about the consistency of their answer, which could have 
been tested by feeding a number (the same number!) into both 
machines. 
The other major difference between Drafts 1 and 3 was that 
the later draft included a question on algebraic notation 
(gi ven g= 3 and h=5, children were as'ked to eval ua te the 
expressions g+h, 2g, gh, h 2 and g(g+h) ). Due to pressures of 
space, and the feeling that the mere knowledge of such notation 
was not very interesting, the question was later abandoned, 
although a sm~ter version was eventually used as a trial item 
to remind children, in particular, of the convention used for 
multiplication (eg that 4a means 4 x a). 
The Class Trials 
After the interviews the test was given to whole classes 
at a time, with children being asked to respond by writing their 
answers on the test ~afer. During this ;rocess the te2t wen~ 
through another 7 versions (Drafts 4, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 
and 10), one of which (Draft 4.3) is shown in j.~ppe!lc.i:x: 
Draft 4 was very similar to Draft 3 that had bee~ used 
in interviews, but gradually the characteristics of the test 
changed. In particular it was decided to ~educe the length of 
~uestions and at tne same time to increase their number, as 
this would allow a greater variety of items to be used. Also, 
within each question an attempt was made to reduce or remove 
the dependence of anyone item on its predecesso~s so that an 
error made at the beginning of a question was less likely to 
be carried through to the remaining items. One consequence 
of these moves was that there was less opportunit J' to set up 
interesting contexts in which to place the items; given 
that it is difficult anyway, for the age-groufs under 
consideration, to find compelling reasons for using algebra, 
this waS a pity. 
An illustration of how the questions were reduced is the 
examyle shown below, which is the version of Question 3 (on 
Drafts 1, 2, 3 and 4) as it appeared on Draft 4.1. (The question 
was extended again, but only slightly, for the final version 
of the test where it appeared as Question 15. ) 
Fig 2.S Question 15 as it appeared on Draf~ ~.l. 
In a sha~e like this you 
can get the number of diagonals 
by taking 3 away from the number 
of sides. 
How many diagonals can you draw 
from a corner if a shape has k sides? ....... 
Another long question, Question 6 (concerning the reidtionsr~1 
bet\'veen the number of arcs, nodes and regions), was ct.a:1~ed 
completely. An obstacle ~o using the question as ,i-lar-t of 
a class test is the difficulty of Qeter~ining wnetner answers 
are being derived diagrammatically, numeric~lly or 3.l ze brai c 2.11'" • ~ ~ 
Vlith resr:;ect to 6v in :particular, various attemi-ts were rr:acie 
to remove this ambiguity while preserving the eSSe~ce of the 
item. One such attemft is shown below, which first a~;:eared 
on Draft 4.3: 
Fig 2.9 A version of item 6v Draft 1, as it appeared on )ra£t ~.3. 
For the perimeter of this sha~e 
we can write ~ = 3g + 12. 
What happens to p 
if g is increased 
by 2? 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
.9 
Unfortunately, the method of solution seems to be_ just as 
ambiguous and it was eventually decided to use the question 
shown below (Question 19 on the final version of the test) 
which had also first appeared, in a slightly different form, 
on Draft 4.3. However, this question too suffered from 
certain shortcomings as was revealed when the final 
version of the test was marked and fully analysed. 
Fig 2.10 rwo more versions of item 6v Draft 1 (Question 19). 
a • b + 3. What happens to a if b is increased by 2? •.••••••..... 
f : 3g + 1. What happens to f if g is increased by 27 .•••......... 
Some of the questions were completely new, such as the one 
below, which first appeared on Draft 4.1 and which was designed 
to test, in as simfle a way as ~ossible, Collis's notion of ALe 
with respect to operations on unknown numbers. A similar but 
shorter version apl-'eared on the final version 0: the test 
(Question 4). 
E'ig 2.11 Ques:ior. r.. as it appeared on Draf: -.1. 
Add 5 onto each of these numbers: 
15 4 n 23 n+2 3n n-6 n+n 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• • • • • • 
In much the same way as the interviews were undertake~ to 
reveal the different strategies that children used (rether than 
just to determine whether an item was answered correctly, or 
was easy or difficult) so, when marking the class tests, care 
was taken to note chilaren's wrong as well as correct re~ponses. 
The extent to which an item ~roduced common (as o~yosed to 
seemingly random) wrong responses, and the extent to which it 
was possible to interpret these res~onses in terms of an 
underlying strategy was one im~ortant factor for deciding 
whether an item should be ke~t, modified or abandoned. The 
wrong answers were also examined to see whether the items were 
being misconstrued (rather than being interpreted at a lower 
conceptual level) through some unIoreseen weakness in the 
wording. 
The items were also examined for "consistency", in the sense 
of whether the pupils who answered an item correctly were those 
who yerformed best on the test as a whole. Consistency waS 
assessed by drawing diagrams like the one below, in which the 
items and the pupils are ranked in terms of the number of 
correct responses received and given. (In this example, the items 
were a subset from Draft 4.4, and the pupils were an above-average 
class of 13 year olds). The horizontal line partitioning each 
column on the diagram indicates the position above wnich all 
"the responses should be correct and below which they should all 
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consistency. Essentially, the method being ~sed ~ere was ~ 
form of Guttman Scalogram Analysis (but without the benefit of 
a scalogram board or a computer •• ). The columns ~ere insfectec 
for the incidence of "error" responses (the number of incorrect 
responses above, or correct responses below, the partitioning 
line), in terms of which the least consistent items are G and I. 
(Infact, because the partitioning line for itelli I se~arates 
yuyils with tied. scores, one of whom answered the item correctly, 
it can be argued that I is slightly better than G.) 
Fig 2.13 Item G from scalogram, and modified version (item 5i). 
Item G 
a + b = 43 
2a + 2b - . . . . .. 
Modified Item G (5i on the final version 
a + b = 43 of the test) 
a + b + 2 = ••••• 
A modified version of item G was written (see above) which 
turned out to be far more consistent. However, though numerous 
scalogram diagrams were drawn for the drafts of the class test, 
it must be said in retrospect that whole procedure was somewhat 
limited in value. For a start, the small numbers of pupils 
(in the above case 30) means that not too much reliance shoUld 
be placed on the frequency of error responses. Also, Simply 
comparing these frequencies ignores the fact that the number of 
error resf;onses that an item can have is limited by its facilits: 
for example, item U in the above scalogram diagram, which had one 
error, can only have one error. No really convincing way 
of solving this problem could be found, and though several 
putative solutions have been come across Since, none are totally 
satisfact.orY:-{see Chapter 11, where Guttman Scalogram Analysis 
is discussed in detail). 
The TAKS Items 
Items from two of the NFER TAMS tests (for 11 and 13 year aIds 
respect:vely) were analysed at about the same time as the class 
test version of the Algebra test was being developed. Items were 
classified into 4 main types and an attempt was then made to 
find more specific characteristics to account for differences in 
facility. The analysis resulted in the following table (only 
some of the items are shown, and these have been modif.ied 
slightly to protect their confidentiality). 
Fig 2.14 ClaSSification of TAMS items. 
Approximate Facility 
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The outcome of the analj'sis was seen as encouraging, 
in that the characteristics that had been identified seemed 
to fit items that were quite neatly clustered in terms of 
facility; also, within each of the 4 main item types the 
characteristics were related to each other in a quite coherent 
way (eg the SUbstitution clusters formed a natural ;rogression, 
from items involving a single letter, to several letters, to 
more complex notation, to the substitution of eXfressions). 
However, the relationship across the item types (between the 
characteristics at each facility level A, B, C, D and E) was 
far from clear, and in this respect the analJlsis sounded a 
note of caution: fragmenting a test into item types of this sort 
would perhaps not be appropriate for designing the Algebra test 
since it was difficult to see how these types (and equally 
important ones like "Equation Solving", "Translation, of symbols 
into words", etc) could adequately be investigated by a single 
test. Visions of a full-blown classification system reminiscent 
of Bloom's (Bloom et al,1956) loomed ominously, but fortunately 
it was beginning to look as though some of the ideas derived 
from Collis might provide a more manageable but still useful 
focus. 
The Final Version of the Algebra Test 
The first draft of the test, written in the midcle of 1975, 
contained several questions that can best be described as 
exploratory. BS the end of the year the rationale of the test 
had taken definite sha~e. Specifically, items were being written 
to explore the different ways in which children inter~ret the 
letters in generalised arithmetic. Here are some notes made 
in December 1975, at &bout the time Draft 4.3 was wr~tte~. 
Fig 2.1: Children's interpretations of the lette~s ~n ~;ne~a:~se~ 
arithmetic (notes made i~ December 19-5). 
?ossible LEy.r:..L~ of I.i.~T~B.lRIo.TA~IOl~ of P":"O~\Ui,=.u.:til3 
A letter-.. UNIQUE nUl!lber which has to be DET":'~\l..:.=:~:"D 
egAd d 5 ton ~ 19 
35. 
B letter~ IGl~O.l."'L£D, expressions mani;'J..lated 0;: ~':).:30:;1.n°~IO ... ~ 
eg Add 5 to 3n~ Sn 
letter~ like AFfLES, etc 
eg 3a + Ib~ 3 apples + 1 banana 
3a + la~ 4 apples 
letter~ OBJECT per se 
eg 3a + Ib-+ 3 a's and 1 b 
°2 letter~ NAME or QUALITY °u e 
eg perimeter (p=15+2e) of this shape: 
e thought of n.ot as quantified length 5 5 
but sim~ly as name for side. 
s 03 letter~ SUMMARISING NAME for numbers 
eg 1---,.3 x seen as "the numbers" (or "a number It) 
2~4 on the left hand side. 
5~7 
X~ 





05 letter-t Sf'ECIFIC UUK.NOWN number 
eg Add 5 to n~ n+5 
06 letter~ SFECIFIC UNK.NOWN number/quali ty 
eg polygon with s sides has s-3 diagonals from 
one vertex. 
07 letter~ GENERAL UNKNOWN 
eg a=b+3~ a,b could be 4,1 5,2 6,3 etc. 
D letter"-7 VARIABLE 
eg a=b+3, b increased by 2~ a increased by 2. 
The notes continued with a discussion of the similarities 
and important differences between the levels. The C levels 
were split into two major groups: Cl' Or and 02 and 
the latter being seen as representing the first gen~ine use of 
letters as unknown numbers. However, it was felt that there was 
still an important distinction between this and the use of 
letters as variables (level D); For the item 
a = b + 3. \Vhat happens to a ifo is ir..creaseG. by 2 " 
it was argued that at Level D the child is aware that a and b 
can have many values and that the relationship between the!!: 
remains the same (a 2nd-order relations~ip is divined bet~een 
'3. and b, albeit a sim:;;le one): "a is ;'~'N.b.YS 3 bigger than b", 
so if b increases, a increases by the same amount. On the other 
hand, at level 03-7 a and b are unknown but essentiallv fixed 
" 
numbers, so the relationshi~ is simply seen as a relationshi~ 
between two (unknown) numbers: "THIS a is 3 bigger than THIS b ll , 
so if b changes, the relationship is destroyed. 
The notes concluded with the following diagram: 
Fig 2.16 Summary of children's interp~etations (December 1975). 
Revised Levels of Interpretation of Pronumerals (December 197~) 
b D-m"RDUIN' ::r, ________ Adt! :5 b t1. .. !~ A letter_ UNIQUE number which has to e ,t;.~ ~ 
______________________________________ A#5~~ ~ &n 
B letter~IGNO?BD 
. "'" e~ peTIMCt.I." ~;"CJ,. ~Us e1-'? 5 f"-r"s "-IT Q .211 - " C le tter_ NAME or QUAL Y ----------.c....--i:-m--~-:;l~i-:c~i-::::t:-
Actd ~ 10 n ((~f). 
a-:: I?+-) .• 
i4Maf I1Q~ fc a It 
D letter ..... VARIuL:i.-------------------- D is I~(]<.~W'::'; 
(Not ::>r..ly abili t~' to give letters diffe:-er. t . values i~ t-u.:-n 
but ability to see consequences of this var~ation: i~ effect, 
different value~ considered simultaneousl~.) 
.... Here "ambiguous" mig=.t also refer to the possible ci:..fficul:~. enc~u.n'te:-ec. 
when something essentiall; concrete, like a polygon, :s c:scussea :~. 
gen.eral terms: 1e it zight be more difficult to cOt'e w1tc an lOr. siJ.eo 
figure" than with "n ::..s any number". 
At a later date some of the levels were re-~amec: level A 
became Letter EV;.J.UATl.D, B was called Letter NOT :;;:iED, and C 
was called Letter as OBJECT. It was also aecidec to revive 
level C7,which was re-named Letter as GElffi~~!SED :~~~~~ anc 
~eferred to the notion that a letter co~ld take several numerical 
values (though .without neces.saril;.T'-·bei~regarded as rel-resenting 
such values "simultaneously"). Though these different waJ7s of 
interfreting the letters could be partially ordered, it was also 
decided to drop the term "level" since this falsely conveyed the 
impression that the interpretation~formed a strict hierarchy. 
Instead, the rather unwieldy term "category" waS adopted, whilst 
"level" was reserved for items of similar cognitive demand (in 
which the letters might be interpreted in a number of different 
ways). Thus eventually these six categories were arrived at: 
Letter EVALU.ATlill 
Letter NOT U8ED 
Letter as OBJECT 
Letter as SPECIFIC UNKNOWN 
Letter as GENERALISED InTI[BER 
Letter as VARIABLE 
The final version of the Algebra test contained items in 
each category, in the sense that the category described how 
the letters had to be interpreted for the item to be answered 
correctly and/or described common wrong answers. For exam~le, 
the first two items of Question 5 on the final version could be 
solved by not using the letters (Collis's matching strateg~), 
whilst the third involved operating with at least a specific 
unknown (g added to 8); moreover, on this item children commonly 
evaluated g (giving answers like 12, 15 and 9 instead of 8+g). 
Fig :.1- Question 5. 
If a + b .... 3 If n - 24t • 76: If e + f • 8 
a+b+:· ....•. n - :.::.-: •••.••. e-f+S······· 
In the first three items 0: Question 9 the letterE c~~ be 
inter~reted as objects, but in ~he last item tne letter is again 
a sl'ecific unknown. In Question 11 children are asked to 
evaluate the letters (which can be done wi thout o1·erc.~ing on the 
letters as unknowns), whilst Question 16 tests the notion of 
generalised number ruld Question 3 the notion of variables. 
Fig ~.18 Questions 9, 11, 16 and 3. 
q. 
What can we write for the perimeter 





p = ••••••••••• p :a ••••••••••• 
II. 
~~at can you say about u if u· v + 3 
and v:a 1 
What can you say about m if m = 3n + 1 
and n = 4 
lb. 





and c is less than d 
.z, 
Which is the larger, 20 or n + 2 ? 
p •••••••••••• 
Explain: .......................................................................... 
A comylete copy of the final version of the test is shown 
in Apfendix 2.3, and the test and the categories themselves 
are discussed fully in Chapters 4 and 5. 
Chapter 3 j.j)ILI:~IJTrt.h.:':'ION OF Tr--;r . .r...LG~.DLt.b. TiJ.::T -nlill 
Tlli.. SAMPLE~ U ;:).LD II~ T:-lT:. LhitGB--=>C hLE .-:)0 R-l.s Y 
The final version of the Algebra test was given to large 
samples of children in their 2nd, 3rd and 4th year of secondary 
school. Most of the testing occurred in the first half of the 
summer term 1976, with a few children taking the test at the end 
of the spring term. Three other CSMS mathematics tests (Graphs, 
Ratio, vectors) had been developed by this time (in addition 
to the Numbers 1 test that came out the previous year), and 
most of the_children taking:the_Algebra test also took at least 
one of these. (A few children also took a number of Piagetian 
class tasks as part of a survey being undertaken b~y the sc ience 
wing of CSMS, and comparisons were obtained with subsequent CSMS 
mathematics tests bJr using the Algebra test again in 1977, though 
on a smaller scale. This second testing also provided some 
longitudinal data). 
Most of the schools that took part in the large survey in 
1976 were found through members of the CSMS mathematics team 
meeting teachers at in-service courses, etc. Schools were selected 
from different parts of England, and there was a mix of rural, 
urban and city schools, though no rigorous attempt was made to 
control for factors like socia-economic background, type of 
school, curriCulum, or sex. With the exception of a selective 
and a super-selective school, London schools were excluded. 
It was dec_ided to assess the representativeness of the samples 
in terms of standardised scores on a non-verbal reaso~i~g :est, 
and if necessary to adjust the samples so that the frequency of 
scores did not differ significantly from what would be expected 
for a representative sam~le. Unfortunately it was not possible 
1 
L~. 
to find a test suitable for all the year-grou~s beinb testea. 
A compromise was reached by choosing the test already being used 
by the science wing of CSMS (the Calvert DB test published by 
the NFER; Calvert,1958) and giving this to all 2nd year children 
in every school in the survey, on the assumption that the-score 
distribution of all the 3rd and 4th year children in the same 
school would not be significantly different. In support of this 
assumption schools were asked to confirm that no obvious changes 
had befallen their intake. Also, the schools were asked to ensure 
that, apart from absentees, all children were given the Algebra 
test in the year groups that the schools had offered to test, 
even though this might include children for whom the test would 
be inappropriate. 
Nearly all the participating schools were visited by at least 
one member of the CSMS mathematics team in order to explain the 
purpose of the testing and how the test should be administered. 
Where possible testing occurred during a normal mathematics 
period and was administered by the children's own teacher who 
was provided with the fol~owing notes: 
The test, including the two trial items (on a separate 
sheet~ should take about 40 minutes. This time need 
not be adhered to too precisely though it is not 
desirable to have most of the class, having done all 
they can, sitting restlessly doing nothing ••• 
Please make it clear to the pupils that this is not 
a test in the usual sense -we are trying to find out 
how each individual pupil interprets the items, 
rather than simply mark him right or wrong. Many 
of the items may appear unfamiliar to the pupils; 
however, encourage them to put down what they 
think might be a sensible answer even if they are 
very unsure or what the 'right' answer might be. 
Discourage pupils from leaving a lot of blanks. 
Some younger pupils may find the test rather 
strange, difficult and perhaps disconcerting; 
explain to them that this is a test also being done 
by much older children, so we don't expect them 
to know all the answers -nonetheless we are interested 




Equally some olde~ pupils might feel afronted by 
some of the simpler items; again explain t~at this 
is a test designed for pupils of ~idely differing 
ages and "there have to be some easy questions for 
the younger pupils". Encourage these pupils to take 
the test seriously as there will almost certainly 
be some items at which they won't be entirelv 
successful. -
The two trial items should be given to all classes. With the older children 
only 2 or 3 minutes need be spent on them, with the younger classes 
perhaps 8 or 10 minutes may be required. After the whole test is completed 
the trial item sheet can be thrown away. 
Trial item 1 is intended to remind pupils of the convention that 
4 . "4·" I a 1.S to mean t1.mes a • A so many younger pupils think that a' letter 
stands for a unique (albeit unknown) number; eg a=l, b=2, c=3, etc. Hopefully 
the trial item will make clear that this need not be so. When the item 
has been attempted discuss it briefly and give and explain the answers. 
The most important aspect of trial item 2 is the mapping "n ---t n+3". Many 
younger pupils will be bemused by this and will put answers such 
as 3 (ignoring n) or q (counting on 3 letters) or 17 (n is the 14th letter 
of the alphabet) or simply any number. Explain that we don't know what n is 
so the best we can do (however unsatisfactory it might appear •• ) is to WTite 
n+3. 
Encourage pupils to work through the trial items as quickly as they can, and 
not to worry about the answers too much -they will be explained to them short. 
and their answers will not be marked. 
The two tables below show the composition of the Algebra 
samples and briefly describe the nature of each school (the 
schools are coded to preserve confidentiality). All three sampl 
include a class from a super-selective boys' secondary school 
(school 23) that was added after it had been found that the 
standardised Calvert test score distribution for each of the 
corres~onding 2nd year samples was underrepresented by scores 
at the top end of the scale. After this adjustment it was found 
in each case that the distribution of standardised scores was r 
significantly different from that eXI,ected for a representativE 
sarrIl.le of children (p >.20, .15 and .20 for the samI=les 
corresponding to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th year Algebra samf,les 
respectively, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov one samI-le test of 
goodness of fit; Siegel,19~6). 
Fig 3.1 Composition of 1976 2nd, 3rd and ':'th yea7 A:'gebra samples. 
Algebra Samples 1976 
2nd YEAR S~LE 3rd YEA.? SlJa-LE 14th YEAR SAnLE I 
iSchool Number of School Number of 5Cllool !:hun"oer of 
I Code Children Code Children Code Cnildren 
I 05 182 04 1LO 01 21 
I 06 220 05 160 06 92 I 07 82 06 202 09 98 I OS 123 08 133 11 134 
I 15 86 17 92 142 I 14 
I 16 276 18 212 16 220 
I 20 133 23 22 23 24 
23 26 
Total 1128 Total 961 Total 731 I J 
Standardised Calverl Score of Corres~onding 2nd Year Sarnf'le 
Mean 3D Mean 3D Mean SD I 
99.5 14.1 100.2 14.8 99.3 13.8 
Fig 3.2 Nature of schools in 1976 Algebra sample. 
School Type of Schoel and Region Standardised Calvert 
Code Score of 2nd year 
Mean SD 
01 Mixed Comprehensive (Bristol) 100.2 13.4 
04 Mixed Comprehensive (Herts) 95.1 13.4 
05 Boys' Comprehensive (Berts) 93.2 13.7 
06 rt:Ued Comprehensive (Herts) 100.3 13.3 
07 Boys' Comprehensive (Berts) 100.0 
08 Mixed Comprehensive (Herts) 97 .. 1 12.2 
09 1:i.xed Comprehensive (Berts) 101.1 12.8 
I 11 Mixed Comprehensive (Herts) 9S.2 13.3 14 Mixed Comprehensive (G1os) 96.5 13.2 
15 Girls' Selective (S.London) lOS.8 
16 ~xed Com~rehensive (Contry) 98.8 13.3 
17 Girls' Selective (Deyon) . 116.9 
18 Mixed Comprehensive (Notts) 101.0 13.8 
I 20 lUxed lliddle (Leeds) 99.7 14.9 
I Super-Selective (London) 122.8 I 23 Boys' 
Note: Calvert standardised to Q mean of 100, 3D 15. 
, -
~ ~ . 
Chapter 4 
Sixth form mathematics students and undeygrad~2tes were 
employed through most of the summer vacation 1976 to hel~ ~ark 
the Algebra scripts used in the large-scale survey (and the 
scriyts of the three other CSMS mathematics tests put out at 
that time). This meant, amoungst other things, that each day 
at least one member of the CSMS mathematics team had to be in 
the office by 9 o'clock, armed with coding sheets, correction 
fluid and orange squash. 
The Algebra marking scheme developed alongside the test 
and went through about the same number of drafts. Before the 
scheme was finalised several hundred completed scripts were 
examined for unexpected answers, and where' these answers made 
sense an attempt waS made to incorporate them into the marking 
scheme. It took several days to train the students to use 
the scheme properly and subsequently one in ten scripts 
was checked to ensure that the scheme was still being used 
correctly. After sufficient practice a script could be marked 
in about 3 minutes. More recently a simplified version of the 
scheme has been produced for the NFER (Ktichemann, in press), 
which it is hoped can be used without extensive training. The 
original scheme is shown in Appendix 4.1 . 
The scripts were marked straight onto computer coding sheets 
and the digits 0 to 9 were used to code the answer6_to~each item. 
Correct answers were coded 1 (and sometimes also 2); 3 waS used 
for answers that were ambiguous or in some way inadequate withou1 
being ex}licitl~1 wrong; 9 was used for miscellaneous wrong answeJ 
and 0 when no answer was given at all. The other digits were usee 
44. 
in a variety of wa~'v's, though commor..1.y the~l ~were used as 
follows: 4 for incorrect punctuation (eg 3nx4 instead of 3n+4 
fer the item "Add 4 to 3n"); 5 where numbers were combined 
without taking proper note of the letters (eg 7n instead of 3n+4 
6 where the letter was ignored entirely (eg 7 instead of 3n+4); 
7 where letters were evaluated or transformed according to 
their position in the alphabet, and S for other, wrong numerical 
answers. The scheme used for item 7iv conforms to this pattern 
in most respects and is shown below: 
Fig 4.1 Marking scheme used for item 7iv. 
What is the area 
of this shape? 
Code Response 




















Meaning of Code 
-
Correct answer 
(Where appropriate, Code 2 is given for 
"weak" correct answers.) 
The answers are ambiguous due to 
inadequate punctuation: the child may 
have been trying correctly to ex}ress 
e AND 2 multiplied by 5. 
Here the punctuation is not so much 
inadequate as definitely wrong. 
For e+10 the numbers have been combined 
correctly but the letter has essentiallY 
been ignored. The same thing seems to be 
happening to the letter in the other 
answers though they occurred less often. 
The numbers have been combined but the 
letter has been ignored entirely. 
e seems to have been given the value 5 
from its position in the alphabet. 
e seems to have been evaluated geometric-
ally (the base of the rectangle looks to 
be about 5 uni t s long). 
All other wrong answers 
Item omitted 
Note: responses written small occurred le$frequently but 
shared some of the characteristics of the other 
responses under the same code. 
A few items were mark~d in a ml,...ch si~fler wa: .• For example 
the fir s t two par t s 0 f~e s t ion 7, who s e sol e pur i-- 0 s e VI' a s to 
check that children knew how to work out the area of specific 
rectangles (3 b;)' 4 and 6 by 10), were just marked as corrE::ct 
(code 1), wrong (code 8 r~er than code 9, as the answers ~re 
numerical) or omitted (code 0). On the other hand, the scheme 
for some items, such as 17i, was much more complicated: 
Fig 4.2 Marking scheme used for item l7i. 
Mary's basic wage is £20 per week. 
She is also paid another £2 for each hour of overtime that she works. 
If h stands for the number of hours of overtime that she works, and 
if W stands for her total wage (in £'s) 
write down an equation connecting ~ and h: 
Code Response Meaning of Code 
1 \AI= 2() +2h Correct answer 
w = 10 ~ z.xl'l 
2 Though this would seem to be nvo NI.1ME,(KI4t.. 
PI'HR~ OF Vf1C. u£> lower level answer than that 
a much 
of code 
(<-uK ~ e. c-T) it does express the important notion 
that a letter can take more than one 
1, 
HI'" L~ I,.::: If' W:';o h ~'5 ~eJc 
>0,7 eft. value. (In the event less than 1%of all OR 1.'S" <t- children gave a code 2 response J 
3 W -1-20 == ~es The answers are ambiguous or inadequate 
W+l.t., 20 -tZ/A. (eg W is used for the basic wage) but 
EXf~E. HlolI/$ WI/()LVlN&- the letters are at least bein~ used as 
1/l1li I etc. (Ct?RRE.cr). numbers ~not objects as below • ,q""CSIf:WOU~ 'UM:ruAT~li:N'ZO+~il 
4 \v'.:: 2O+h An attempt is being made to establish a 
20+h general rel~tionship but there is a 
IN =~es.j..h tendency to use the letters as objects: 
-rohll h seems to stand for the hours of over-w(;\qe:: k/+h 
\tII-= W +-h h.,."", time rather than the number of hours. 
5 W+- h. The answer is again general, but the letters are being combined in the most 
wnh primitive wa) (simply "juxtaposed" or 
MIll "associated" • 
6 ONE. N'4Mf:T(ICAL ,tI1l!2.. The letters have been ev~luated, and 
o( vA(.UE~ ((oR~Ec.r) only one pair of (correct) values is 
w::.Z.gh::4- eA"t. 
/ given. ~R z8" 't- Ut. 
7 2h = 24- W' The letters have again been evaluated 
lfh : l8 W ~tc. (correctly) but the letters are then 
2..4- =w+ZL., used as objects: 2 hours overtime gives 
1-8 • w~ 4-h ~+t:.. a total Wage of 24. 
8 IV' -2.0 V7 :: Z In some way these answers all involve 
lOW ~ z'-' the given (ie most obvious) numbers, 2 
W= loh f. 2..7... and 20. z.z. :.w+~ 
9 All other answers, including arithmetic· 
al errors. 
0 No response. 
There is some similarity between the meaning of c()des 4, 5, 
6, 7 and 8 for item 17i (and 10i, 16, 20 and 22) and the 
meaning they are more commonly given, as in the case of 
item 7iv (and 4i, 4ii, 4iii, 4iv, 5iii, 9i, 9ii, 9iii, 9iv, 12, 
and 15ii). For example the responses under codes 6, 7 and 8 
are essentially numerical, whilst for code 5 the elements are 
combined in a very direct and primitive way (the elemen~s are 
letters in the case of 171, and numbers for 7iv but with the 
letter remaining in the answer). 
One of the most important items on the test was Question 3, 
where children were asked to choose the larger of 2n and n+2 
and to explain their answer. The most common response was to 
select 2n, often with an explanation like "Because it's 
multiply", and this was coded 4, whilst the other definite 
choice, n+2 (and the occasional claim that the expressions were 
"The same ll ) was coded 8. The point of the item was to see whethe 
children recognised that the relative size of the expressions 
depended on the value of n. Some children were successful in 
this but the quality of their explanations- di.ffered enormously 
and were difficult to classify: some just wrote "Depends" or 
"Usually 2n" with no further explanation, whilst others provided 
examples involving rather "disjOinted" values of n (such as 
"It depends: eg 2n is larger than n+2 when n=5 and -smaller when 
n=l") which gave the impression that their appreCiation of the 
consequences of n varying was not fully syst,~matic. The critical 
value of n is 2, at which point 2n and n+2 are equal, and 
it was eventually decided to classifJ' answers under code 1 only 
, ....., 
'- ( . 
if the explanations referred to several values at or below 
this critical point (or if the references to n were obviousl~· 
systematic, as in "2n is the larger when n is greater than 2"). 
Conditional answers referring to only one value at or below 
n=2 were classified under code 2, and the remaining conditional 
answers under code 3. Thus the marking scheme for Question 3 
was as follows: 
Fig 4.3 Marking scheme used for Question 3. 
Which is the larger, 2n or n + 2 ? • • • • • • • 
Explain: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4 Code 8 Code 9/0 
"t£PE.NP5" + "D€.f£NPS· .,. ·'DEfE..NC>SII 2n ni-L CJfH~Io~/TI'EJ I Ao".jARE.NE$; Of o/l/I..Y ()IVE OF oil.. liT" £.EIHT WI) DF u 
",-;2- n~2- "HSuI4UY.2.11 "SAME" 
11 :: , " : ( BC4T NONE Dr 
1'\ -=-0 11)::0 11 : '2., ',0 ~ N£~ 
"" 
",EGr",nvc 
,., ¥'eG-A rt\IE. cn .., 2.. DK n 
The facilities of the items on the Algebra test were 
usually determined by combining codes 1 and 2. The onlv ., 
exceptions were the items listed below (apart from those 
items where code 2 had not been used at all): 
Fig 4.4 Codes used to determine facility of Algebra items. 
Items whose facilities were determined 
combining codes 1 and 2 
Item Codes used to determine facility 
14 1, 2, 3 
191 1 
19i1 1 
20 1, 2, 3 
other than bv 
" 
The facility of each item, and the frequency of each code, 
for the 1976 2nd, 3rd and 4th year samples (and also for a 
nonrepresentative sample of 103 5tt. years) is shown in 
~~d pendix 4.2. 
Chapter 5 
As will be recalled from Shafter 2, the ~lgebra test was 
designed to examine the different wa;ys in which children 
interpret the letters in generalised arithmetic. Six categories 
were listed at the end of that chapter and these subsequently 
frovided the basic framework in terms of which children's 
performance on the test was analysed. However, the analysis 
was taken a step further: items from the test that correlated 
well with each other were partitioned into 4 facility bands, 
wi th the cu:t-off between the bands determined b~' which inter-
pretation of the letters was sufficient to answer the items 
correctly, and by a second dimension _that is related to the 
notion of ALe and might be called "structural complexity" 
(Collis,1975a; Halford,1978) which could be applied success-
fully to most of the items. Items in these 4 bands were used 
to define "levels of understanding" and it is the purpose of 
the present chapter to describe these levels, after first 
discussing the 6 categories in more detail. The statistical 
methods of analysis used to select the items, and the arguments 
that might justif~' the use of the term "levels I', are considered 
in Part .B. 
To simplify the discussion the response frequencies quoted 
in this char.:ter are for the 1976 3rd :uear sam,rle only U;=96l), 
unless it is stated otherwise. Changes in performance from one 
age group to the next are examined in the chCipter that follows. 
Ways of Interpreting the JJetters in Generalised Ari thmetic 
The 6 categories are as follows: 
Letter EVALUJ-<..TED. This category ap~liec. to resf,OLses where 
the letter is assigned a numerical value, as wner.. childrE::l 
decide that the area of the rectangle of dimensio~s 5 by e+2 
(itelL. 7iv) is 35, by using the "a.lf-habet code". The catego~~' 
can also be used to describe items, in t~ose cases where a 
numerical value is asked for but where it is not necessar;' 
to manipulate the letter first, as in "Find a if a+5=8" 
(item 6i). 
Letter NOT USED. Here children ignore the letter, or at best 
acknowledge its existence without giving it a meaning -as __ 
when children are asked to "Add 4 to 3n" (item 4ii) and 
write 7n or just 7, instead of 3n+4. Certain items can be 
solved successfully in this way, for examf,le "Add 4 onto n+5 
(item 4i), where all that is required is that 
4 is added to 5, as long as n is not lost from 
the answer. 
Letter as OBJECT. Here the letter is regarded as a shorthand 
for an object or as an object in its own right, as when 
"2a+5a" is thought of as "2 apples and 5 apl-les" or simply 
as "2 at s and 5 at s, wr.ich makes 7 at s al togethE:r". Some 
exp;essions can successfully be simplified in this way but 
other times this use of the letters is quite inapprOfriate, 
for example when the letter is meant to stand for the number 
of an object, as in "a apples", and not the object itself. 
Letter as SPECIFIC UNKNOv~N. Here children regard a letter 
as a unique but unknown number, and can operate upon it 
directls, as is required to solve "Multiply n+5 by 4". 
(i tem 4iii) for example, but where man;y children just 
operate on 5, giving the answer n+20. 
Letter as GENbRALI3ED NUMBBR. TLe letter is seen as represen 
ing, or at least as being able to take, several ~alues, 
as is required in "c+d=lO, c < d, c= •.• " (i tem 16). 
Letter as VARIABLE. The letter is seen as representing a 
range of unspecified values, and a systematic relationship 
is seen to exist between two such sets of values. A (minimal 
example of this occurs with the item "a=b+3. What happens 
toa when b is increased b:y' 2" (item 19i), when the 
relationship between a and b is inter~reted as 
"a is always 3 bigger than b",r.a.tl1er than "this particular 
a is 3 bigger than this particular b" which sa~'s nothing 
about their relationship when b changes. 
The categories are now discussed more fully, in the light of 
the responses given by the 3rd year sample. In this, reference 
will be made to the levels to which items were assigned, which 
should give some indication of how the categories and the levels 
relate, although the levels are not discussed in their own righi 
until the next section. The lowest (easiest) level is level 1. 
Letter Evaluated 
This is one of three interpretations b~' which chilc.ren can 
avoid oferating on letters as unknown numbers, in this case by 
giving the letters a numerical value. This ap~lies to items 6i, 
lli and llii in the table below, but not to item 14. 
~ig 5.1 Children's responses to items 6i, lli, llii and 14. 
6i(Leve1 1) 11i(Level 2) 11ii(Leve1 2) 14(Leve1 3) 
What can you say What can you say What can you say twhat can you say about 1 
about a if about u if about m if r if r=s+t 
0/ I a+5=8 % u=V+3 and v=l r. m=3n+l and n=4 % and r+s+t=30 
a=3 92 u=4 61 m=13 i 52 r=15 
I 
r=30- s-t ! 
u=2 ! 14 other values 14 r=lO 
As can be seen from the percentages in the table, 6i (level 1) 
is answered correctly by nearly all the (3rd year) children 





from 5 until they reach 8). Both parts of Question 11 are harder 
(level 2), but are still answered correctly b:-' a majority of the 
children. The increase in difficulty is probably mainly due to 
the fact that the items involve two unknowns rather than one, 
which makes the first equation in each item "ambiguous", in the 
sense that they are true for more than one pair of values; 
however, this ambiguity is resolved as soon as the second 
equation is reached. The answer u=2 to 11i suggests that some 
children may have had difficulty with the mathematical language, 
due to a too hasty scanning of the symbols or because of a false 
translation of the sort 
u - v + 3 
u and v add-up-to 3. 
This statement has the attraction that u and v, when taken 
together, are equal to something definite: in the original 
equation, c.ll that is known is that one unkno'.',n is 3 bigger 
than another .. 
51. 
Item 14 is harder still (level 3). It can be solvea. b~' 
replacing s+t bv r 
.! in the second equation, but this invo~ves 
handling a letter as an unknown which puts the item into the 
specific unknown category (though once the substitutioL. has been 
made, r can be evaluated from r+r=30). The substantial 
proportion of children who wrote r=lO seem to have avoided 
this category by evaluating r directly from the second 
equation (10+10+10=30). 
Letter Not Used 
In Question 5 the first two parts, but not 5iii, can both 
be solved by not using the letters. 5i proved to be very easy 
(level 1) even though it seems to involve two unknowns. However, 
nothing need be done to these unknowns: they can be eliminated 
by a matching strateg;y which focuses attention on +2 by which 
the left hand side of the equations differ and which is then 
a1-plied to 43. 
Fig 5.2 Children's responses to Question 5. 
5i(Leve1 1) 5ii 
-
5iii(Leve1 3) 
If a+b = 43 If n-246 = 762 If e+f = 8 
a+b+2= • • • t, n-247 = • •• % e+f+g = • • • X 
45 97 761 74 8+g 41 
763 13 i 15 2 I 




Item 5ii did not correlate well enough to be aSSigned to a level; 
however, it can be solved in the same kind of way, by matching 
the two equations, although there was also evidence that some 
children evaluated the letter, which tended to lead to arithmetic-
al errors because of the large numbers. The size of the numbers 
is one reason whv the item was more difficult than 5i, but also 
the operation (-1) is not given explicitly and is counterifituitive 
because 247 is greater than 246, some children were persuaded to 
add 1 to 762 instead of subtracting (see also Shiu,1978). 
Item 5iii can ~lso be solved by matching, but though e 
and f can be avoided in this way, children still have to 
operate with g, which means using a specific unknown. (This 
puts the item at level 3.) Many children tried to reEoive this 
difficulty by evaluating g, often in a quite logical way but 
which led to answers like 12 (4+4+4=12) or 15 (g is the 7tn 
letter of the alphabe~. Others just added 1, presumably 
because this is the simplest way of making the answer bigger. 
Letter as Object 
This category applies to the first three parts of Question 9 
(where the letters can be regarded as names for the sides 
rather than denoting their unknown lengths) but not to 9iv 
(where the letter is clearly defined as a number). 
Fig 5.3 Correct responses to Question 9. 
9i(Level 1) 9ii(Level 2) 9iii(L2) 9iv(L3) A 
-......;..----:...----~---....:..--.:.......-.....:....-.:.........:.......--=---...-,;....- i"'... /" 
What can we write for the perimeter 
of e~f the,e ,hape,? 
e/ \\\e CJh 












;~~e ~s no= ~ 
d:rat..'n. !./" ~ 
There are n s'~desV ';' ~_ 
~:toge~he!') 





2;u + 2.5 + 1.6 
The interpretation of the letters as obj~cts also works 
successfully in some of the 1-arts of Question 13 shown below, 
in which children were asked to sim~lify algebraic expressions. 
Fig 5.4 Correct responses to parts of Question 13. 
13i(Level 1) 13iv(Level 2) 13viii(Level 3) 13v(Level 4) 
2a+Sa = I ! 2a+Sb+a = " 
" , /" 13a-b+a ~, I 
1 
= (a-b)+b = ~1 /e , 
l7a 86 1 3a+Sb 60 I 
, 
4a-b 471 a : 23 I 
I 1 
13i and 13iv can be solved by thinking of the lettey(s) as a 
shorthand for apples (and bananas), say, so that 2a+5b+a 
becomes 2 apI;les and 5 bananas and ano-sher a1:1-le, .:L::;.king 
3 apples and 5 bananas in all. Or the letter~ can be tnought of 
as objects in their own right. This makes the items far easier 
than if the letters had to be treated as unknown numbers. 
However, both approaches begin to break down in l3viii (level 3): 
3 apples take away 1 banana makes no real sense (unless there 
already are some bananas •• ); nor aoes 3 a's take away one b, 
unless b is of the same "quality" as a, in other words a number. 
This difficulty is heightened by the brackets in l3v, which focus 
attention on an ex~ression which cannot itself be simplified. 
(However, the brackets are not the major problem: a similar item 
involving addition throughout, (a+b)+a, was far easier, and 
quite close in facility to 13iv which is without brackets.) 
Using a letter as an object, which amounts to reducing the 
letter's meaning from something quite abstract to something 
far more concrete and real, enabled many children to give correct 
answers to items which they would not have coped with had they 
had to use the intended meaning of the letter. However, this 
reduction in meaning often occurred when it was not aypropriate. 
This happened ~articularly with items that involved obj~cts 
(cabbages, wages, hours, cakes, pencils) but where it was 
essential to distinguish between the objects themselves and their 
number. This distinction can be ver~7 difficult to grasp: a 
classic example is the translation of the relationship 
"one shillin.g equals 12 pence" into s=l2d (letter as object) 
instead of d=l2s (letter as Sfecific unknown, generalised 
number of variable). Tne most difficult question of this sort 
on the Algebra test was Question 10: 
rig 5.5 ~usstioo 10. 
Cabbages cost 3 pence eacr. and t~rnl?S cos: 6 ?ence each. 
1: c starles :or :je '7.u;"":er of cabbages bought 
~"lG ':: S tanas f0r the >7,w:-'::-er of turnips boug:-,t, 
whac dces 
8:: • 6t stand for: 
~~a: 1S tne total number of vegeta~~es bought? .......................... 
Understandably, most children (52%) interpreted the ex~ression 
8c + 6t as 8 cabbages and 6 turnips, whilst others (23%) took 
this a step further and converted it to 100 pence of 1 
(8x8 + 6x6). Some answers, like liThe cost", were ambiguous so 
children were also asked for the total number of vegetables 
bought (c+t). Only 4% gave the correct answer, whilst 73% gave 
the answer 14. 
The same confusion arose in Question 22 (level 4), even with 
children who performed well on the test as a whole. To solve the 
question the letters have to be regarded at l~ast as specific 
unknowns: "I bought b blue pencils which therefore cost 5xb 
pence altogether", etc. 
Fig 5.6 . Children's responses to Question 22. 
Blue pencils cost 5 pence each and red pencils cost 6 pence each. 
I buy some blue and some red pencils and altogether it costs me 90 pence 22(Leve1 4) : 
If b is the number of blue pencils bought, and 
if r is the number of red pencils bought, 
what can you write down about b and r: 
5b+6r = 90 
Two correct pairs, of 
(6,10), (12,5), (18,0), 
b + r = 90 
6b+10r=90 or 12b+5r=90 
I 10 
(0,15) • 1 
17 
6 
It was not possible to classify all the different responses 
that children gave, but of those that were coded b+r=90 and 
answers like 6b+lOr=90 are probably the most interesting. 
~ost of the children who wrote b+r=90 could cope with l~vel 3 
items, set their answer onl;: seems to mean "blue pencils and red 
pencils cost 90 rence II, which gives limi ted. information and in 
which the letters are being used as objects. (b+r=90 could be 
I 
read as "tne number of blue and red pencils that I bought cost 
90 pence", but this is still very much tied to the concrete 
realit:- of the question, and not a ~ure statement abo~t n~bers: 
the number b+r is not equal to 90.) Children who gave answers 
like 6b+10r=90 had found one correct pair of values for the 
numbers b and r (6 and 10), but instead of expressing this in 
a form that showed that b and r are numbers (b=6, r=lO) 
switched to using the letters as objects: "6 blue rencils 
and 10 red yencils cost 90 pence". 
Letter as Specific Unknown 
The preceding three categories all describe ways of avoiding 
generalised arithmetic, by not using the letters as unknown 
numbers. The opPosite is true of the present category, even 
though the idea of a specific unknown number is still rather 
primitive. 
The use of a letter as a specific unknown has already been 
mentioned for items 9iv (n sided figure), 14 (r=s+t, r+s+t= ), 
5iii (e+f=8, e+f+g= ), 13viii (simplify 3a-b+a) and 13v (simplify 
(a-b)+b). This usage is also required to solve 4ii and 4iii, but 
is not necessary for 4i: 
Fig S.i Children's responses to Question 4. 
4i (Level 2) 4ii(Level 3) 4iii(Level 4) 
Add 4 onto Add 4 onto Multiply n+S I 
n+S % 3n ~ by 4 0, c 
n+9 68 3n+4 36 4n+20 or 4(n+S) 117 
4n+S or 4xn+S 
1
19 ! 
7n 31 n+20 131 
9 20 7 16 20 
1
1S 
It may seem surprising that 4ii, in particular, turned out 
to be quite so difficult (level 3). The required answer, ~n+4. 
al ~ears to be very simple but is also rather unsatisfactory: 
nothing has reall~.- been don'2 wi th the 3n and the 4, but chilcren 
have to recognise that this is &.11 that can be cone to combine 
the elements, Since n is an unknown. Ir..any child.:-en seemed 
~ 
unwilling to accept this and instead gave the answer 7n or just 
7, in which the elements that were meaningful (3 and 4) were 
"properly" combined but the letter was Simply left as it was or 
ignored entirely. 
The answers 7n and 7 belong to the category letter not used 
and the same applies in 4iii to the answers n+20 and 20. However, 
this approach is sufficient to answer 41 correctly, as long as 
the letter is retained in the answer. 
4ii and 4ii1 both involve specific unknowns, but 4iii is 
significantly harder (level 4) because of its structural 
complexity: the operation +4 has to be applied deliberately and 
consciously to both elements of the expression n+5, but many 
children just Itattached" the operation to the expression as a 
whole, which corresponds very closely to all that is required 
for the correct answer 3n+4 in 4ii, but which in this case 
produced ambiguous answers like 4xn+5 and n+5x4. 
(It can be argued that such answers simply arise through a 
lack of familiarity with the appropriate notation -in this case 
brackets. However, this is difficult to sustain for children 
at the end of their 3rd J7 ear of secondary school -and for the 
18 % of 4 th years who gave Similar answers- particularly as the 
ambiguity can be resolved without using brackets. Also it 
should be said that children giving such answers performed well 
on the test, obtaining a mean score of 21 for 30 selected items 
compared to a mean for all children of 14. Thus a case can be 
made that ambiguous answers are given because the signific~ce 
57. 
of brackets has not been understood, rather than brackets 
being unfamiliar. The findings of Kiera.n (1979) sUPfort this 
view. ) 
Letter as Generalised Number 
Here the letter is seen as being able to take several values 
ra.ther than repres.enting a unique number. A distinction can be 
made between the idea of a letter taking several values in turn 
and a letter representing a set of values simultaneo~sly, but 
the relevant items on the Algebra test are not sufficiently 
numerous or discriminating for this to be done. A (literallv) 
far fuller investigation of the generalised number concept 
has been undertaken by Harper (1979), whose work is discussed 
in Chapter 14 , and who graphically describes generalised 
number as a "pregnant numeral". The notion of "simultaneous 
values" leads to the concept of a variable, but as far as the 
two Algebra items shown below are concerned it seems likely 
that it is sufficient to see the letters as taking several 
values in turn. 
Fig 5.8 Children's responses to items 16 and 18ii. 
l6(Level 3) l8ii(Level 4) 
I 
What can you say about c L*H-N = L+P+N is 
if c+d==lO Always Sometimes Never true. 
and c is less than d? 0- I (when) % /0 
c<5 11 I Sometimes, when M=P 25 ! I 
c-l,2,3,4 ( systematic 19 I I 
I 
I 
c=lO-d list) 4 i 
Unsy s tema tic list 1 Sometimes. ' 14 
specificJ I Or M and P given a I 39 I One value only value , i I (usually c-4) 
151 
I 
I Never I 
In Question 16 children most commonly found just one value 
for the letter c (though they may have been willing to find 
other values, if prompted). 1811 was adapted from Collis (1975b). 
To solve the item, Collis argues that children nave to realise 
that M and P can each take on many values and that some of 
these values may coincide. Collis goes on to argue that children 
who can conceive of the 'remote probability' of the values 
meeting are likely to be "at home with variables" (ibid, page 48); 
however, this use of the term variables seems to differ from how 
Collis uses it on other occasions (eg ibid, page 6, and 1974, 
page 6) and is much broader than the way it is being used in 
this chapter (see below). 
Items 16 and 18ii were more difficult than many of the 
specific unknown items on the Algebra test, and it mas the case 
that children can handle specific unknowns before they conceive 
of generalised numbers. However, it is perhaps more fruitful to 
regard these two ways of interpreting letters as complementary, 
as it seems likely that in the course of many algebra tasks 
children will flip from one interpretation to the other, 
depending on which is momentarily the more convenient. For 
example children might SOlve item-22 (blue and red pencils) by 
treating b and r as specific unknowns, but at the same time 
realise that the answer 5b+6r=90 is true for several values. 
Letter as Variable 
It is difficult to find a ~recise 2eaning for the term 
variable. The common practice of using it as a blanket term 
for the letters in generalised arithmetic obscures the different 
meanings that children give to the letters, and is so broad as 
to make the term redundant. 
The Concise Oxford Dictionar;'(l964) gives the mathematical 
meaning of variable as "indeterminate, able to assume different 
numerical values". This provides a useful starting 1-0ir ... t, 
although it does not seem to go beyond the ideas already creseLt 
.. -
in seeing a letter as a generalised number. 
Collis at one point invokes the idea of a relationshi~: 
the child who has reached the final stage of development of 
the ALC concept 
"now becomes capable of dealing with variables as such 
because he can hold back from drawing a final conclusion 
until he has considered various possibilities, an 
essential strategy for obtaining a relationship as 
distinct from obtaining a unique result" (Collis, 1974,y6). 
Collis goes on to say that a child at this stage, given the 
formula V=LxBxH, would be able to discuss meaningfull;y the 
effect of various transformations on the formula, for example 
the effect on V if L were increased, B decreased and H 
held constant. It will be recalled (Cha~ter 2) that these ideas 
led to the item about an increase in the number of arcs and 
nodes on Draft 1 of the Algebra test and eventually to 
QUestion 19: 
Fig 5.9 Ques~ion 19. 
a - b + 3. What happens to a if b is increased by 27 ...............•..... 
f a 3g + 1. What happens to f if g is increased by Z? 
A key feature of both parts of Question 19 seemed to be that 
they involved second-order relations, or a relationship between 
relations. (In the case of 19i, this is of the most simple kind, 
namely that the relation betv\'een one pair of values of a and b, 
"a is 3 more than btl, "is the same as" the relation between all 
other pairs of values, or put more succinctly lIa is always 
3 more than b".) The ability to work with second-order rele:.tions 
is seen by Piaget as an iml--ortant aspect of formal operational 
.' ~ 
thought (Inhelder and Piaget,195B; Mall-as ana. Brown,1974) and it 
was decided to use this notion to define variables: in effect, 
letters are used as variables when a second-order relation 
is established between them. 
The distinction between variables defined in this W2.y, and 
letters used merely as specific unknowns or generalised ~u=bsrs, 
can be illustrated by the different meanings that accrue to 
tr"e relationship, 5b+6r=90, between the number of blue and red 
pencils in Question 22. With the letters regardeo as specific 
unknowns, the relationship is simply a statement which is true 
for a particular pair of numbers. This ste.tement is essentially 
static. When the letters are regarded as generalised numbers, 
5b+6r=90 becomes a statement that is true for several, but still 
essentially isolated, pairs of numbers (6,10 12,5 0,15 18,0). 
This involves the idea that b and r can change, but does not 
of itself indicate how they change, for which it is necessary to 
compare the values in some way. A first step in such a comparison 
might be to order the values and establish a qualitative 
correspondence of the kind lias b increases r decreases 11 
(illustrated by the left-hand diagram below). However, the 
analysis can be taken a step further (the right-hand diagram 
below), to establish a relationship like "the increase in b is 
greater than the (corresponding) decrease in rtl (or "'12 is 
greater than 6' by more than '5 is less than 10'" etc). This is 
a second-order relation and describes the degree to which a 
change in one of the unknowns in 5b+6r=QO produces a change in 
the other. 
Fig 5.10 Qualitative correspondence and second-order relation for Question 22. 
0 15 0 15 
.1- ~ ~ l' >6< ) 5< 
6 10 6 10 
~ <: ) i ;>6 ( > 5< 
12 5 12 5 ~ (; ) f >6 < ) 5< 
18 0 18 0 
b r b r 
r "] 
~- . 
Returni-ng to QUestion 19, it turned. out tLG.t nf;i ther part 
of tne question correlated well enougn v,'i th tr:..e rest of the test 
to be selected for one of the 4 levels. It may be ~hat the 
question waS too cryptic (compare lib is increased b:v 2" with 
"you add 2 more arcs"), with the result that children who might 
otherwise have coped with the notion of variables misinterpreted 
the question. The only answers that were accepted as correct 
for 19i and 19ii were answers of the type "a increase.s by 2", 
IIf increases b2- 6" respectively, but it of interest to consider 
two other kinds of anSW6rs that the children gave, which were 
described on the marking scheme as IIstatic-incorrect"(code 5) 
and "static-'correct'''(code 2). For both answer types the 
Fig S.11 Children's responses to Question 19. 
191 19ii 19i 19ii 
0... =b+-3 F :3<1+1 
~b .:= 2- {l9 -:: L 
% % {lCl -= ? !1J ~ ? 
Code 1 LlCJ = 2. tJ-f ~6 21 7 
srp,T/C- UCORR£ Gr II 10 2 
Q +2. ~ P 1-$ f +:J = /WmIIMr 
t::I~2. = b~J .f : X9"'Z.)~1 
a = I?+ I 1 • }" +7 
a~L. :f fe -Sq-5 
-+6· 
Code 2 
5TArIe - /!VGIY~R£Gr 20 27 
a=-br~ J ~ 3~ <~ Code 5 
eJ -::.Z{,~3 f -: 59 +_ .. 
q = 51:? +3 ~Ic. 
given relationship seemed to be interpreted in a static way 
(eg "this a is 3 more than this b ll , rather than "a is always 
3 more than b") but the code 5 answers were far more frirritive: 
here the "increase by 2" was effected by attaching 2 to the 
given relationship in a very direct and unpremeditated way: 
a=b+3 became a=b+5 or a=2b+3 or a=3b+3, whilst f=3g+l was 
changed to f=3g+3, f=5g+l, etc. In contrast, the code 2 answers 
seemed to express a genuine attempt to construct a new rel&tion-
ship out of the old (or, in the case of 19ii, at least showed 
the ability to cope with the structural com~lexity of 3g+1): 
the code 2 answer a+2=h+5 is maintaining the balance between the 
Iiold" a and b; in a+2=b+3 and a=b+1 a~ is "old" and b is I'new"· , 
the answer f=3g+7, though in some ways similar to the code 5 
answer a=b+5, at least shows an awareness that f increases bJ' 6 
rather than 2. 
Confirmation that Question 19 was being misinterpreted by 
children who were performing well on the test, was later obtained 
by examining the performance-of all the children tested in 
the 1976 large-scale survey (1128, 961 and 731 2nd, 3rd and 
4th years respectively, and also 103 5th years, making a total 
of 2923 children) on 30 items from the Algebra test that were 
selected to form the 4~levels. As can be seen from the table 
below, the overall performance of ,children giving code 2 answers 
to Question 19 was comparable to those answering the question 
correctly (code 1). 
Fig 5.12 Mean score on 30 Algebra items for respondents to Question 19. 
19i 19ii 
Response Code 1 2 5 1 2 5 
Response 
(N=2923) 
Frequency % 19 10 20 8 3 27 
Mean No. of Items 20.5 19.2 14.7 Correct (30 Items) 23.9 24.5 14.8 
Note: the mean number of items answered correctly 
by ::!Li1dren in the total sample was 14.1 • 
Question 3 (Which is larger, 2n or n+2?) did correlate 
well with the other items on the Algebra test (though it proved 
to be very difficul t: only 6!t of 3rd years gave 8. correct 
I 
condi tional resIJonse, while 71 % chose 2n and 16% wrote n+2 or 
"the same ll ). The relevance of a second-order rel2..tion to tr...is 
question can best be explained by considering what ha~pens to 
2n and n+2 when specific values are chosen for n, for example 
n=4 and n=7. This gives the pairs 8,6 and 14,9 for 2n and n+2, 
from which the most obvious concluSion, which holds for each 
flair in turn, is that "2n is larger than n+2"(a first-order 
relation). However, by analysing the values in more detail, 
and in particular-by considering what happens as n changes, 
it is possible to see a more complex relationship between 
2n and n+2, of the sort "as n increases, the increase in 2n 
is greater than the increase in n+2" (14-8 > 9-6), or lias n 
increases, the difference between 2n and n+2 increases" 
(14-9> 8-6). These are second-order relations, whose significance 
lies in the fact that they open up the possibility that for 
some smaller value of n the difference between 2n and n+2 
may be decreased to zero (n=2) or even reversed (n < 2). 
The argument being advanced here is not that children go 
through precisely these steps to solve Question 3, but rather 
that children who are able to cope with complex relations of 
this sort (through having sufficient "processing capaCity" 
perhaps) are likely to consider the possible effect of n on 
on the relative size of 2n and n+2, whereas other children 
(with less processing capaCity) will go for something simpler 
and more direct. 
None of the other items on the test can be said to involve 
second-order relations, although the coordinations required 
to solve Question 21 are l-lerhaps equall:v complex. Here it is 
necessary to realise that a set x. can equally well be ret:resented 
-by 5x, and furthermore that the resulting transformation on 
the values ofx is +5, the inverse-of x5. The~Que~tion was 
answered correctly by 12% of 3rd years. 
Fig 5.13 Question 21. 
If this equation ~ 
is true when x· 6, 
then 
what value of x 
will make this equation~ 
true? 
Z - •••••••••• 0 ••••••• 
(x + 1)3 + x. 349 
(Sx + 1)3 + Sx • 349 
Levels of Understanding in Algebra 
Items from the test that correlated well with each other 
were classified into 4 "levels of understanding". In the case 
of Question 13, only 5 of its 9 items were chosen, not because 
the others correlated badly but to avoid having too many items 
of a very specific kind. Altogether 30 of the 51 items on the 
test were selected. In what follows children are described 
as "being at" a given level if they correctly answered about 
two thirds of the items at that and no higher level. (Infact 
the criterion waS 4/6, 5/7, 5/8 and 6/9 items correct, for 
Levels 1 to 4 respectively.) 
Level 1 
The items for this level are shown in abbreviated form 
below, together with their 3rd year facilities. As can be seen, 
the items were very easy. 
Fig 5.14 Items assigned to Levell. 
facility other interpretat10n of letter deemed 
and item "'VEL 1 it L. ems reslJOnse8 a d t f t equa a or corrac respono;e 
97 8 
'D, no letters involved p= 
97 51 If 8. + b = 43 'T'" r-o -;';..i,;; .~v .I. 
a + b + 2 = ... 
94 91 6 IC.i3JI:.C':.' I I ~= t I 9 I 
92 6i I ~:.3. t c=u: yo'J. Say about I I ..:.. './ ~:.; l'\.:: ~1) 
if a + 5 = 3 ? ! i 
89/ 7ii I I r.o l.e:ters ir. v') J. 'ie J. 61 I I I 
I I iZ5 J A= I 
e h :' -:, , 2 S. ... "a = I C ;<,:-..:.,-: : -' .....
II ~~i~2S ~-§l-y ,,~ ~ jOo"1 ___ !!@. Ve'l 
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The items at level 1 are purely numerical (8 and 71i), or 
they have a simple structure and can be solved by using the 
letters as objects (9i and 131), or by evaluating the letter 
(61), or by not usinR the letters at all (5i). For more 
complex items, children at this level tended to give answers 
like 4ht or 5ht instead of 4h+t for item 9ii, 8ab instead of 
3a+5b for 13iv, 761 instead of 761 for 51i. Where items 
required specific unknowns, these children were likely to 
evaluate the letter (p=32 instead of p=2n for 9iv, e+f+g=l2 or 
9 instead of 8+g for 5ii1), or they did not use the letter at 
all (7 or 7n instead of 3n+4 for 4ii). 
Level 2 
The clear difference between these items and those of Level 1 
is their increased complexity, though the letters still only 
have to be evaluated (111._ and -:1111 _ below) or used as objects 
(91i, 7i1i, 9ii1 and 13iv). 
Fig 5.15 Items assigned to level 2. 
other 1nterpretat1on of letter deemed 
LEVEL 2 items responses adequate for correct res~onae 
75 15i A shaf e with 57 sides no let"ters involved 
has ... diagonals 
(given rule "t alee 3") 
68 7iii '" ~ ..,- ,..,,.., nO V...JU':"'lJl. 
A: m 
I U ·L'lt or 20 -"\ T· r-, ,'" :Jat need to avo:':. 68 9ii \..,~(J~\......l, h h l"..!'...h.nt tem1tation to close (4ht) 
~ p: 
64 9iii A, 2ul6 or 16 C.3J..:.CT, but :-.eed to avoid uu556 teml-tation to close ( ?" ' 6 ) ~'-'~ 
p= 
- '""l llii 'Nhat can .You say about [i.'/ K.LUJ'\,~~1). but need to co .. e o~ 
m if m = 3n + 1 IWlth (te~rorary) a..J:G:'~.li ty 
ar.d. n = 4 of m = ;n + 1 
61 11i ;;hat can you 8 ay about u=2 14 ..:.·,'ALU..;.·.:::....D. but ::eed :0 co~e 
if v 3 with aI.ti~c:.i ty .. - t.;.=v+) u u :;: + o. 
and v = 1 (one --.:..n.k :-. 0 .... n i s 3 r:lore :. :-.. s..:: 
another u:,~r.)',\'::) , a:-. :. net 
reduce tn:s ac: bi e,Lli t:: ~c 
I "u 3.r.'C. v togetr.er el.1::i1 -:. 'j .) wnicr: le3d_ to u=2. 
6C /13iV 2a + 5b ... a = 'Sab 20 Oi:JJ .;:...: • .' , but neeLi to avc:d 
t e ::1 i- t:::. t i 0 r. to ;;lose (~2~ • I .... nich :'3 c.lso :.'0:' .. JOUS ) 
I 
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It ~ight be argued that the advance made at this level 
(eg being able to write 2u+16 instead of 2ul6, ;a+5b instead 
of 8ab) is due simply to an increased familiarit:- with algebraic 
notation. However, when the Calvert raw scores of a subsample 
of 2nd year children was examined, it waS found that children 
using the correct notation had substantially higher mean scores, 
which suggests that the use of correct notation is at least in 
part conceptual. (For the answers 2u+16 and 2ul6 the mean 
Calvert raw score was 51 and 46 respectively, and for 3a+5b 
and 8ab the means were 53 and 44. The mean for all children in 
the subsample, N=6l0, was 46.) 
Tne advance made at-level 2 can also be seen as a greater 
willingness (much more fully realised at level 3) to accept 
answers that appear incomplete or ambiguous (Collis's ALe). 
For example, it may be the case that many of the children who 
gave the answer Bab as a simplification of 2a+5b+a (of whom 
about three quarters were at level 1) knew how to write 3a+5b 
but preferred their answer because it looked more complete. 
In lli most level 1 children omitted the item or gave the 
answer 2 instead of 4 (u=v+3, v=l, u= ). Here it may be the 
ambiguity of u=v+3 (one unknown is 3 more than another .. ) 
that caused these responses, ei ther p·utting children off 
entirely or prompting them to read the equation as tlu plus v 
equals 3", which reduces the ambiguity but leads to the 
answer 2. 
Level 3 
This level signals a major step forward, in that for tnt 
first time letters are genuinely being used as unknown numbers 
(siecific unknown). Answers like 8+g anQ 3n+4 are now 
meaningful, desvite their lack of closure and even though the 
letters re~resent numbers rather than objects. Howev~r, childr~n 
at this level can only cOl,e wi th specific unknowns when the 
structure of the items is simple: for eXaID1,le t they can cOl-e 
with "Add 4 onto 3nll, where the operation +4 is sim1Jly attached 
to what is given, but with "Multil-ly n+5 by 4" the~y have 
difficulty coordinating the operations and are likely to give an 
ambiguous answer like n+5x4. 
Fig 5.16 Items assigned to level 3. 
LLV:J:;L 3 items 
52 151i A shape with k sides 
has ... diagonals 
47 13v:1i1 3a - b + a ;:;: 
45 13i1 2a + 5b • 
41 51i1 If e + f = 8 
e + f + g :;; ... 
41 14- ','ihat can you cay about 
r if r = s + t 
and r + s + t - 30 
38 giv lart of this ~ 
figure is not Z I drawn •.• I 
I n sides altogether. 1-= 
36 4ii -+ added to n can be 
written as n+4. 
Add 4 onto 3n. 
30 16 ','/hat can vou say about 
c if c + d = 10 




























interpretation of letter deemed 
adequate for correct response 
.':).iZCIFIC U l;-lU>O;,N 
ObJLCT/~PLCIFIC UI~£~O'NN 
OB';~CT, but strong 
temptation to close. 
....l.::.CIFIC u~~h.;,Cw.~ . :':-~::; ~ ~n 
e a,r;d f can be ignored bv 
::latching ( as in ~i) g can 
not; nor can g be 
evaluated. (4+4+4=12, etc) . 
~l:.ClnC U:.:.L;C'I~~ • r can no-.; 
be eva1~ated direc~ly 
(as i~ 10TlO+lO:;;30). 
..::...t l::CIFIC 0r;iC;C,';I~ • r. can not 
be used as a..n object ( as :':1 
9i, 9iL 9iii), nor C&.Il r. 
be evaluated (bv literallv 
closir..g tne figure:p=32 etc 
.:.l:r::'::I?IC " 1".a3 to ....,,~ ..... \ ...... 1 \.. II!' • n 
be o~erated u;on, no " 
avoided(4+3n ~ 7n) or . 
ignored entire1y(4+3n + 7) . 
,,;..:..~ .. .r...':;'n.: I ..:J~j) .:.--.;:....::~.\ 
The first (and easiest) three items shown in the diagram 
should perhaps be regarded as being at the onset of level 3, 
rather than fully within it. In the case of 15ii, though k is 
a specific unknown, the operation -3 is given explicitly and 
there is really little that children can do other than write 
I 
k-3: for example, there are no other numbers acti~€ as cistra2~or~ 
as in 4ii where many chilcren succumb to comci~ing ~~e 3 a~G tLe 
4. (nespi te this, however, 1 7% of 3rd :,'ear children avoided 
using a sl-:ecific un..1.cnown b:,~ evaluating k, many of tl1elIl using 
the all;habet code to gel; answers like h or 8 by counting back 
from k or 11.) Item l3viii (simplify 3a-b+a) might be said tljustl1 
to require sVecific unknowns, in that the interpretation of the 
letters as objects, which is yerfectly adequate for an ex~ression 
like 2a+5b+a (item l3iv), is no longer fully l-:lausible because 
of -b. (Put another way, the subtraction increases the level 
of ALe.) In 13ii the letters can be regarded as ob~ects, but 
children have to overcome the temptation to do something to 
the ext:ression 2a+5b (simplify if f.:ossible .• ). Not surfJrisingl;y 
many children (34%) gave~answers like 7ab or 12a (where one b 
is exchanged for t';iO a' s ) • 
Question 16 is the only item in the group that requires 
the use of letters as generalised numbers. The only reason it 
is classified at level 3 rather than level 4 is because its 
facility pattern, over the three year groups tested, is closer 
to the level, items. 
Level 4 
At this level children can cope with specific unknowns in 
items having a complex structure (13v, 4iii, 7i v). The:,: can 
also cope with items like 20, 22 and l7i which require, at a 
minimum,that the letters are regarded as specific unknowns 
but where there is a strong temptation to treat the letters 
as objects (cakes and buns, pencils, wages and hours). l8ii 
involves generalised numbers, whilst item 3 involves variables. 
Fig 5.17 Ite.''!ls assigned to' level 4. 
u. 'J ~L 4 :. t e :r..:: 
·c 
'--' 
18i:" I., :r .. e io:".l.owi:-.g 
always, never or 
someti:nes (.,.:lE::l.) ,,:;.:-u.e? 
L + ~: + .. •• = L + l' T N 
23 13v (a 
-
b) + b = 
22 20 Cake~ cost n ;ence t:a.cn ~ 
and buns b f"ence each. 
If I buy 4 cake::; and 3 
buns, what does 
4c + 3b stand for? 
17 41ii I1:ul t1{Jly n+S by 4. 
12 7iv sD 
e 2- A= 
12 21 If (x+l))+x = 349 
is true when x=6. what 
value ~f x ma,·:es 
(5x+1)~+Sx = 349 true? 
11 22 b blue ~encils (5 1- ence 



























6b ... 10r=90 6 
(6 pence eac:J.) , cost 90 or 
~ence altogether ••• 12b+5r=90 
(ie 5b + 6r = 90) 
6 3 Which is 1:irger, 2n 71 





S 171 Basic wage ':'20. ;1.2. ",er ~=20+h 13 
hour of overtime. W+h 14 
interpretatio:l. Jf letter deemed 
ade1uate :or correct response 
-J ~ ... , .... ~~ ... ~~~ . I ..... .J.......:.:...:.. .. \.. oJ. ::..1.';' ;. 
c 8,1" !'"E: t- r ~::.. e { .. ~ a y d..rl~e c::' 
values, ,,\{'.::..ch ::a:; C 0 i !'. ;:; :. :. e . 
.., ... ..,-,-, 
.:a-~....,l.:4\""oo t;:~A..:~( .. :;. :'he t;,.::e 
0:' letters as ob~ects is 
r.o 10:l.l?er i-lausible 
(an a~ l.le take away a 
I banana .• ). 
," "r" ... -:1 .. ..., 
.)!';;, ....... tl.\,; ~v-:~ l\.~; (, ,',:~ (or 
g':ener?lised n'",:Iloer) . T.I':e 
temrt<..tion to '...l.se t:l€ 
letters as ob.iects is 
",articularly s tro::g. 3::' r.ce 
the item involves ob~ects. 
...:.:L'::"C1FIC r • ~ • , • _. - ,.' 1J ... _lL.".'\...tf1.1.1. t: .. ~re it 
is neceS::3arv t~ cocrt.in=..te 
two o~erations, and to 
recog!'lise tr.e amcib'J.ity of 
an ar.swer like ~x~1-5 . 
• , -, r ., 
.:.;r~v ... ,: .... v ~ l~ t\..:. G .r:' . 
'':;'E~~.i:..n...,,::'I ";r.D ~~~'koLR or 
variable. x can be re~re-
sen';;ed by 5x, wn:ch res\l':'-:;s 
1!'l ";;l"'.e tran::oformtiticn .:-S. 
. ..., 'T' ~ ('\ 
..;.J. i..v.l.. t l." ·J:a~.1G .. l'i or 
e;eneralised nJZlber. ~i 0 t 
letter as object ( ol',J,e ar~d 
red ... enci1s cost 90 ~enc~ , 
etc) • 
V ...... i I A5U- (2nd order relc.tion-
shh) . Intui ti VE:l:.' it is 
rea::oonaole to assu..'rle ~:1>n+,-
( eg for n=lO. 20>12). But a2 
n c::anges the Gi!feren:.:e 
be-t I. t; e n 2n and n+2 c :~c...'1,~e s , 
so for some (smallt:!r) value 
of n 2n may be l!;;sJ t.r..:..:1 n+~ 
SJ.:.CIFIC U~t:~;U"i~ or 
generalised number. )jot 
W, total wage; 20w+2h 11 letter as object 
h, n~ber of hours of ( ''If=20+!!ours overti.:ne). 
overtime. Equation in 
W,h (1'/=20+2h) . 
Summary: the Items at each Level 
The items at levels I and 2 can be solved without having 
to operate on letters as unknowns; instead the letters can be 
evaluated, not used, or regarded as objects. At levels 3 and 4 
the letters have to be treated as specific unknowns, generalised 
numbers or variables. 
The difference betvveen levelland level 2, and between 
level 3 and level 4 is essentially a matter of complexity. 
For example, in the level 1 item "Find a if a+5=8", the 
70. 
letter can be evaluated immediately, by recalling a fam.:..l:ar 
number bond, whereas in the level 2 item "Find u if u=v+3 
and v=l" it is firEt necessary to cOl-e with an 2J!lbiguous 
statement. And whereas in the perime~er item 9i the objects 
being collected together are all of the same tY1;e (1-=3e), in 
9ii (level 2) the objects differ, which means that the answer 
(p=4h+t) cannot be closed. Similar~y whilst the level 3 item 
"Add 4 onto 3n" essentially involves just a single operation, 
in the level 4 item "Mul tipl;y n+5 by 4" the o~erations +5 
and x4 have to be coordinated. 
Sum.mar~/: the Children at each Level 
The table below shows how many children at each level 
gave answers classified by the codes 0 to 9 for item 4ii 
(for the total 1976 sam~le, N=2923). 
Fig 5.18 Level of respondents to item 4ii. 
Level of Children 
























0 31 I 
52 509 1 
55 250 







39 20 4 
°1 -Z O! 
3091 12,! 11 
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117 17 21 
31 31 0 
















The raw frequencies are not easy to interpret: for example, 
whilst it is true to sa~/ that most children at level 4 gave 
code 1 answers, it is not the case that most children who 
gave code 1 answers were at level 4. Also the differences 
in lerformance at different levels and for different codes 
are not sufficiently clear cut to be able to make statements 
like naIl children at level 3 and above (the level of the item) 
72. 
Cross-S8ctional Data: }il C:i c i 1 i t~; of Items 
The facilities of the 30 items that were selected to form 
the lE::vels are shown in the table and graf;h below, for the 1976 
2nd, 3rd and 4th year samples (13, 14 and 15 ;,'ear olds) . 
Fig 6.1 Facility of 30 selected Algebra items for 1976 2nd, 2rd and 
4th year samples. 
Item Year Year 
2 3 4th 2nd 3rd 4th Facility 
I i/OO .' Level 1 8 95 97 96% 'v ~- '_Si 5i 92 97 95 -5, _qi 
9i 91 94 93 5"_ -b,' q:- _71i 
'{o 
6i 86 92 93 0;_ _:3 1 
7ii 79 89 90 I 
I 13i 77 86 87 ~g, 
Level 2 15i 63 75 72 I I 
9ii 58 68 73 I ~70 7iii 54 68 76 
9iii 54 64 67 i llii 44 62 67 1 
l1i 49 61 70 i :-60 
13iv 40 60 66 I I 
Level 3 15ii 34 52 54 I 
13viJJ 27 47 56 ~50 I 
13ii 29 45 51 I 
5iii 25 41 50 qi" I 
14 30 41 39 ~~ 
9iv 24 38 41 I 4ii 22 36 41 I i_/3" I 
16 21 30 35 -2D '-30 
_J8/1 I 
Level 4 18ii 11 25 27 -Ir-Ii 
13v 15 23 32 
20 14 22 30 ~::c I 
4iii 8 17 25 
7iv 7 12 16 
21 4 12 16 \-10 I 
22 2 11 13 
3 4 6 10 
17i 2 5 8 1.-0 
A brief eXCiIIlination of the graph is sufficient to show that 
the increase in item facil~ty was generally greater from the 
2nd to 3rd year sample than from the 3rd to 4th years. In some 
cases performance actually declined from the 3rd to 4th years, 
.. 
answered the item correctly~ However, by taking into account 
the size of the marginals (ie by considering row and column 
percentages, as in the table below) it 1s possible to make 
statements such as the following: 
Most children (51%) 
Most children (57%) 







ans~ers were at level 1. 
answers were at level 1. 
answers were at level 1. 
Children at level 1 
Children at level 1 
Children at level 1 













Fig 5.19 Percent of code 5, 6 and 7 respondents to item 4ii at each 
level and percent of levelland 2 children giving different 
responses to 4ii. 
Level 0 Level 1 
Code 1 8 
Code 3 3 
Code 4 0 
Code 5 5 51 46 
Code 6 13 57 22 
Code 8 16 58 7 
Code 9 8 
!Code 0 6 
100 





27 18 4 



















On the basis of these statements (and similar ones derived 
from the cross-tabulations sho~n in Ap~en~ix 5), the table below 
has been constructed, which lists some of the more "typical" 
responses of children at each lev~l. 
Fig 5.20 Summary of performance at each level. 
i 
Items 
Level Level 1 Level 2 
Structure simple complex 
Required evaluated 
Use of not used 
Letters object 
9~ 61 111 911 l31v e e ~ a+5=8 u:v+3 " " 2a+5b v-l +a 
Level 1 ~ , .... omit . 4ht eab 
Response u=2 
OBJeT EVAL ~VAL O.oJC1' OBJCT 
Level 2 0./ ... -
Response 










5111 411 411i 22 
e+f =8 Add 4 X ni"5 pen-
e+f+g= to 3n by 4 cils 
12 7 20 
9 7n n+20 
~VAL NOT U NOT U 
-
12 7n n+20 
LVAL NOT U NOT U 
-
.... ...... 4xn+5 b+r=90 
SUNK ::iUNK SUNK OBJCT 
-' SUllK 
GEN or 
S mue VAR 
• 
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farticularly for some o~' t.r~e easiest (levf::l 1) i "'ce:::'2. I:-~ 
this is ~robabl~ due to a ceiliLg effect, but it is also 
likely that this refl~cts a growth in t~e proportion of 
children who re ject m::ithematics, especiall~.' 21Joungst those who 
find the subject difficult. For the harder itec2 the 4:':1 ;'ear 
children's performance shows a stead.:: improvement over that of 
the 3rd years, as can be seen from the first table below. 
However, both tables ag&in show verv c18arl~' that the im;rovement 
between the 2nd and 3rd :vear sCimple was far gre2.ter. 
Fig 6.2 Average increase in facility from 2nd to 3rd to ~th years 
for items at each level, and number of items correct. 
Avera::!e increase in facility Humber of items cor r e c t (.30 i~) 
Item level 1 2 3 4 Mean Increase 
2nd year 2nd vear 11.6 
to 6 14 15 7% 3.15 
3rd year 3rd year 14.7 
to 0 5 5 5% 1.13 
4th year 4th vear 15.9 
A possible explanation for the reli.:4tively poor performance 
of the 2nd ;year children is that they may have been handicalped 
by a lack of familiarity with generalised arithme~ic, on the 
other hand, once a minimum level of familiarity has been 
reached (in the 3rd ;year) it ma;y be the case that performance 
is far more dependent on cognitive ability, than on the 
experiences of algebra that children typically meet at school. 
Tne product-moment correlation betvv'een 'Potal score on the 30 
selected Algebra items and Calvert raw score was found. to be 
0.69 for a sub-sam~,le of 634 2nc ~7ears (des,b-i te a marked 
"topping effect" on the Calvert test, which is ciemonstrated 
b ;/ the s cat t erg r am bel 0 V\' ). The val u e oft h e cor r e 1 3. t ion s u. f: i est s 
that cogni ti ve abili t J- does have a substantial effect on 
performance, even for 2nd }'ear children. ~t the SalIle time, the 
view that they suffered from a lack of I'amiliarity is supported 
• 
by informal observations made at the time the class test was 
being develofjed: many 2nd year children found the test a 
puzzling and uncomfortable experience, in contrast to the 
confidence generally shown by the older children even when 
their ,bJerformance turned out to be low. Also, an exaoination 
of 1st and 2nd year text books (for example the S~ lettered 
series) suggests that children's early ex~eriences of algebra 
are ~resented with little purpo~e or conviction (see Chapter 15). 
Fig 6.3 Calvert raw score against Algebra score (30 items) for a 
subsample of 634 2nd years. 
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Cross-Sectional Data: Distribution of Levels 
It was mentioned bri~fly in Chavter 5 that children were 
assigned to one of the four Algebra levels according to the 
highest level at which they answered at least two-thirds of 
the items correctly (strictly. 4/6, 5/7, 5/8 and 6/9 for the 
level I, 2, 3 and 4 items res~ectively). The tables below 
75. 
show the distribution of 2nd, 3rd and 4th year chiltren ~t e~ch 
level, for the 1976 sam~les. (These consist of 2820 children, 
but 34 children have been excluded from the tables because tneir 
yerformance did not scale, ie they reached criterion at one 
level but not at all lower levels.) 
Fig 6.4 Percent and cummulative percent of children at each level. 
Cummulative 
lercentage of children at percentage of children at 
each level each level 
Child level 0 1 2 3 4 Child level 0+ 1+ 2+ 3+ 4 
2nd year 10 50 23 15 2 2nd year 99 89 40 17 2 
3rd year 6 35 24 29 6 3rd year 99 93 58 34 6 
4th year 5 30 23 31 9 4th year 99 93 63 40 9 
AS is to be expected, this information presents the same 
overall picture as the facility comparison, with the 2nd years 
performing substantially worse than the 3rd years, and the 4th 
years only slightly better. However, as far as the improvement 
of. the 4th years at least is concerned, assessing performance 
in terms of levels seems to obscure the .gain made in the number 
of items answered correcly, since the difference between the 
3rd and 4th year means (1.13) is highly significant (t=3.33, 
p~ 0.001), but the difference between the distribution of 
levels is not (Xz=5.93) despite the large numbers of children 
involved. 
Longitudinal Data 
A group of 200 2nd year children (from schools 05, 06, 07 
and 16), who formed part of the 1976 ~~rvey, were tested again 
in the summer of 1977 and 1978. Equal numbers of children were 
selected randomly from four IQ grouJ-s (st2Jldardised Calvert 
score) so as to give a fairly rectangular, rather than no!"mal, 
76. 
distribution. Due to children being absent or moving school, 
onl:J 109 of the original 200 children were tested on eCich of 
the t~ree occasions, with the drop out rate being slightl~- higher 
amoungst the children with low IQ. 
Cnildren's ~erformance was classified into levels PI, 
F2, P3 and P4 which are comparable to Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4, but 
which were determined from a slightly different subset of 
items (PIG 8). The change in the number of children at each 















Levels (PIG 8) of 109 children in 1976, 1977 and 1975. 
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The most important aspect of these d~ta is that t~e proportion 
of children whose i-erformance regres sed is small, wi tt. a 
maximum of 10% over one year and onl:: 3% over two ::es.rs. r';:".::is 
suggests that it would be reasonable to interpret the cross-
sectional data from the 1976 survey as a picture of how 
children's performance ~rogresses as they get older. 
The first two graphs below show the change in level over 
two years for each child in the longitudinal study, against 
their Calvert standardised and raw score respectively. The 
graphs show that there is a strong relation bet~een the levels 
and Calvert score. The third gra~h, which is a Simplification 
of the second, suggests there may also be a rel&tion between 
change in level and Calvert score, with a greater proportion 
of the children at the top end of the Calvert range changing 
levels over the two year period (and perhaps also a greater 
proportion changing by more than one level). However,this 
has to be interpreted with caution: although it is reasonable 
that children at the higher levels (and with the higher Calvert 
scores) should frogress through the levels more quickly 
(otherwise, how do they get there?), it happens to be the case 
that at all three phases of the survey over half the children 
are at level P2, so that the greater degree of change amoungst 
those with high Calvert scores might be the result of their 
having been at P2 for some time, whilst those at the middle 
of the Calvert range might just be entering P2 or consolidating 
their ~osition within it. In addition, it is possible that 
children take longer to traverse 12 than the higher levels. 
Unfortunatel:', a more extended longi tudinal survey is f,robabl:-
required to answer thest questions satisfactorily. 
(J) 
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PART B 79,. 
Chapter 7 THE ~TATIciTICAL ANALYSIJ OF THE ALGLBRA T~ST: 
OVLRVIBW 
The classification of items into levels (and subsequently 
assigning children to these levels) was undertaken for each of 
tne CSMS mathematics tests (and also for the science tests, 
where the levels were explicitly described in Fiagetian terms). 
This procedure can be regarded sim~ly as a device for organising 
the research findings into a more readily commullicable 
form. However, as was stated in Chapter 1, in adopting the 
procedure for the Algebra test it was also assumed, at least 
as a first approximation, that children all go through the same 
stages in their grasp of a given concept and that their level 
of understanding is consistent across different conceptse 
With respect to the items of the Algebra test, these 
assumptions implied that children who could cope with one item 
should be able to cOlle with all other items of the same and 
higher facility, and that similarly, once items had been 
classified into levels, children who could cope consistently 
with the items at one level should be able to cope at all the 
easier levels. The aim of the statistical analysis was to 
identify the items that satisfied these criteria most closely. 
However, first a method of analysis had to be found for doing 
this, which froved to be an extremely difficult and time consuming 
task. Initially a method based on item characteristic curves 
(eg Guilford,l96~,p483) was tried, that had been develofed 
by the science wing of C3N.S (Shayer,l978a.,p3l-37; Adey,l980,1-27) 
and ~hich~1s discussed in the next chapter. The method had 
a number of virtues, not least that it allowed close contact 
80. 
to be m~intained with the data, but it waS not entirely 
satisfactory. It gradually emer~ed that three reltited problems 
needed to be solved: first a suitable measure of association 
was required, in order to assess the similarity or hierarchical 
nature of ~airs of items; then a method of analysis needed to 
be"found so that this measure could be used to assess the 
homogeneity of several items or of the test as a whole; finally, 
having selected the most homogeneous items aLa grouped them 
into levels, it was felt that a-method waS needed to check 
that the levels formed a scale, ie to assess the extent to 
which children who passed one level also passed the easier 
levels. 
The measure of association that was finally chosen waS the 
phi coefficient, which is discussed in Chapter 9. Chapter 10 
discusses the way in which phi was used to analyse the test as 
a whole: in the event two methods were used, one of which was 
based on rather intuitive drawings that became known as "sl-'ider 
diagramsU, whilst the other involved factor analysis. Guttman 
scalogram analysis was used to assess the consistency 
of the levels: initially the method 'seemed ideally suited to 
this purpose and was greeted with enthusiasm, but a number of 
shortcomings have Since come to light which are discussed in 
in Chapter 11. 
If desired, these chal-- ters on the stati::5t1cal anal:;s1s of 
the test (PA...T.tT B)' can be read after the final section of the 
thesis (p.A.:.,~rr C). 
;:;1 
Chapter 8 
For a test that measures along a single sc :..J..e 0: ab::"li "'c~\-, 
a characteristic curve ~rovides a way of diE~la?ing the d~~ree 
of discrimination of an item and the point (or level) o~ the 
scale at which the item discriminates best. Two such curves 
are shown below, for imaginary items of average facility from 
a test where abili t:: is measured on a 6 l-oint scale. The first 
item has ~erfect discrimination, with all slibjects from level 3 
onwards ~assing the item and all those with lower abilit~ failing 
the item; in contrast the second item discriminates along the 
whole ability scale, with higher ability subjects having a 
greater probability of passing the item, but its discriminating 
power is far less. According to Guilford (1965,p484) a test 
consisting of items whose curves come close to that of the first 
item is more effective at grading individuals, but only if the 
items span a wide range of facility; unfortunately, however, 
"With the extensive range of difficulty level, there could not 
be as high internal reliabili t:v as some might desire 1'. 
Fig 8.1 Ideal and more usual item characteristic curves. 
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In practice, ~ests are usually constructec. with the items all 
having a facility of about 50% and with a discrimination ~a~tern 
similar to that of the second ex~ple above (if SUCL equ~l-:~cili: 
items all discriminated lerfectl~', the resultin; test would 
partition subjects into 2ust two hYOUfS, and would be ~o ~ore 
effE:ctive than anyone of the i ter:.s on its own). In cOY'.t;rast. t..:::e 
C3}.:S tests (mathematics and sc~ence) wert:; cieliberatel:: ciesigneo. 
to have items with widely differing facilities, not onl:" to 
discriminate sharply between c~ildren a~ ciifferent l~vcls of 
ability, but so that children's levels of ability could be 
described quali tativel:v, in terms of the i terns act'.l.5.l1~· passed 
instead of just in terms of a numerical score. Thus the 
characteristic curve of the first item sho~n above ~rovided 
an apf!ropriate model against \'fhich to cOlll-are the C.:):~.3 items. 
The diagram below shows such curves for 3 items from the Algebra 
test, of high, meciium and low facility respectively (the levels 
are from one of the early ~cales into which the test waS 
analysed, PIG 3). These items were regarded as discriminating 
well, though compared to the ideal the curves have a far more 
rounded, S-shaped 'a~pearance, and in the case of the extreme-
facility items only a partial S-shape. 
Fig 8.2 Characteristic curve for a high, medium and low facility item. 
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The science win; of C..3r.=S used char~cteristic Ct~"~ves iY'. tLS 
method they developed for analy::ing their r':"ageti2..f .. cla.3s 
tas~s. The metnod is an iterative one. in w~ich the ~:"rst ster 
is to classifv the items on a test into levels (in t~e case 
of the science wing this classific~~io~ was based on ~ia~et's 
descripticlns of the tasLs tr ... Cit t:n.eir items were c.e~i.sneQ to 
model). lJext. scoring rules are devised, ana cnildren assie:-!1ed 
to levels according to their ~erformance on the tests (the 
most common rule, at least ini tiall~:', v~aS to assign children 
to the highest level for which at least two-thirds of the items 
had been answered successfully). Characteristic curves, or 
"swags" as they affectionately became know (after Shayer, 'vh lam 
and Guilford), are then drawn for each item, and in the light of 
these the i tern classification is modified (b~/, for example, 
rejecting items with poor swags, or classifying items at a 
different level). The scoring rules might also be modified at 
this stage (if, for example, too many items appear to be 
discriminating at the wrong level, or if a high proportion 
of children's performances do not scale -in the sense of children 
who have been assigned to a given level failing at a lower 
level). The children'S levels are then reassigned, new swags 
are drawn and the cycle repeated until some kind of equilibrium 
is reached. 
The method was tried on the Algebra test with a reasonable 
amount of success: for example, one scale derived by the method, 
PIG 3, which consisted of 32 items classified in~o 4 levels, 
included 23 of the items used for the final Algebra levels. 
However, it was felt that the method was not entirely 
satisfactory. First, the method is circular, since all, or most 
of the items bein~ investigated are used to determine the 
levels of the children which in turn are used to re-classif~' 
the items. This circularity is not serious when a large number 
of i t ~ :-rr sis in vol v e d ate a c h 1 eve l, b u"': t 1::' s Vr a S r~ 0 t t.c .. e c a. ~ e 
for the Algebra test. ;:>econd, though some poorl:" - . .. . Q l S C r l'::::';: a. : l :-.~ 
items can easily be identified b;, insr~-::;ction (eg i~err. 4iv below), 
it is difficult to find precise criteria for iDter~reting sv.~gs. 
For a sharply discriminating item, the middle portion of curve 
should be "steep" and its end-point "high". However, it is not 
clear how these features can be exr,resseo. as a single quantity, 
or whether they are even adequate. For example, ~hough in terms 
of these features 9iv is certainly a better discriminator than 
4iv, it might be argued that item 23 is at least as good, since 
about five times as many children at level 4 pass the item than 
at level 3. 
Fig 8.3 Characteristic curve (swag) for items 4iv, 9iv and 23. 
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Because of these difficulties, a method of analysis was 
eventually adopted based on the correlation cOefficient fhi. 
In general the values of fhi sup~orted the intuitive judgemeLts 
derived from the swags. For example, the mean value of phi for 
9iv with all the other items on the Algebra test was subst2:.ntiall:, 
higher than the mean for 4iv (see below). On the other hand, 
the mean for l5ii was even higher, lres1l.I1'.::lbl:. because it 
di scriminCi tes adeq~c.;. tel:v over a wider range, though :. ts 
discrimination is not as sharp. (Apyendix 8 snows tne swags for 
all the Algebra iteDs, under scale ?I~ 3, and all tne ~e&~ 
fhi values.) 
Fig 0.4 Characteristic curves (swags) for items with increasingly 
high discrimination, and mean phi for eac~ item. 
Item 4iv Item l5ii I~em 9iv 
mean phi: 0.29 mean 1'hi: 0.57 mean phi: 0.44 
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Chapter 9 1:i:..kSUrib~ OI k.6.:J0::;I.ll.~ION 1:):::'T,',~~\ I=~l\~;:): 
T~ lHI COEF?ICIBKT 
The various wrong ans~ers that children gave to the items 
on the Algebra test r-layed a crucial role in m'-.:.king sense 0: 
the wa~' children performed on tne test (Chafter 5). However, 
for purposes of statistical analysis, responses to the items 
were classified dichotomously, as right or wrong. 
This chapter discusses some of the ways in which the degree 
of associatjon between pairs of dichotomous i~ems ci;ht be 
measured. To illustrate the relationship between such pairs of 
items it is useful to draw contingency table~, and in this 
chapter these tables are presented in the form shown below, 
using the following conventions: 
o represents "wrong response" or "fail", 
1 represents IIcorrect resl-onse" or "pass"; 
a, b, c and d represent the rercentage of children in the 
categories pass-fail, pass-pass, fail-fail and fail-pass 
respectively, for items P and Q, although for ease of 
exposition these will sometimes be treated as frequenci=s; 
p and q are the facilities of items P and Q; 
p ~ q, ie the easier item is shown on the left of the 
table. 
N re~resents the number of children attemI.'ting each i ten. 
Fig 9.1 General contingency table for pair of dichotomous items. 
1 P a b 
Item P 
0 p' c d 
N ql q 
0 I 
Item Q 
~e~ardless o~ no~ muc~ easier item P is tnan item ~, for 
the items to be closelJ' related to each other d should 
ideally be zero: for txample. if P and Q Cave tlle same facili :'." 
37. 
they can be regarded as me~~uring 
children tested respond to the items in exactl;' trle s~ .. r:"le W2..~,: 
(ie they fail or pass both items, as in the first c02~ingency 
table below where P and Q ooth have facilities of 60~), 
items are different in facility they can be reEard~d as 
measuring the same thing, or at least measuring rarts of the 
same construct, if none of the children who fail the easier 
item (item p) pass the harder one (as in the second table below 
where I and Q have facilities of 90% and 60% respectively). 
Fig 9.2 Ideal (d-O) contingency tab les for 60'7. by 60'7. and 90'7. by 60'7. facility item pairs. 
1 60 0 60 1 90 30 60 
p p 
0 40 40 0 0 10 10 0 
40 60 40 60 
0 1 0 1 
Q Q 
Thus the simplest wav to measure the degree of association 
between pairs of dichotomous items is to see how close d is to 
zero (as occurs, for example, in the ordering method proposed 
b;' Bart and Krus, 1973). However this does not always lead to an 
equitable comparison because though d can in theory always be 
zero its maximum possible value is limited b~)' pi or q (whichever 
is the smaller): for the_first pair of items illustrated above 
d could have a value of 40 whereas for the second pair Q can 
not be greater than 10. A more satisfactorv use of the information 
contained in a contingenc~ table is to compare the products 
bc and ad in some way, by for example forming the quotient 
bc/ad or the difference bc-ad. The product bc can be interpreted 
as the number (when N=lOO) of subject-pairs that are ranked 
concordantl~' on the two items (ignoring ties), whilst ad gives 
the number of uiscordant rankings. A disadvantage 0: the 
quotient bc/ad is that it becomes excessively large as d 
approaches zero, and for this reason it will not be cO!lsiciered 
further. Measures of association are conventiocall:" scaleci 
to range from -1 to 1 (complete disagreement to co~~let~ 
agreement) and to equal zero when there is complete inde~endence. 
The difference bc-ad satisfies the latter condition (the items 
are independent when b/a = d/c, or bid = a/c) and its range 
-ad to bc can be mapped onto -1 to 1 by choosing a suitable 
denominator. Four such transformations are shown below (which 
result in the coefficients phi, Y, Q and Hij). 
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The best known of these coefficients is phi, being iniact 
the product-moment correlation coefficient for dichotomous 
data, and for this reason phi was initially thought to be the 
obvious choice for assessing the degree to which pairs of items 
could be said to be testing the same construct. In the event, 
phi was chosen but not before the other coefficients listed 
above had been examined very closely. The examination of these 
coefficients waS irom~ted by the sudden realisation that the 
value of phi, though theoretically being able to range between 
-1 and 1, was infact restricted by the relative facilities of 
of the items being compared: for example, for the two ideal 
cases (d=O) displayed earlier, phi has a value of 1 when the 
facilities of P and Q are both 60% but is only about 0.4 
when the facilities are 90~ and 60% respectively (whereas Y, 
Q and Hij equal 1 in both cases). Fut in more general terms, 
when two items are as closely related as possible, ie- when 
d=O. phi can only have a value of 1 when the items have the 
same facility, whereas Y, Q and Hij will always equal 1. 
This discovery seemed to suggest that all that remained to 
be done was to determine whether one of these latter 
coefficients behaved in any sense more appropriately than the 
other two. Unfortunately, when Y, Q and Hij were applied to 
empirical data it became ap~arent that they Buffered from a 
comt)lementarv yroblem to that of phi: whilst the value of phi 
decreased as the difference in facility between item-pairs 
became more extreme, the values of Y, Q and Hij increased, 
rather than staying more or less the same. The severity with 
which this happened varied from one~coeffic1ent to another, 
but given that the Algebra test (and the other CSMS tests) 
had been deliberately designed to include very easy and very 
difficult items, the problem was more serious for each of these 
coefficients than for phi: in effect Y, Q and Hij were saying 
that the relationship between item-pairs was at its strongest 
when the information on which to base such a deCision was 
minimal and at its least reliable (for a very easy and a ver;y 
difficult item, the values of b, c and d are by definition very 
small, and any fluctu~tion in their values is likely to have a 
substantial effect on ad in p~rticul&r, and hence on Y, ~ and 
Hij' whereas the value of phi, which is already small, will stay 
small in absolute terms). Expressed another wa~', Y, Q and Hij 
were pl&cing the greatest emphasis on the relationships that were 
the most trivial, ie they emphasised the instaaces where 
children who could answer an extremely difficult item also coped 
with an'easy one: in the context of algebra, or school mathematics 
generally, it would be rare for this not to happen. Thus, after 
much deliberation, fhi was chosen as the most satisfactory 
measure, in the sense that it did not overestimate the 
relationship between i~ems, but instead erred on the side of 
caution. 
The graph below (from Guilford,1965,p336) shows the maximum 
value of phi for different values of f and q, using the formula 
I~ 
~ pq" 


















The restrictions on phi il.i.ustrated b;: the graph can also 
be seen in the em~irical data presented in the table below, 
which shows values of phi (decimal point omitted) for a group 
of mid-facili ty Algebra i terns against mid- to progressi vel;' 
lower-facility items, obtained on the total 1976 sample 
(N=2923): as the difference in facility widens, phi decreases. 
(The phi values for all i tern pairs are shown in Apl-,endix 9.) 
Fig 9.4 Phi values for mid-facility Algebra items against mid to low :acili~' Algebra items. 
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The coefficient Y was devised by Yule (1912) in an attempt 
to solve the very practic~l problem of assessing the effectiveness 
of different vaccination programmes against smallpox. Given 
hospital records something like the ones ,below, Yule argued 
that, at first sight, it would seem reasonable to com~are the 
effects of the vaccination in towns A and B by examining either 
the difference b/q - a/q' for both towns, or the difference 
b/p - b/~' for both towns (ie the difference between the 
1-'roportion of those who lived who were vaccinated and those 
who died who were vaccinated, or the difference between the 
proportion of those who were vaccinated who lived and those 
who were not vaccinated who lived) • However, the first difference 
Fig 9.j The effect of vaccination in Towns A and B. 
Town A Town B 
Vaccinated 60 10 50 75 1 74 
Not 
Vaccinated 40 10 30 25 1 24 
20 80 2 98 
Died Lived Died Lived 
92. 
makes the programme in town A come out worse (~-i~=-t < ~;-±=~) 
than in town B, whilst the second difference makes the prObramme 
-in town A come out better (~-lE=l- >7't_2.4-::~) Yule went on to 
... 60 't/J , 2. 15 2.:7 75 • 
argue that the reason why these comparisons are not equivalent 
is that different proportions of ~eople were (ranaomly) 
vaccinated in the two towns, and the outbreak of the disease was 
not of the same virrulence: thus the proportions of those 
vaccinated and not vaccinated, and of those who lived.and died 
should first be made equal, which, according to Yule, may be 
done by choosing suitable scalar multi~liers for each row and 
column (with the result that the m~rginals all have a value of 
50) • 
Tne coefficient Y gives the value of both b/q - a/q' 
and blp - blp' after these transformations have been performed, 
and it has the remarkable property that it is unaffected by 
any of the transformations. Further, Y is equal to phi when 
the marginals are all 50 to start with. However, while the 
transformations may be valid in the context where Yule a~plied 
them, it is not clear that this is also the case for items. 
Consider, for example, the transformation illustrated below 
(where the second row of the contingeny table has been doubled): 
in theory it would be possible to find another 25 childr8n who 
nerformed in the same way as the original 25 who failed item P; 
however, assuming that such children are of lower abili ty tt.an 
those who succeed on item P, the ability distribution of the 
new samJ.;le would be SUbstantially al tered, whi.ch suggests -"eha t 
Y might be describing the relationship between items in 
circumstances (for samples) that are atypical. 
Fig 9.6 Transformation on one row of contingency table. 






In 1ractice, it mu~t be said t~~t 
the values of Y were reasonablv 
., 
uniform. Thus in the aejaccnt 
table. which shows the values Jf 
Y for the easiest five items on 
~lgebra test against items of 
decreasing facility, the increase 
in Y is very gradual, except at the 
very extreme, where in several 
cases Y shoots up to 1. (Again, 
these values are for the 1976 
total sam~le, N=2923.) Because of 
the generally small sampling 
variation in Y, Shayer (1978~ chose 
y in ~reference to phi for a factor 
analytic study of the CSMS science 
tasks. For extreme differences in 
facility, his solution was to argue 
that 
"There is no way out of the 
necessity to inslect deliberately 
the correlation matrix and 
eliminate those variables (items) 
which give Y values very close to 
or equal to 1, on the grounds 
that there is too little inform-
ation for the coefficient to 
estimate the correlation"(ibid,p163). 
Ar,b:,'1laoly this is as good a solution as 
accomodatint; factor analysis to the 
ideosvncrasies of phi (see Chaptbr 10). 
However, it still leaves douots about the 
"t.',,·}. iC:J.lness" of the rel2.tions~.il- described 
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particular about the feeling that Y over~stimates t~e 
relationshi~ (even if ~o a lesser extent than ~ an~ lii~)' 
tJ 
which is reinforced b:'7 the very higt. cOlli1Ilunali ties that occur \',nen 
Y is used in a factor analysis (eveL after items with extreme 
facilities have been eli~inated). 
Yule's Q (named after Quetelet) is closely related to Y. and 
has the Same property that it remains unaffected by scalar 
multiplication of the contingency table rows and columns. 
However, its value is consistenly greF.l.ter than Y and the problem 
of overestimation is therefore more acute. 
Q can readily be interpreted in terms of the number (or 
proportion) of concordant (bc) and discordant (ad)_ subject-pairs. 
On the other hand, Loevinger (1947) defines her "homogeneity" 
coefficient Hij in terms of individuals, namely those (d) who 
!Jas s the harder item and fail the easier, each of whom 
"indicates a discrepancy in classification accord.ing to the 
two items"(ibid,p36). The maximum possible number of such 
d.iscrepancies is equal to the minimum of p' and q; however, 
rather than comparing the observed d to this value, 
Loevinger uses the chance expectancy of d, so that when d has 
this value Hi ,i is zero. The chance expectancy is given 
b~' q x p' /N (where q and p' are frequencies rather than 










(where a,b,c and d ma~ now 
be thought of as frequencies 
or percentages) 
Loevinger (1943) also points out that Hij is equal to the 
ratio phi / phimax . Both these interpretations are highl~ 
intuitable, which makes Hij very attractive. UnfortunatEl', 
however, its sampling variation is even greater than Q, as 
95. 
well as Y. Carroll (1961) is highly critical of Hij. He sets 
two conditions on a measure of association basej on a 2 x 2 
table, namely that its value should equal the ?earsonian 
correlation computed for the underlying correlation ~urface 
and that its value must be independent of the two diehotomisation 
points chosen to yield frequencies in the 2 x 2 table. As far 
as H· . is concerned, these condi tions are only met for a ~:J 
bivariate rectangular distribution like the one illustrated 
below (from Carroll,196l,p363). (It Should be said that for 
a normal bivariate distribution, ~hi does not meet these 
conditions either, in that it underestimates Pearson's r~ as 
well as being dependent on the diehotomisation points. Carroll 
favours the tetrachoric correlation rt, and it is perhaps a 
pity that it was not investigated here, along with Y, Q and 
Hij. However, Sha:ver (l97&.) argues that rt is particularly 
susceptible to inconsitent variation and evidence presented by 
Carroll himself seems to sup~ort this, as does the relationship 
between the unstable quotient be/ad and the estimates of rt 
tabulated by Davidoff and Goheen (1953).) 
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Kaltenhauser and Lee (1976), using SilIlulated values, fo~n~ 
th&t the sam~le variance of phi was much smaller ~han those 
of phi/~himax (Hij) and the tetrachoric; for medium-sized 
values in particular, ~he latter coefficients hac standard 
deviations 50% to IOO(~ larger than phi. A similar picture 
emerges from a factor analytic stud~' by Comrey and Levonian (1958) 
who fou-l'1d excessively high communalities using phi/phimax 
and rt, but not, in general. with phi. Shayer (1978b)' undertook 
an empirical comparison of phi, Y, Hij and rt, using tables 
of normal bivariate distributions (N=lOOO) in McNemar (1969, 
pages 147 and 148). For r=0.5 he split the table dichotomously 
in 8 different ways, and found the following means and stanQard 
deviations for the coefficients: 
Fig 9.9 
mean 













In this case, the sampling variation was about the same for 
yhi, Y and rt but Hij varied drastically, whilst phi in 
particular underestimated the true correlation. The table below 
shows the· values of.phi, Y, Q and-Hij betw~en the Algebra PIG 8 
levels PI, P2. P3 and P4 split dichotomo:1Rly, ie being treated 
as items, for the total 1976 sample (N=2923). AS expected, 
phi decreases as the facility difference between the levels 
increases, whilst Y and eSl·ecially Q and Hij grow larger. 
Fig 9.10 Values of phi, Y, Hij and Q for Algebra PIG - levels. 
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The phi correla~ion matrix shown in Appendix 9 was used to 
generate "spider diagrams" such as the two shown below. In these 
diagrams, the vertical axis represents facility (for the total 
1976 sample, N=2923) whilst the horizontal axis is simply used 
to separate the items; in the first diagram, arcs have been 
drawn between all pairs of Algebra items for which the value of 
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phi is greater or equal to 0.45 and 0.60, whilst in the second 
diagram the limit on fhi has been lowered to 0.40. The items 
themselves have been named according to their variable numbers 
(which is how they were coded for the computer). The corresponding 
item numbers are listed in Appendix 10. 
Such diagrams were drawn for all the CSMS mathereatics tests, 
and they proved to ~be extremely useful for acquiring an overall 
impression of the structure of the test, and for making an 
initial identification of the items that seemed to correlate 
best or worst with the test as a whole (eg variables 27, 32, 
40, 12, and 46, 47, 51, 24 respectively). 
An interesting feature of the spider diagrams g6nerally, 
and which is shown very clearly by the first diagram above, 
is that the phi values tended to be highest not just for items 
of similar facility (the restricted-range problem) but for items 
at about the middle of the facility range; presumably this 
occurred because such items provide more information about the 
underlying relationship between them, so that the value of phi 
gets closer to the "true "": correlation, ie to Pearson's r. As for 
items at the extremes of the facility range, it was generally the 
case that easy items correlated less well with each other than 
difficult items (as is shown especially by the second diagram 
above); since none of the items were multiple-choice, a likely 
explanation for this is that the easy items contained a greater 
proportion of "errors", in the sense that a greater proportion 
of children passing the difficult items failed on an easy one 
(through carelessness, say) than children failing the easy items 
passed a difficult one. Another feature that the spider dia;rams 
shoYl very clearly is that items tend to correlate more highly 
with other items from the same question: for example, the 
highest correlations (~hi~ 0.60) on the first dicgram above 
are bet~een variables 15 and 16 (i tems 7i a...YlC 7ii) , 21 ana 22 
(items 9ii and 9iii) , 26 and 27 (items lli and 11 i i ) , and 
32 with 30, 31 and 36 (which are all parts of ~1J_estion 13). 
3imilarly variable 9 r (:i tern 4iv) , which turned out to be one of 
the least consistent items on the test and has no phi values 
equal to or above 0.45, nonetheless has one link appearing on 
the second diagram, to variable 6 (item 4i) Nhich in turn links 
up to variable 7 (item 4ii). 
A way of trying to overcome the ~roblem of ~hits rEstricted 
range is to assume that the relationship eXl-ressed by l-hi is 
transitive. T&king the first spider diagram above, it can then 
be argued, for example, that variable 27 is rtlated to 7 because 
of the link between 27 and 40, and 40 and 7. Of course , such an 
inference has to be treated catiously: the fact that a "has 
something in common with" b, and b with c, does not 
necessarily mean that a and c are similar in any way; on 
the other hand this particula.r inference is supported by the 
second diagram, which shows that there is a link between 
variable 27 and 40 when the value of phi is lowered. An attempt 
was made to apI-I:,: this argument more methodicall:,', b:: drawing 
modified srider diagrams like the one below, where each chain 
of items represents a latticE for phi greater or equal to 0.38 
(ie the 'value of phi between each pair of items in a chain i~ 
at least 0.38). There is a substantial overlap between one 
lattice and the next, which suggests th&t the 19 items sho~~ 
on the diagram are all (to some degree .. ) measuring the same 
con~truct. In the event, these items were all later selected 
to form the Algebra levels, but it is noticable that none o~ the 
100. 
easiest Algebra items are re~resented on the diagram, so that 
if a ";~tarting off" level was to be cO':'lstructed for the Algebra 
test a lower criterion (in terms of the value of phi) would have 
to be adopted for these items. 
Fig 10.2 Lattice diagram (phi~0.38) for Algebra items. 
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One weakness of spider diagrams, even of the lattice version, 
is that it is difficult to describe the degree to which items 
appear to be testing the same construct, other than on an 
intuitive level. Another problem is the choice of a lower limit 
for pni, and l-erhaps more to the foint the conse':iuence 0: nC:.vi~s 
to make sUCL a choice at all. There are no objec~ive criter~a 
for deciding that a given level of phi is "good": the best that 
can be hoped for is a consensus of of-inion, once a sufficient 
number of ;eo~le have consicered the ~roblem; even tests of 
significance for det~rmining that a ~articular value of fhi 
is "bad" are irrelevant, given the large number of children 
tested (despite the very simple relationship between phi and 
chi squared). The fact that a limit for phi has to be chosen 
when drawing a spider diagram also means that many of the 
genuine (albeit weaker) relationships between the items are 
completely ignored. The veculiar choice of the value 0.38 in the 
above diagram (it had originally been intended to choose a limit 
of 0.40) is testimony to the frustration that this causes. 
Because of these various shortcomings, it waS decided to 
supplement the use of spider diagrams with factor analYSiS, 
in the hope that this would provide a more s~stematic and 
com~rehensive way of determining the strength of the relationship 
between the items. By and large this;was the case, though the 
ideosyncrasies of phi still meant that the outcome had to be 
interpreted with care. 
Factor Analysis 
The method adopted was the SPSS (1975) prinCipal factor 
programme IA2 (although principal component analysis and other 
forms of factor analysis such as image and alpha were also tried, 
but the:.' appeared to make Ii ttle difference to the picture that 
emerged). 
Given that the first unrotated factor eXl_ressed substantially 
meTe of the test's variance than any other factor (which it alw8::'s 
1. C2 . 
dici). it was hoped that b:v simpl:,' eX8.m.ining the i te~ loac:ings on 
this factor it would be l-ossible to identify immec.iatelY the 
,. u 
items that correlated best with the test as a whole. 30wever, 
a number of influences complic.s.teci this al--parentl;: simply 
procedure. 
The first and most obvious of these is that the nature of the 
first factor, and therefore the loading of items on it, can be 
severely distorted by a preponderence of items from the same 
question. On the Algebra test the majoritv of questions have at 
most four parts, but one has nine parts and it was noticed that 
when all the items were subjected to factor analysis the first 
unrotated factor was heavily pulled towards these items. This 
meant that instead of the first factor being an immediate and 
"neutral" indicator of the basic nature of the test, a decision 
fi~st had to be made about what selection of items could be 
regarded as representative of the test. In the end, the rule 
was made not to allow two items from the same question if these 
were close in facility and to reject the item with the lower 
loading. 
A related influence, which has already been mentioned in the 
context of the spider diagrams, was the tendency for items from 
the same question to correlate more highly wi tl".. eacc. other than 
with other items, with the result that they tended to generate 
their o~n factor. This is illustrated by the first of the three 
diagrams below, which shows loadings on the first two factors 
(after rotation) obtained by factoring just 15 mid-facility items 
from the Algebra test, 5 of which came from Question 13. (hS with 
all the analyses, the total 1976 sample was used, with 1\=2923.; 
The result is to p~rtition these items into two groups, or 
Fi.~ lJ.:: :"?ad~n;s on ?Il and !lIZ, hi~hes: ph:' and a~: Jr.i'" 0.-5 
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81usters, de pending on w;lether the items are part of Question 13. 
In a sense these clusters are real enough, since there is a 
strong link between the items within the clusters, as can be 
seen from the second diagram above. However, the third diagram 
shows that the clusters are also strongly linked to each other, 
and indeed the variance that the items have in .. common (ie on the 
first unrotated factor, UFl) is about 8 times greater than that 
due to their specific differences (the variance on the second 
unrotated f&..ctor, UF2). Such .3fecific factors are essentially 
trivial, and it was decided to take note only of factors that 
had substantial loadings (above 0.3) on items from different 
questions, and effectiyely to eliminate question-factors by 
selecting only a limited number of items from each question in 
accordance with the rule mentioned above. The alternative is 
to attach significance to the specific features of every 
question on the test, and every other question that might have 
been written. A similar observation has been made by Furneaux 
and Rees (1978, p507) who speak of "simple content factors". 
For the 15-item analysis, the table below shows the lJercent of 
variance ~~j ~he corres~onding eigenvalues for each :actor 
before communality estimates have been made (at which stage the 
factors are strictly comfonents), ani for tne two factors 
with eigenvalue greater than 1, after the cO'""'7'1;.nality has 
been determined by iteration. 
Fig 10.4 Eigenvalues and percent of variance of comoonents, for 
mid-facility Algebra items. -
Factor Eigen- Percent of total 
(Component) value variance 
1 6.52 43.5 
2 1.14 7.6 
3 .96 6.4 
4 .87 5.8 
5 .76 5.1 
6 .68 4.5 
7 .62 4.2 
8 .57 3.8 
9 .52 3.4 
10 .49 3.3 
11 .46 3.1 
12 .45 3.0 
13 .43 2.9 
14 .27 1.8 
15 .24 1.6 
Factor Eigen- Percent of variance 





When the analysis of the mid-facility items was repeated, 
- C f ~ '-. 
but with 3 of the 5 }arts of Question 13 removed (ie 13iii and 
13iv remaining), only one of the initial factors (components) 
had an eigenvalue greater than 1 (5.27, which represents 43.9~ 
of the total variance, compared to 43.5% above). 
A third complication is the tendency for factor analysis 
to generate facility factors, especially if the items span a 
wide facili ty range. This seems to have been first noticed b:,-
Ferguson (1941), and stems from the restricted-range property 
of phi. An early attempt to overcome (or rather to circumvent) 
the problem is illustrated by the table below: items were 




factored ser-arately, and thE:; attempt was then made to ::latch 
the loadings !rom one set of factors with the overlappir.g 
loadings from another set. The table shows the loadings (decical 
point omitted) for the items (variables) ordered by facilit~ 
on five sets of rotated factors. A com~arison of the loadings 
suggests, for example, that factor F41 (called El ) is the s&me 
a8 F12 (E2)' since they have very similar loadings on. 
variables 4 (.49 and .49), 11 (.51 and .48), 44 (.51 and .52), 
21 (.26 and .25), etc. Unfortunately the method was not entirely 
Fig 10.5 Loadings on rotated factors for factor analyses of items 
of similar facility. 
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satisfactory, in part, perhaps, because at this stag~ tce iceas 
about question-factors had not been worked out anG. these fac-cors 
were confusing the picture: in p~rticul~r, it was ~ot ~ossible 
to find a clear factor rULlning through all 5 groups, (al tr1.o'C..gr:. 
E came close to doing so, with the exception of the hardest 
group where G5 had some loadings in common with E4 but at least 
as many with G4). 
It was later decided to tackle the problem of facility 
factors head on, by analysing the items in one group, regardless 
of facility (but after first removing "mates" from the same 
question, in accordance with the previously mentioned rule). 
In one such analysis 34 of tile 51 items on the Algebra were used, 
which resulted in 3 factors whbse eigenvalues were initially 
greater than 1. However, the loadings.on each of these werE:: 
strongly influenced. by facility, which can be seen very clearly 
from the graphs below, where the loadings on these three 
(unrotated) factors hav8 been plotted against facility. Thus it 
can be argued that the emergence of-.-3 sUbstantial factors 
(factors with eigenvalues greater than 1) rather than a single 
general factor is purel~v an artefact of phi. Also, there 
appear to be no discernable factors superimposed on UFl, UF2 .and 
UF3 (which harpened for example on the aSKS Graphs test discussec 
below), other than a possible slight relationship betwe811 the 
three circled items on the UF3 graph (which are all parts of 
Question 4, but were not removed because it was thought they 
were sufficiently far apart in facili t;,). Thus it can be further 
argued that the overall nature of the test is more accurately 
refresented by the combination of these three factors than 
by the first unrotated factor alone. This can be done b," taking 
:ig 10.6 :"oac::'n<;s agains-: facili tv for 
for 0 ..; .... Algebra ite::ts • 
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the square ro~t of the sum of the square~ of the se~hratf 
loadings, the result of which is sho~n below, witc the (cocbinet) 
loadings ag~in plotted against facilit:'. Afart fro~ thf 
tendency for items with high facilities to correl~te less well 
with each other, which has been discussed in the context of tne 
s~ider diagrams and is not a conse~uence of tn8 restricte~ 
range of phi, there apyears to be little or no relationship 
between the combined loadings and facility. 
Fig 10.7 Combined loadings on first three unrotated factors against 
facility, for 34 Algebra items. 
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Confirmation that the test can be regarded as one-di~~nsional 
comes from the table below, which shows loadings on the factors 
after rotation. (30 of the initial 34 factors were extracted, 
even though only the first three had eigenvalues greater than 1. ) 
The items are ordered according to facility, and it can be seen 
very clearly that the first three rotated factors are l-urel:,: 
facility factors. Of tne remaining factors, onl~· :he fifth snows 
more than one loading aoove 0.3 for items not from the same 
question (vari~bles 38 aDd 41). 
Fig 10.8 Loadings on rotated factors (NF=30) for 34 Algebra :t~. 
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A factor analysis was also tried on the CSr.:;3 Gral-':ls test, 
which had been devised by Kerslake (1977). Here, after mates 
had been removed, four factors were generated with eigenvalues 
greater than 1. When item loadings for the first two unrotated 
factors were plotted against facility, similar shaped graphs 
were obtained as for the Algebra analysis. For the third 
factor, however, the typical U-shape appeared to be distorted b~ 
the loadings of two items that were not from the same question 
but which both tested the notion of continuit~'. After 
rotation, three clear facility factors emerged, as on the Algebra 
test, but with the difference that the third of these also 
strongly identified the two continuity items, whose loadings 
on this factor were both above 0.6. The remaining factor tU~~Ed 
~lC. 
out to be trivial, with only one loading above 0.3. 
To obtain an estimate of the items' loadings on the test 
as a whole, it was deciCec to combine o~~~ the first two 
unrotated factors, since using the third factor ViolA.Ie. give an 
overestimate for the continuity items. The combined loadings 
are given in the graph below, which shows that the continui t~' 
items (circled) have a substantial amount of variance in common 
with the other items on the test, even though in part they seem 
to be measuring something different. The original analysis of 
the test based on s},ider diagrams put these continui t;: items 
(and their mates) into a separate cluster, which ap~eared to be 
too distinct to be included in the core of items used to define 
the Graphs levels. However, in the light of the factor analysis 
this decision may have been mistaken. 
t. 
Following Shayer' s (1978a) example, a fac tor analySiS was 
also tried on the Algebra test using Y. When all the ite~s were 
used, the communali ties of several items exceeded 1, as ;:3h2.~'er 
~~~. 
had predicted. Subsequently this was avoided by removing 14 
of the easier (and least interesting) items. Eoweysr, the 
resulting communalities were still much higher than those 
obtcined using phi, with a bias towards the hardest and the 
remaining easy items. Thus for example the mid-facility item 
15ii (variable 40), which with mates removed had the highest 
communality of all the items using phi, and with mates was rar~ed 
7th, was only ranked 16th using Y. Further, item 4iv-(09), 
which even with the help of mates was the lOth worst item 
using phi, was now ranked 24th wnrst, out of only 37 items. 
Thus it appeared that Y was not only overestimating the strength 
of the relationshi~ between the items, but was distorting their 
rank order and in particular_giving_more weight to items that 
on the spider diagrams and the factor analySiS using phi had 
come out very badly. 
In summary, the method used to select the Algebra items that 
correlated best with each ~ther and with the test as a whole, 
consisted of inspecting spider diagrams supplemented by factor 
analysis, both based on phi. With" the spider diagrams the 
problem of phits restricted range 'Was tackled by constructing 
overlapping lattices, whilst on the factor analysis (after first 
remoVing i terns from the same question wi th similar facili t~' ) 
one general factor was produced by combining the factors with 
eigenvalues greater than 1, after determining by insI-,ection that 
they could be clbssed as facility factors. Items with the highes1 
(co~bined) loading on this general factor were then selected to 
form the levels (though a less strict criterion was used with the 
easiest items in order to produce a starting-off level, and mates 
were reintroduced in the light of their performance on ~revious 
~2.2. 
factor b.nal~·ses, or in the light of the sf:ider diagrams). 
The table below shows the mean and median of the phi vallies 
between all item pairs within each resulting level. 
Fig 10.10 Mean and median phi within each Algebra level. 
Mean Median 
Level phi phi 
1 0.28 0.28 
2 0.42 0.38 
3 0.44 0.43 
4 0.40 0.40 
IlS. 
Cnar-tE:r 11 
Guttman scalogram anal~,'sis was used, in an infor:r.s.l way, 
at a very early stage of the research, to a~sess the consistency 
of the draft Alge-ora items (eg Fig 2.12 in Chapter 2, fage 31). 
Later, by means of the SISS (1975) programme GUTT~M~ 0CnT!~, 
scalogram analysis was used extensi velJ', and inti tially wi th 
great enthusiasm, on all the CSMS mathematics tests to assess 
the consistency of the levels. 
This form of analysis is concerned with the same problem 
as that raised in Chapter 9 in relation to phi, Y, Q and Hij' 
namely, do children who pass the harder of a pair of items 
also pass the easier one; however, instead of comparing pairs 
of items, scalogram analysis examines the whole set of items 
in a test, in order to determine how close the items are.to a 
r.;erfect, (cummulative) "scale" (Guttman,1944), in the sense that 
subjects who pass one item ~ass all the other items in the set 
of equal or higher facility. When this happens, a subject's 
score on the items uniquely determines the items passed, and 
the matrix of subjects against items, ordered by score and 
facility, has what Guttman calls a simplex structure, as in 
the table below: 
Fig ll.l Scalogram for items forming a perfect scale. 
low ITEMS high 
facility facility 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 • • • • 
high a 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 • 
· 
• • 
score b 0 I I 1 1 I I I 1 • • 
· 
• 
c 0 0 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 • • • 
· SUBJECTS d 0 0 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 • • • • 
e 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 
· 
• • 
low f 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 • 
· 
• 
· score • • • • • . • • • • • • 
· 
• 
- 1 J ~ ~. 
On the C31:S mathematics tests, scalogram analysis was 
used to see whether the levels formed a scale, rather than tt-2 
items themselves, ie whether children who passed one level 
(succeeded on at least two-thirds of one sub-set of items) 
passed all the lower levels (succeeded on at least two-thirds 
of the items in each of the corresponding sub-sets of easier 
items). The reasons for examining the levels in tnis wa-;/ were 
twofold. One was simply to answer the practical question of 
whether the levels 1-rovided. a coherent way of describing 
children's performance on the tests: there would be little 
point in assigning a group of children to level 3, say, of a 
given test if a substantial number failed levels 1 or 2. In 
the event, the proportion of children classified as "error-types" 
was generally small, the largest being about 8% on the CSMS 
Reflection and Rotation test cevised by Klichemann (1980). This 
use of scalogram analysis seems to be perfectl;y valid, but the 
other rea20n for using it is more contentious: it is claimed, 
for example by Loevinger (1948), that scalogram anal:vsis can 
be used to ascertain how close a test comes to being 
"uni-dimensional" or "homogeneous". ie how near the items are 
to testing a sinble construct, and so it was thought that this 
form of analysis would provide a measure of how effectively 
the items used for the levels had been selected. Accordingly, 
the analysis waS used for a while in conjunction with the 
spider diagrams, with items being discarded or shifted to 
neighbouring levels in the light of the number of er:-or-t;:pes 
that this produced. However, it waS gradually realised that 
the number of error-tvPes waS not just dependent on the streng:h 
of' the relationship between the items used to form the levels, 
~15. 
but on various other influences such as the nw:.be~ of levels 
formed and their differences in facility; moreover, the SISS 
~rogramme provided no adequate measures to compensate for 
these influences (nor. as far as is known, does anyone else). 
Thus similar difficulties were being met as with the inter-item 
measures (Chapter 9). except that the influences were even more 
com~licated and the available measures behaved more like 
Y, Q and Hij than like phi. It was therefore thought prudent 
to use scalogram analysis only to assess the practical value 
of the Algebra levels, ie only to determine the percentage of 
errors that occured when children's performance on the levels 
was described in terms of just the highest level ~assed. The 
errors obtained are discussed below, and the rest of the chapter 
looks at some of the difficulties involved in trying to assess 
their imyortance, with particular reference to the measures 
used in the SPSS programme. 
The Percentage of Error-Tvpes on the Algebra Levels 
The table below shows the number of children passing each 
of the final Algebra levels, for the total 1976 Algebra sample 
(N=2923). The children and the levels are both ordered, in 
terms of the number of levels i-,assed and the number of children 
passing; the error-types are shown in the bod~' of the table, 
below the leading diagonal. 
Fig 11.2 Scalogram for Algebra levels, on total 1976 sample. 
Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 
lJass 6/9 5/8 5/7 4/6 
rate items items items items total 
j-J~ 4 188 188 188 188 188 ~ § - ... 
-CDer' 3 1 .................... 717 718 718 718 j-Jetl ... 
-CD t1 2 0 3~- -- 662 697 697 
-roo -




-ro 0 0 0 0 o -- 202 0, 
t to a 1 189 940 1568 c.'721 29~) 
As can be seen from the table, most of the errGrs OC2uned 
between levels 3 and 2, with 35 children pas3ing level 3 
and level 1 but failing level 2. Altogether there were 36 
error-t:,",'f;es, which is just 1.23% of the total number of 
children. 
On one of the earlier Algebra sCales (PIG8) the number 
of error-types was even smaller (28, out of the 2923 children). 
However, here the pass-marks for the levels had not been set 
as close as possible to two-thirds of the items, but instead 
had been adjusted to make· the marginal distributions match 
data obtained by the science wing. The following diagram was 
drawn for the scale, which shows the relationship between 
Fig 11.3 Frequency (N=2923) of number of items passed at one level, 
against number passed at each other level (for PIC 8 scale). 
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children's ;...erformance 0 .. "" .. t'le levels ';Y' C,",Y<': 'Q" r . l " '1 ;. L - ......... ,-,~l."':l. e 2..o~e cetal . 
Each table has been partitioned iLto four ~uadraLts, 
to the fass-mark used for the c~rres~onding fair of levels, 
and tne numbers in the uf-per-ri;;ht quadrants show the n~ber 
of error-types. 
The above diagram is of interest one two co~ .. ts. One, it 
shows that the error-types could be eliminated entirely, by 
judiciously shifting the pass-marks, even though the intrinsic 
relationship between the items would obviouslS stay the same. 
(It should be said that this was not done to any of the final 
levels of the CSMS mathematics tests, except, according to 
Hart (1981), in a very limited way in those cases "where the 
number of i terns in a group was not di visi ble by 3 'I, when "the 
whole number above or below 2/3 was chosen, depending on which 
produced the better 'ordering'''.) Second, regardless of the 
p~ss-marks, the diagram raises the question central to this 
chapter of how good the overall relationship between the levels 
that the diagram portrays can be said to be. In as much as 
the frequencies tend to be near the left-hand and lower edge 
of each table, the relationship seems, intuitively, to be quite 
strong. On the other hand, when the diagram is compared to the 
one below (which shows the ideal frequency-distribution for 
the given marginals, for PI by P2, P2 by P3, and P3 by P4) it 
is clear that the relationship is not perfect. There are a 
number of measures that might be used for the pairs of levels 
separately (eg Pearson's r, though like phi this would suffer 
from the asymmetrical distribution of the marginals, or 
Kruskal's gamma which is a generalisation of Q); However, the 
loint at issue is whether scalogram analysis lrovides a way of 
Fig 11.4 Ideal frequency of number of itecs passed level x level, 
for given marginals (PIG e scale). 
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assessing the overall relationship between the levels, ie of 
assessing the consistency of the scale as a whole. 
Measures 0: ~~alability: Rep and Cos 
Rather than Simply determining the percentage of error-types, 
Guttman proposes a "coefficient of reproducibility" (rep) for 
measuring '.'the amount bj: which a scale deviates from the ideal 
- "1 Q 
--~. 
scale patternl'; rep is evaluated 
"by counting up the nu.m.ber of responses v:t~ich would have 
been predictsd wrongl~,: for each l-erson on the basis of h:'s 
sc ale sc ore , dividing the se errors b:v the total nl.l1:Lbe r of 
responses and subtracting the resulting fraction from 1" 
(Guttman, 1950). 
It should be noted that these "errors" are not the same as 
"error-types". Different authors unfortunately also count them 
in different ways. However, as far as the SlSS programme is 
concerned, the errors are determined by counting the number 
of ways in which an individual's response pattern differs from 
the ideal pattern for the same scale score. Some examples are 
shown below, for a ~cale consisting of 5 levels (or items). 
Fig 11.5 Examples of error-count for SPSS programme GUTTMAN SCALE. 
LEVELS 
hard easy errors 
8. b c d e 
observed response 1 0 1 1 1 2 ideal response 0 1 1 1 1 
observed response 1 0 1 0 1 2 ideal resl;onse 0 0 1 1 1 
observed response 1 0 0 0 0 2 ideal response 0 0 0 0 1 
observed response 1 1 0 0 0 4 ideal res.i-0nse 0 0 0 1 1 
As can be seen, the number of errors is always even, and 
a scale consisting of only 4 or 5 levels (as with most of the 
CSMS mathematics tests) the number is rarely more than 2 per 
individual (ie }Jer error-type). For the final Algebra level.s 
shown earlier in this chapter, there were 36 error-t~'pes and 
72 errors for the total 1976 sample. Here 
number of errors 
rep == 1 
total number of responses 
76 
= 1 = 0.993 . 
4 x 2923 
for 
l2C. 
Tl1e value of rep is 1 for 2. perfect sC2.le, 2..Ld C v.!len the 
number of errors is equal to the total number of res~onsE;s. 
However, in practice a value of 0 can not occur, because not 
all responses can be classed as errors. Infact the waxirr.~ 
number of possible errors is determined by the facilities 
of the levels (items), which means that this maximum varies 
from one scale to another. To take the silliplest case, of a 
2-1evel (or 2-item) scale, the number of error-types in tcis 
case is d (using the notation of Chapter 9) whose maximum 
value is equal to the minimum of pI and q (where pI and q 
are thoughtLof as marginal frequencies, rather than percentages); 
the maximum number of errors is twice this. This situation 
is illustrated below, in the form of a contingency tab2e and 
then as a scalogram, for levels (or items) whose facilities 
are 90% and 60% (cf Chapter 9, page 87). 
Fig 11.6 Contingency table and scalogram for 907. by 607. facility 
items pair, when error-types are at a maximum. 
Item f Item Q 











10 + 10 
2 x 100 = 
,Scale ;2 0 50 0 50 50 
Score 1 40 10 10 40 50 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 40 60 10 90 100 
Errors 0 10 10 o 
Total Errors 20 
0.90 . 
Even when the marginals are all equal, rep has a lower li~it 
of 0.50 for a 2-1evel scale. 
Though Guttman claims th&t scalogran: analysiS "afi'o:-ds 
a rigorous test for the existence of single-meaning for an 
area"(ibid), he is nware of the inadequacy of rep. whicr he 
tries to cOIDl-ens[;.te :t'or by set"ting addi tional c~~J.ji tions for 
121. 
tnE; acceptabili t~: of a scale. These concern the rar:..ge of 
marginal c_istri butions, tr:.e i-attern of errors, the n~ber of 
items and the number of response patterns; in ~ar~icular, 
the scale should not just consist of extreme-facility levels 
(i terns) but should include levels of facili t;,: arou.r ... c. 50~'~, 8.nj 
the number of levels in a scale should be at least 10 (II v,i"'ch 
perha,b-s 8. lesser number being satisfactQry if the rr:arginal 
frequencies of several items (levels) are in the range of 
'50 J:,;ercent to 70 percent"(ibid) .. ). When all the conditions 
are met, Guttman suggests that a value of rep of 0.90 indicates 
an acceptable aplJroximation to a perfect scale. 
Understandably, many workers have not found this satisf~ctory, 
and have ~roduced measures based not on a comparison of errors 
with the total number of responses but with some estimate of 
the maximum number of errors that can occur in practice, or 
the number of errors that would occur by chance (eg Menzel, 
1953; Green,lg56, and Loevinger,1948, whose index H is a 
generalisation of Hij). Chilton (1966), using computer generated 
dat~has estimated the chance distribution of rep, which allows 
the significance of an observed rep to be estimated, given 
a specific set of marginals and specified numbers of items and 
cases (as long as the data has not been manipulated to reduce 
the observed errors). However, for the large numbers in the 
CSMS samples, such a test of significance is irrelevant: 
as is noted by Green (1956,p86), "a significant rep does not 
necessarily indicate a homogeneous scale" (although the onls 
additional advice that he can give is that the "iYl~ercorrelations 
of the items should be fairly high" .. ). 
The dissc.tisfaction with Guttman's criteria arises froe 
their suojective nature (Green calls the whole procedure 
II 
"rr:ystical I1 ) and the fact that "in ,t-ractice these cri ter::..a. E..!'"e 
rarely met 11 (Chil ton, 1966) -which, wi th resptct to the !lw:ber 
of levels used, is truE of the C~KS scales. 30wever, it is still 
common to see scales described purely in terms of rep (eg 
Adi.1978, who regards a value of 0.96 as acce~table for a 
3-levE:!1 scale, and "'lersey,1978, who sees a value of 0.87 for 
a set of 25 tasks as an indication that the tasks are "not 
fully scalable"). 
In place of rep. the SPSS lirogramme assesses scalability 
by comparing the errors wi th the "minimum marginal err011 S II (Ernm) , 
(in a manner similar to, though cruder than,that used by 
Menzel,1953). Emm is evaluated by summing the smaller of the 
marginals for each level. In the case of the final Algebra 
levels, which were answered correctly by 189, 940. 1568 and 
2721 of the 2923 children, 
Emm = 
= 
189 + 940 + (2923 - 1568) + ,(2923 - 2721) 
2686. 
The tlminimum marginal reproducibility" (rePmm) is then given by 
Emm rep-~' = 1 
m.m total number of responses 
2686 
= 1 4 x 2923 
'J.770 • 
Finall:v, scalabili t·v is assessed by comparing rep wi th rep , 
-" nun 
or the observed errors (E) with Emm' ie the "coefficient of 




1 - rePmm 
= E 72 
= 1 - - = 1 = 0.975. 
Emm 2868 
The rationale behind E is tile argument that for an;-
m.m 
single level, the maximum number of ~~bjects that can be ordered 
wrongly (against some other criterion. ie against tLe order 
suggested by the scale as a whole) is p or pt, whichever is 
the smaller (where p and p' are the number of subjects passing 
and failing the level resl-ectively). Given cos = 1 - E/E • 
mm 
this in turn suggests that the value of cos ranges from 1 
(for a per~-ect scale) down to 0 . However. as wi th rep, 
whose deceptive behaviour cos is meant to rectify, the value 0 
is not necessarily attainable in practice. For example, for 
the two-level scale discussed on page 120, where the errors 
have the maximum tossible value (E=lO+lO), the minimum 
marginal errors for the two levels are greater (E =10+40), 
mm 
with the result that cos is substantially greater than 0 
(cos = 1 - 20/50 = 0.60). Only when the facilities are equal 
can the value 0 be reached for a two-level scale. 
In this respect, the behaviour of Loevinger's coefficient H 
is more satisfactory, in that its value is consistently 0, 
not when the errors are at their greatest but when they could 
have resulted from chance. To illustrate the behaviour of rep, 
cos and H, their valueE are shown below for a scale consisting 
of just two levels, of facility 80% and 60%, in the case of 
no errors, chance errors, and maximum possible errors. For 
clarity, contingency tables are used rather than sc&lo~rams. 




Values of rep, cos and H for ~o-item scales, for items with 
807. and 6~ facility, for no, chance and max~um error-types. 
No Errors Chance Errors Maximum 
1 20 60 1 32 48 1 40 40 
0 20 0 0 8 12 0 0 20 
0 1 0 1 0 I 
1.00 0.88 0.80 
1.00 0.60 0.33 
) 1.00 0 
-0.67 
Errors 
Manipulating the Data: The Effects on Rep and Cos 
In this section it is proposed to consider ~hat hafpens to 
the values of rei~ ano.. cos '\'\l'_en a scale is 8..1 tered, ei tiler b~' 
• eliminating a level or by changing its pass-mark. Specificall;', 
it is proposed to examine scales derived for the C~IC3 Reflection 
and Rotation test. In common with the other CSMS scales, these 
scales contained relatively few levels and were made up of items 
which were already known to correlate reasonably well, with 
the resul t that the values of rep and cos were ver~7 close to I, 
and anJ: changes that occured in their values were small; 
nonetheless, it is of interest to consider the direction of the 
changes. 
Changing the pass-mark of the levels 
One of the rteflection and Hotation scales(P!L~IG 1) was made 
up of 6 levels. The diaGram below shows tu8 errors obtained 
on each level (N=1026) when the pass-mark for each was set as 
close as possible to two-thirds of the items. The'facilities 
of the levels for this s~ecific scale (to be known as scale A) 
are ~lotted on the horizontal line. 
Fig 11.8 Facility of levels and number of errors at each level for 
scale A (from Reflection and Rotation scale PRRIG 1). 
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One of the changes mad2 to this scale was to raise the 
pass mark for level I, ie to lower its facilit~ (scale B). This 
-Nei ther l-ractice wa:: used for any 0:' the final CS!I:3 levels, 
though according to Hart (i bid) error-t::pes were not to exceed 
7%,which meant that levels were sometimes amalgamated or ite~s 




brought level 1 closer to level 2~ fro I!'. 'II" hi c t.:. :'.. -c c a.:'.I. :::J e 
that the errors would incresse, which QuI:' hal,pened: 
Fig 11.9 Facility of levels and number of errors at each level :or scale B. 
Scale B ot& s 4- .3 t. ICC% I. . . I 
Level 6 Level 
response 0 1 0 
5 Level 
1 0 
4 Level 3 







o 15 4 6 15 9 10 34 31 13 17 o 
Since the total numb8r of res ponses (6 x 1026) sta~,'s the same 
this increase in the number of errors means that rep should 
decrease. The situation for cos is more complic~ted: in theory, 
if cos fulfils the function it was designed for, it can be 
argued that its value should stay the same, since the new scale 
is made up of the same items as before; an examination of how 
cos is ~ctually defined_suggests that this may happen, because 
~ should increase as well as E, but the prediction is far 
....... m.m 
from certain. In the event, rep behaved~as~predicted, but cos 
decreased, rather than staying the same: 
Fig 11.10 Errors, rep and cos for scales A and B. 
Scale A 
Scale B 







The diagram below shows the facilities of the levels and 
the corresponding errors, for two further scales, C and D, 
derived. from ?lL~IG 1. 
Fig 11.11 Facility of levels and number of errors at each level for scales C and D. 
oi, 6 5 't :3 2 KlO% Scale C I . . . 
b 5 ~ , 2. Scale D • . 
Level 6 Level 5 Level 4 Level ) Level 2 Level 1 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ~ 0 1 response .l. 
number 
of C 0 11 5 4 8 32 25 31 34 11 17 0 
errors D 0 14 3 10 19 9 10 34 31 - '", 1./ 17 C 
COIDfared to scale C. in D the facili t~· of Level 4 waS decrEased, 
moving it awa:" from level 3 and closer to level 2. ht first sight 
126. 
this suggests that the total Yl.ll:lber of errors might ~t8.~: tL.e 
same, wi th the errors decreasing between levels :3 2....'1C .1 and. 
increasing between levels 4 and 5. However, level 3 ori2inal 
produced more errors than level 5 (~erhaps because it is a 
less homogeneous level, but also because its marginals are more 
nearly eQual) which means that there is likely to be a gre~ter 
decrease in errors between levels 3 and 4, than the increase 
between levels 4 and 5, which if: how it turned out. This means 
rep should increase, which it did, and again cos should tend to 
stav the same (because the changes in E and E are once more 
mm 
in the same direction), but this time it increased, as is shown 
in the table below. 
Fig 11.12 Errors, rep and cos for scales C and D. 









Another transformation that was al-plied, v~hich is in many 
ways similar to the one above. was to shift level 5 closer to 
level 6. However, this time level 5 was already sufficientl~\' 
far away from level 4 and close to level 6 for the decrease 
in errors resulting from moving away from level 4 exactl~ to 
balance the increase fro:.: moving closer to 6. This means that 
rep staved the same but cos decreased; however, it also means, 
that if level 5 were moved closer still to level 6, a further 
decre:::.se in cos would be almost inevite.ble. 
Reducing the number of levels 
On the assumption that the levels forming a sc::,le differ 
in homogeneity, it would seem reasonable to suppo~e that the 
effect on cos of removing one of the levels would dei-end on 
127. 
'y,.'Dich level is chosen. It therefore came as 
using a 5-level scale G~~Osna, ~he value of cos ~ncreased 
whichever level was removed. Though G-~:_ttDan warns 
too few levels when it comes to interpreting rep, it had bee~ 
assl~ed that for cos this would not matter. 
Fig 11.13 Cos for scale GRRCsna when one level removed. 
Scale GRROsna 
Single Level None 
Removed 
Level 5 Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 
Resulting 
Value of Cos 0.891 0.899 0.906 0.940 0.953 0.904 
On further investigation it became clear that the effect on 
Cbs was not the result of using a freak scale, but was likely 
to happen with many scales, and for some scales would be 
inevitable. This can be explained best by writing the quotient 
E/Emm in the formula for cos (cos=l-E/E ) in the followinG wa;,7 : ww 
E E 5 + E4 + E3 + E,..., + El c. 
= E 1..' Bmml Emm Em:r5 + Emm4 + mrn3 + ,u m..m2 + 
where Ei and E mmi are the errors and minimum marginal errors 
level i (for, in this case, i=l to 5 ) . At first sight, it 
would seem that the effect on E/E of removing level 5, sa:\', 
m.m 
would be to remove (subtract) E5 and E from the numerator 
mm5 
for 
and denominator respectively. If teis were so, and if also the 
Quotients E./E . (for i=l to 5) were all equal (and equal to 
... ~ mm~ 
E/E ) there would be no effect on the value of cos. However, 
rom 
because the errors in one level cause errors in other levels, 
the effect of re~oving level 3, say, would be to remove 8 greater 
number of errors than E3• Therefore, if the quotients 




I~ cractice, the Quotients E./~ ., though net equa~, are 
- ... ~ roLl -
likel~ to be similar, and cos is therefore likelv to ~ncrease 
on the removal of one of the levels. It is only when one of t~e 
quotients is verv much smaller than the others (2nd in particu~ar 
when E. for Olle of the levels is zero) that cos is likel" to 
~ ~ 
(will) decrease. For the scale GRROsna, E/B was equal to 0.109, 
nun 
and the quotients for levels 5 down to 1 equalled 0.125, 0.107, 
0.104, 0.116 and 0.102 res~ectively. On the other hand, tne 
quotients formed from the number of errors actu:.-.ll;y removed 
and the minimal marginal errors removed on the removal of 
any single level were 0.250. 0.214. 0.203. 0.233 and 0.192 
resf"ecti vely. These numbers are about twice the size of E/E 
nun 
and E./E .1 which stems from the fact that when a level is 
~ mm~ 
removed about twice as man:v errors are removed as are under the 
the level itself. This is shown in the two tables below. 




number of errorsO 
level 5 removed -
level 4 removed 0 
level 3 removed 0 
level 2 removed 0 
level 1 removed 0 
Level 
total errors 
for each level 
errors removed 

























































The numbers in the tables can be derived (tediousl::) frorr. 
the networks below. which show how many children passed each 
level and which easier levels tney passed (b~ moving up the 
networks). Also shown is the scalogram for all 5 levels of 
scale GRROsna, for N=1026 (from Klichemann, 1978&). 
r~g 11.15 Ne~orks showing number of children at each level for scale 
GRROsna when one level removed. 
~11 Levels Level 5 Level 4 
removed removed 
Fig 11.16 Scalogram for scale GRROsna. 
Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 






Scalogram for scale G.i:lliOsna (correct responses onl;:!) 
Level 5 Level 4 Level 
pass 9/13 5/7 5/8 




56 56 56 
~ -
-fi1 4 7 - ~ 93 100 ~ 
-
-
-10 - _225 
'" 
3 1 \'\ -
" 
-
-~ 2 0 0 31 fi1 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
tot 64 159 413 
E. 0+ 8 7+10 11+32 
l. 
Emrni 64 15g 413 
132 
rep - 1 - 5 x 1026 = 0.974 
cos = 1 - 13~ 1207 = 0.891 
3 Level 2 Level 1 
4/6 7/11 
i tE;ms items total 
56 56 56 
100 100 100 
236 256 236 








-0 0 - 150 
622 895 1026 
31+16 17+ 0 132 
404 167 1207 
l~O. 
Chapter 12 
Seen in a kindly light, the problem of the validity of 
liagetian theory is a fascinating on~, and some of the evidence 
and arguments about it are considered later in this chapter. 
However, in relation to the aims of the mathematics wing of 
CSMS the 1-,roblem is not very real: the question of whether it is 
worthwhile trying to describe children's understanding of 
mathematics, and in particular of algebra, in Fiagetian terms 1s 
as open now as before the C~MS mathematics work started and has 
nothing to do with the validity of the theory but with its 
practical utility. Shayer (1978c) has shown that assessing 
children's liugetian lev~l of cognitive develo~ment can provide 
a quite accurate predictor of tneir success on science courses 
analysed in the sam~ terms; however, in mathematics this work 
still needs to be done. 
£ subsidiary question is whether children's unQersta~~ing 
of matheIIlb.tics (or the cognitive demand of mathematics tasLs) 
can be described in Fiagetian terms, which is in one sense 
answered by someone deciding to do so, although the quality of 
the end-product and the likelihood of it being accepted will 
depend on what guidelines are available. As far as secondar;y 
school mathematics is concerned, Piaget's own work is not very 
helpful in this respect, beyond providing very general 
descriptors (such as the ability to use second-order operations 
and to think in terms of hypotheses and possibilities at the 
formal operational stage, instead of being bound be concrete 
reality). The work of some "neo-liagetians" is of interest 
and this will also be considered later in this chapter. However, 
first it is proposed to discuss some empirical comparisons 
between the Algebra test and Fiagetian tasks. 
Empirical Comparisons 
Children from two schools (11 and 14) included in the 1976 
Algebra survey, also took the Pendulum task (Ktichemann,1979), 
which is one of the Fiegetian class tasks d(;velo1-ed by the 
science wing of CSMS, on the basis of the descriptions given 
in Inhelder and Piaget (1958,Chapter 4). Children's l'erformance 
on the two tests is shown by the table below (N=248) . 
Fig 12.1 Algebra levels by Pendulum levels (N-248). 
Algebra 42 66 84 30 26 248 
Level 4 1 4 3 10 18 
Level 3 7 16 33 15 14 85 
Level 2 13 17 24 8 2 64 
Level 1 ,18 I 30 20 4 72 
0 4 2 3 9 




The ~roduct-moment corre18tion between the two tests was 
0.49. On the other hand, Shayer independently classified the 
Algebra test into the same number of levels as the Pendulum task, 
using Piagetian descri~tors and swags, and obtained a correlation 
of 0.58 on a subsample of the children (N=127) : 
Fig l2.2 Shayer's Algebra levels by Pendulum levels (N-127). 
Algebra 15 35 42 20 15 127 
3B 2 2 5 9 
3A 1 2 8 8 8 27 
2B3A 2 12 13 6 2 35 
2B 8 9 17 2 36 
<2B 4 12 2 2 20 
<2B 2B 2B3A 3A 3B 
Pendulum 
The value 0.58 is the same as the mean between Pendulum and 
four other Piagetian class tasks (Shayer,1979), but both the 
obtained values are lower than the correlations between the 
Algebra test and the other CSMS mathematics tests (which had a 
mean of 0.65, with eight other tests). Also the correlations 
(using Kruskal's gamma) between the Algebra test and the five 
questiomof a Piagetian test (test PMT) devised by the 
mathematics wing of CSMS (see Hart,1980) are lower than between 
Algebra and the other mathematics tests, as can be seen from 
'If 
the graph below -although this may partly be due to the questions 
being very much shorter than the tests. 
However these correlations are judged, a~ ftir as those betwe~n 
Algebra and Iendulum are concerned it can be argued that th~y 
are sufficiently high to give credence to the F'iagetian 
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also, though it is not possible to make a direct match between 
the final Algebra levels and the levels of the Pendulum task, 
it can be argued that the correlations are high enough to 
match the individual items by means of their facilities. The table 
below shows the substages resulting from Shayer's analysis, for 
the 30 items used for the final Algebra levels, whilst the gra~h 
Fig 12.4 Piagetian 5ubsCages of selected Algebra items (Shayer), and 
facility of Algebra and Pendulum items and Pendulum substages. 
Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 
18ii 3B 15ii 2B+ 15i 2B 
13v 3A l3vili 3A 9ii 2B 
20 3A 13ii jA 7iij 2B 
4iii 3A 5iii 3A 9ill 3A 
7iv 3B 14 3B Ilii 2B 
21 3B 9iv 3A IIi 2B 
22 3B 4ii ")A i3iv 2B 
3 3B 16 ? 
17i 3B 
Level 1 
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shov,s the facili ties of these i te:r.s allC. those of the l'endulu.~ 
task on the same subsaIni-le of 248 children. .us 0 shown oY'~ the 
graph are the substages of the Pendulum items (taken from 
Shayer, 1978a, p192). The swags used bJ' Shayer in the Algebra 
analysis are shown in Appendix 12.1, and the Pendulum task is 
shown in Appendix 12.2. 
There is quite close agreement between the table and tbe 
graph, and together they suggest that the level 4 items (at least 
the harder ones) can be assigned to the substage of late formal 
operations (3B), the level 3 items to early formal operations 
(3A), with some of the easier ones perhaps at the transition to 
early formal operations, whilst the level 2 and 1 items are 
at the concrete operational stage. 
The ways in which the letters are interpreted at the different 
levels (see Chapter 5) lend support to this classification. 
For example, having to eValuate letters, or ignoring them or 
using them as objects (levels 1 and 2) seems very much to 
indicate a reliance on directly intuitable reality (concrete 
operations), whereas operating on unknowns, operating on 
operations, and forming relations between relations (levels 3 
and 4) are each regarded as characteristics of formal thought, 
by, for example, Collis (1974), Halford (1978) and Inhelder and 
Piaget (1958,p254) respectively. 
Validi ty of Piagetian TheorJ7 
Many of the arguments about the validi t:y of liageti2.!l tneor~' 
can convenientlY be considered under the four headings "task 
'" 
variations", "training studies", "meta-theory" and "unity 0: 
.., 
the stage-construct". 
- 3 r 
~ ./0 
iii th respect to the first of these, a growing n~ber of 
studies h8.ve· Sho":'in that b:: cnanging some of tr .. c features of 
classic~l Piagetian tasks, children are able tc demOLst=ate some 
grasp of certain fundamental concepts at a substantiall:: :,·ounger 
age than stated by Piaget: eg invariance of number (Gel.8a.n,1972), 
transi ti vi ty (Br~7ant and Trabo.sso, 1971 ; but see De 30;ysson-.38.rdies 
and O'Regan,1973 and Halford and Ga11owa::,1977 i·or an alternative 
explanation for Bryant and Trabasso's finaings), seriation, 
class inclusion, coordination of viewpoints, etc, etc (Donaldson, 
1978). These studies cause problems for P1Eq;etian theor~: in as 
much as they blur the distinction between one o~erational stage 
and the next, and as such they underline the imfJortance of 
dt;fining the l-,recise nature of any task used to assess children's 
cogni ti ve develovment and of defining what is meant b;y "success". 
However, it is difficult to see how their findings contradict 
Piagetian theory, as they are often claimed to do (eg Entwistle, 
1979). To quote Pascual-Leone (1976,p27l): 
"The fe-ct that Piaget's structuralist theorising has 
usually neglected this issue and that he has written 
as if com~etence markers were context free, is no excuse 
for critics to do the same". 
Wi tn respect to training studies, a series of 'Inaturalistic II 
studies undertaken by Inhelder et al (1974), which em~loyed 
cognitive conflict, shoV\ed that children could make substantial 
advances in their understanding of a given task, but only if 
the~T had already reacbed c. certain rrd nimum level of cogni ti ve 
development. In contrast, Brainerd (1978) claims that there is 
extensi ve evidence that studies emplo;ring more "o.irect" methods 
(such as "simile correction", "rule learning", "observational 
learning" and "conformi t J' training II) are far more effec ti ye , 
regardless of t:lt:: child's devE:;loPQental level. 
If such methods can be shown to have ge'::l'J.ine 
effect3 on chiliren's cOGnitive structUYSS, this 
impo:.:tant implications for Piagetian tLcor:/, ana. for t-2c.c.r:..i!:lg, 
since there wo~lci then be 1i ttle .I.-oint ir .. tr~ii1l6 to asses~ 
a child's cOi;nitive level with a view to matching the teac __ ing 
to it. However, as Pascual-Leone (1976) has argued for one 
such study, the success of the studies cited by Brainerd seems 
irimari1y to be due to children overlearning a s~ecific rul~ 
or strategy (such as "ignore length because it's unreliable") 
rather than their developing more complex cognitive structures 
(as indicated, sa:)!, by the recogni tinn that an increase in 
length of a row of beads is~comyensated by a 6ecrease in 
density). Thus it is of interest to note the explanation~ 
that children gave in these~ stndies, though unfortunatel:'l this 
information is not always forthcoming: Zimmermann and 
Rosenthal (1974), who trained children to conserve equalities 
and inequalities, give no indication of whether children's 
explanations involved identity, reversibility or compensation; 
neither does Murray (1972), though he goes as far as to say 
that "children'S reasons indicate that in ciome sense 
reversi bili t;y and indenti ty rule~ were acquired" (i bid, r5 ), 
rather than compensation, and that, for example, the 
reversibili ty eX}-llanation for conservation judgement is 
"strictly sf,eaking incorrect". Gelman(1969, p183) states that 
in her study such explanations "oecuned ~·requently". ShepPZ:l.rc.' s 
reporting is more eXflici t: after training "75;;~ of the 
explanations emphas ise (d) identi ty 'I (She ppard, 1974,1- 7 ~7 ); also, 
in contrast to the other studies cited by Brainerd, he f2und 
that the initial level of operativity was of signi=ic~ce in 
respect of whether children benefited from the trai~ing. 
~37. 
ShaYE:r (1979) uses the term "me t 5.-tr:.e or:: I' foy ?ic...get' s 
attempt to explain the develofmental stages iL te~ES 0: 
logico mathematical structures, and in ~s.rticular for Fiaget's 
use of propositional logic to cescribe formal OfE:r5.tional 
thought (in Inhelder-and Piaget, 1958). ~arsons (1960) has 
shown that this use of the propositional calculus is unorthodox 
and obscure; however, this do~s not necessarily invalidate the 
meta-theory and., as Sha;yer (ibid) points out, it certaicl;: does 
not follow that the Itlower tiers" of Piaget's theol"':: (the 
behavioural descriptions, and their classification into stages) 
is unsound, as Parsons seems to imply. Ennis's argument (1975) 
that the lovI,er tiers are unsound because they cannot be deduced 
from meta-theory is equally untenable. 
Ennis also argues that Piaget's claim that only children at 
the formal operational stage can cope with propOSitional logic 
is refuted b;y the fact that much younger Children can sometimes 
cope with items like the following: 
If this is room 9, then it is the fourth grade. 
This is room 9. 
Is it the fourth grade? 
However, as Knifong (1974) points out, this logical form (modus 
ponens) allows a defini te inference which Call L'e made using 
"transductive reasoning". It is with the inverse and converse 
forms, where no definite inference can be made, that children 
and even adul ts (eg 0' Brien, 1973) have difficul ties, &..lld i t ma~' 
well be that these do require formal thought. On the other hand 
there is abundant evidence (eg JOlillson-Laird and Wason,1970) 
that the logical "selection task" devised b~" Wason, in its 
original "abstract/B.rbi trary" form, is substantiallJ" more 
l38. 
difficult than the formal operational tasL8 devised by InhelCier 
and Piaget. This indicates that the grasp of formal lo~ic 
disrla;yed by children at the formal operational stage is not 
as complete or as flexible as Iiaget's meta-theory suggests. 
At the same time, ~ason's task is very different from }iaget's 
formal tasks: Wason's task requires an understanding of the 
"falsification frinciple" -tne conditions necessary to test the 
truth or falsehood of a given rule- whereas the primary aim 
in the formal tasks is to find a rule, whereby falsification 
only becomes important in the sense of controlling for 
extraneous variables: for example in the Flexible Rods task, 
if a child has formed the hypothesis "If brass, then more 
flexible (t~an-iron, say)"- (B-tF),_the child needs to be aware 
that B.F (A less flexible brass rod) may exist, as a result of 
choosing a thicker rod perhaps, and that he therefore has to 
com~are rods of the same thickness; but,his main aim is to 
confirm the hypothesis, ie to seek out B.F. Moreover, the formal 
tasks are in a realistic context, and in this respect it is very 
interesting to note that when a more plausible rule was used 
in the selection task (eg "Every- time I go to Nla!lchester I travel 
by train", Wason and Shapiro,197l, or tllf a letter is sealed, 
tl.i.en it has a 50 lire stamp on it", Johnson-Laird et al,1972, 
rather than the arbi trar;y "If a card has a vowel on one side, 
then it has an even number on the other side", Wason,1966;) 
the task was very much easier. 
" 
The work of Wason and Johnson-Laird does not mean that the 
meta-theory should be rejected out of hand: at the least it can 
be regarded as a useful heuristic device. ~or does th~~y work 
refute the lower tiers of liaget' s theor2:. Rather, th~ 
importance of their work, in relation to Piagetian tnecry, 
is to have removed some of the misconceptions about for~al 
thought that Pi~get, in his attempt to construct a meta-tneory, 
himself introduced, and that has led to statements such as 
I1formal operations •.• demand the manipulation of abstract 
concepts" (Entwistle, 1979, p124). 
As far as the unity of Piaget's stage-construct is concernec, 
one of the most widely quoted criticisms is the revie~ by 
Brown and Desforges (1977) who argue that the available 
correlational data show the notion of stage to be untenable. 
However, their choice of data was highly selective, as is 
shown by Sl::.ayer (1979), and also b;y their unwillingness 
-(Desforges and Brown,1979) to defend the arguments they had 
used. Shayer demonstrates that when the correlations between 
t" 
formal tasks that are reported in the literature (including 
those cited by Brown and Desforges, which had values of about 
0.3 to 0.4) are adjusted to match the distribution of the 
sample tested by Shayer himself (which consisted of a 
"rerresentative sam,i.-le of adolescents taken from one year groupll) 
the values are of the"order of 0.6 , as are the values that 
Sha:ver found between five of the CSW.S Piagetian class tasks. 
This ofcourse still leaves the problem of decicing whether these 
values are sufficiently high to regard the construct of a 
formal operational stage as valid, which Shayer attem,1.ted to 
solve b~' factor analJt'sing the CS1l~, tasks, ~epaJ..c..tel~' and then 
together. The se}..arC:1te anal~7ses Sf-lit each test into two or 
three clusters of items, which, by insf:ecting the items, 
Shaver described in terms of the Piagetian schemas shown 
. 
below (fro~ Shayer,1978a,~188): 
Fig 12.5 Desc:ription 0: i~e:!". clusters :0,( cs~.s P:'",ge:ian c::'ass :asKs. 
Number of items 
Task 
Pendulurn 




















"control of varia.bles" 
"deduction of effects If 
" pro r 0 r t i onal i t ~r " 
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"equilibrium of system ll 
"work interl-retc.tion" 
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"strategy and deduction" 
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It can be seen that the same description sometimes occurred 
for clusters from c.ifferent tests; thus "control of variables"(c), 
"deduc tion" (d), "proporti onali ty" (p) and "equili bri urn II (e) each 
afpeared twice. The clusters were then treated as individual 
variables and fut into one factor analysis (N=428). Initially, 
only two of the resulting factors (components) had eigenvalues 
greater than 1, and these accounted for 44% and 9'5~ of the total 
variance, wi th the next two components accounting for 8j'~ and 7~t 
respecti velJ'. Using the "Cattell Scr£e test", .3ha~yer suggests 
that only the first coml-'onent is significant, al though the 
comJ;uter ,i-Jrograrnme (PA2; SISS,1975) selected the first two for 
further analysis, the results of which are shown in the gral-h 
below (where UFI and UF2 are the two unrotated factors). 
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As can be seen from the gral-r.:., thers is 2.. te:lGc!lc:- fcy 
variables from the same task to cluster together, :.:... =uct:. the 
same way as i terns from the same questior. did on factoy a.--:c..l=.'si~ 
of the Algebra test (Char-ter 10). t~so the variables rcfre~er..-ting 
the same schemas, but from different tests, (ie PIc ana. Flc, 
P2d and C2d, El~ and IIp, E2e and 12e) tended to cluster, and 
it is interesting to speculate whether, if there had been more 
variables than just two for any- one of-these schemas,. the 
relationship between the variables .would have been strong 
enough to· produce and "independent" factor (ie an initial 
com1-'onent wi th eigenvalue greatel' than 1, which is unlikel~' to 
hal-,fen for just two variables). However, as it stands, ~hayer 
is clearly right in saying the analysis produced only one 
significant factor (the second factor only exists to accomodate 
the partially conflicting tendencies mentioned above); put 
another way, the evidence from the factor analysis sup~orts 
(does not refute) the claim that Iiaget's formal operational 
stage, made up of the schemas listed above, is a unitary 
construct. The onl~y exceftion is the "combinations" schema, 
whose lo&ding on UFI in particular is much less than that of 
any of the other schemas. 
In summary, it has been argued that evidence against the 
validits of liagetian theory in less cOID,lJelling than SOIDe critics 
have suggested. However, the theory does lack an adequ~te 
meta-theory that could be used deductively to assess the 
cognitive demand of untested areas of the curriculum. Also, 
though children's performances on different tasks are more 
consistent than Brown and Desforges suggest, data froffi 
c0rrelational studies indicate that classifying children into 
cognitive developmental stages frovid~s 2.. first 
approximation of their abilities on differe~t t2..S~s. 
(1978c) has shown that this degree of_afproximation is 
sufficient to make it worthwhile analysing science curricula 
in Piagetian terms, in order to devise curricula_that are ~cre 
suited to the individual child. However, it has yet to be 
demonstrated that the attempt to match children's cognitive 
levels to the cognitive demand of mathematics is worth 
undertaking, and before it could be done a detailed taxonomy 
would need.- to be devised for analJ7sing mathematical tasks. 
A start might be made by forming empirical comparisons, of 
the kind mentioned in this chapter, on the other hand, the 
complexities of mathematical tasks are such that it might 
be considered more fruitful to concentrate on identifyin~ 
individual dimensions that affect task difficult~: (see the 
next chapter), rather than trying to assess their interaction 
in the hope of assigning tasks to an overall level. 
Neo-Piagetian Theories 
Attempts have been made to reinterpret Piaget's theory in 
terms of the development of short-term memory capacity, bJ' 
determining the number of elements (or conce~ts or schemes) 
that have to be considered simultaneously to solve taskc at the 
different stages. McLaughlin (1963) proposed that rreoperatio~al, 
concrete o~,erational and formal tasks involve a coordination of 
2, 4 and 8 (21 , 22 and 2 3 ) concepts respectively, and he 
suggests that a child would need an equivalent diGit-span to 
be at a given stage. Halford (1978) also argues that a s~an 0: 
2 is required for ~reoperational tasks and 4 :t'OT concrete 
operutional tasks, but he suggests that formal tasks re 0 uire a 
span of 6 rather than 8. In the theory develor-ed by Pc.scual-
Leone and his coworkers (see for eX&mple Case, 1974) tne em~hasis 
is on processing rather than'storCige .capaci t:y, and thus, rather 
than using a straightforward span test, the child is tested 
on recall of information that first has to be operated 
on in some way: for eXH0ple, the child ffiight be asked to recall 
the n~ber of elements in several sets which he has first had 
to COWlt. According to Case (1978a), children below the age of 
5 :years can only remember the number of elements in one set, 
whereas by, say, age 7 or 8 they can remember the number of 
elements in as many as 3 sets. The table below (from Case,1974) 
shows the relationship, according to Pascual-Leone's theory, 
between age, develo~mental level and processing capacity 
(".M-power 11). The constant e refers to the mental effort 
required to bttend to the specific instructions of the task 
(when these are famili~r), whilst the numeral represents the 
maximum number of schemes that have to be considered 
simultaneously to solve a task at a given Piagetian substage, 
whose value, for an individual child, can be determined by the 







Relationship between age, developmental level a~d 




Early concrete oferations 
M-power 
e + 1 
e + 2 
e + 3 




Middle concrete operations 
Late concr~te-early formal 
KiddIe formal o~erations 
Late formal o~erations 
operations e + 5 
e + 6 
e + 7 
There is a certain amount of emfirical evidence to sUfPort 
Halford t S and eSJ.-ecially Pascual-Leone t s theor~,· (eg nalford, 
1978; Case,1974,f584,footnote 4). However, at ~resent, their 
practical value would seem to be limited: the analysis required 
to determine the schemes relevant to a particular task can be 
extremely complicated (eg Pascual-Leone and Smith,l969) and 
ambiguous (eg Lawson,l976) and the resulting estimate of task 
difficulty can turn out to be very broad (eg Halford,l97S). 
Also, the fact that it is possible to find some kind of 
correspondence between, say, digit span and success on tasks 
that have been assigned to a particular cogniIJive level 
(egCollis,l975a,chapter 7) is not really very surprising, 
and there is a danger that its importance is being over-estimated. 
~i:oreover, there is a danger that too Ii teral a link is being made 
between span and cognitive level: though performance on span tests 
certainly improves with age, there is abundant evidence to 
suggest that the corresponding growth in short-term memory 
capacity, or in processing capacity, can not be seen in simple 
numerical terms -for example as an increase in the number of 
discrete "memory slots": as well as depending on age, performance 
on s1-,an tests has been· shown to. depend on the familiari ty of the 
elements being recalled (eg Crannell and larrish,1957), and 
~ossibly also on the level at which the elements are being 
I 
processed (eg Craik and Lockhart,l972), the child's ordering 
ability (Huttenlocher and Burke,1976), and the strat~Gies 
available to him, such as rehearsal (eg Kingsley and Hagen,1969). 
Case (1978b) seem~ to have ~odified his views in accoraance 
with some of these findings by suggesting that 
"the sradual increase in ¥.orking r.:emor." does not stem from 
a structural increase in th~ attention~l capacity of the 
orgc.inism, but rather from an increa~e in tht automaticity 
of the basic o~erations it is capable of exccutin~. ~s these 
operations become more aut~!!atic, their execution r~~uires 
a smaller ~roportion of the attentiocal caiacity. The result 
is that more capaci ty is available for 'storage' or 
·working' " • 
Halford ignores the element di~ension (ie the 
:f'Cir::.iliCiri t~7) ana. instead "E:.tteml-' ts to subsurr.e the vayious 
characteristics of concrete and for~al reasoning ~nder ~ne 
l !~ -~. 
single factor of o,fJerational comf;lexity" (Ealford,lS7B,}-29S). 
However, this dimension is }recisely what the CJ~S Algebra 
research is all about, and it therefore comes as no sur;rise 
that Halford cites items classifieo at the same o~erational 
level that are vastly different in facili t;y. For exam.ple, the 
two i tem-tyr.;es shown below are both classified b;y Halford as 
formal ("two operations in each expression"), but Halford 
reports that the proportion of correct resfonses for a set 
of items of the first sort waS 0.87 (for 36 11 to 12 year olds), 
compared to only 0.42 for a set of the second sort. 
Fig 12.8 Item types classified by Halford as formal. 
First item-tyye: 6 x 4, 6 x 8 (Are these 
2 4 eXfressions the same? 
Second item-type: a x b, a x2b different? or is it impossible 
c 2c to tell?) 
Halford's only comment is: 
"AI though theoreticall:>' the same process in required .. , 
it is possible that most children find it harder to select 
the apl-ropriate strategy when presented with unknowns" 
(ibid,p307). 
Collis ~oes take note of the element dimension. ~O~ example, 
in one study he contrasts children who try to solve the item 
"Find v 
"" 
if y=b and y+2b=90" by giving numerical valuts 
to b, and who I!eventuall~,- get lost :'YJ. a series of trials", wi th 
children at a higher level of cognitive develo~ment, who argue 
in the fol18wing, much more efficient manner: "b is a number; 
2b is twice tha t number and thus twice ~: J y and 
and thus y=30" (Collis,1975b,I.:46). There is an interesting 
}laradox ~n this example, in t.hat the second group of ~hild.ren, 
- '6 _.... . 
who can be assumed to have a gre8.ter "stori:iiE; ", "wori{iL~rt 
or J'frocessing" ca}aci t~7, cr ... oose a stratez=' which is less 
complex than the trial and error method of tne first group 
As far as theil:' willingness to o1-erate on the 
letters is concerned, it mas be that the scc()nd grouf are 
more "experienced" in this uc.:e of letters; however, it can also 
be argued that the abilits to use letters as numerical entities 
.' 
in their own right, or rat~er, learning to use lette~s in this 
wa~7, requires a greater processing capacity than working just 
with numbers: for example, children may initially have to 
invoke known numbers and the way they behave in support of their 
efforts to work with letters per see This raises an interesting 
fossibility, in algebra and other areas of mathematics, that an 
increase in processing capacity may give children access to 
strategies that are not only more advanced but that, once 
understood, require less processing capacity than the strategies 
they displace; J,ut another way, there may be a "threshold effect" 
on the learning of new strategies, which an increase in ~rocessing 
cafucity overcomes. 
Although these neo-Piagetian theories are difficult to 
a~lly in practice, they do make the im~ortant ~oint th~t the 
cOill}--lexity of a task (and the degree of :farniliarit~.' of its 
elements) has a crucial effect on task difficulty. Also, they 
suggest there ma:y be a limi t to the kind of task that a child 
can be taught to solve or understand at a £iven time. 
Chapter 13 
Tnis cha}ter com~ares tne facilities o~ selectet ite=s 
wi thin and across the C~T,.1S mathematics test:, in oreier to 
~47. 
examine some of the dimensions that affect the ciifficul t~: of 
... 
mathematics tasks generall,:. Onl',.' items useci to construct tLe tl ., 
levels will be compared, 60 as to avoid items that behaved 
in an inconsistent way. Genera.lly the inter-item correl~tion 
wi thin levels was about 0.4 (using phi) and, as the table beloy: 
shows, the correlation between tests was of the_order~of 0.6 ~ 
(using Pearson's r). These values suggest that the r~l&tionship 
between items, within and across tests, is strong enough for a 
com1)arison of facili ties to be undertaken. To simplify the 
discussion, the facilities will be those from the 3rd sear 
sam~les. 
Fig 13.1 Correlation (Pearson's r) between CSMS mathemati~s tests 
(Ve~tors and Matrices tests not in~luded) . 
Ratio • 66 
Graphs .60 .60 
Fracti O!.i.S 3&4 .71 .69 .65 
Measurement .61 .65 .71 .66 
Decimals .73 .70 .65 .78 .60 
Integers .68 .48 .77 
Reflection .61 .54 .60 .63 .61 
& Rotation Alg Rat Gra Fra Mea Dec Int 
The Element Dimension 
Cha~ter 3 has shown that the nature of the elements (or the 
way they are interpreted) has a fundamental effect on task 
difficul t:v in generalised ari thmetic. The elements in IT.Cl.thematics 
~These were mainl~' develolJed b~' K Hart, D Kichemann, r.~ Bro~n, 
G Ruddock and D Ker::;lc:...li:c, ~"1u. much of the statistici:.:.l wor!{ was 
carried out bJ' II: UCCartney. Chal ters about ea.ch test can be 
f ("'\" n r1 ; n r. s r: ~ (1 q R () ') _ 
.1J!t"r;.:9 _ I' \)11':-, 
11:1 cC5l : (nlo 
are COI!lm.onl~' numerical, anci here Collis (1975 b J . has shov,-n, 
for eXaIDbJle, that a changE; from small to l~rge n1..ll:.bers can havt; 
marked effect on facili tj', which is confirce~ b~ res~lts fro~ 
., 
thE; C31:3 Number Operations test (Brown and :r=~cheIUann, 1976). 
~ change from yositive numbers to negatives, from whole numbers 
to fractions or decimals, and of course from given numbers to 
unknowns, can also affect facili t~', as can be seen from the 
CSMS items shown below. 
Fig 13.2 CSMS items showing the effect on facility of changes in the numerical elements. 
Facilitv 
(3rd year samples) 
small numbers to large numbers 
whole numbers to fractions : 
whole numbers to decimals 
write a story for 9 x 3 
84 x 28 
plot (2~5)(3,7){5,11) 
(12,4) 
volume of drawn cuboid, of 
dimensions: 3 x 2 x 2 
2 x 2i x 2~ 
ee 1 s: x 3 
x 1i 
x 5/"j 
area of drawn rectangle of 
dimensions: 6 x 10 
work out: 
2/9 x 5/8 
60 + 3 
60 f 0.3 
lOx 4 
10xS.13 
100 x 317 
100 x 2.3 





positive numeers to negative numbers work out: of' 2 +"'6 ~8 +-4 
·6 -"'8 
-6 - ""3 
given route on a diagram, 
express as the vector: (2 1) (1 - 1 ) (0 -3) 
known numbers to unknown numbers number of sides ~ number 
of diagonals from vertex 
of polygon: 57-+ 
k. 
area of drawn rectangle of 
dimensions: E and 10 
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Other ~imensions 
Tne above changes can in each case be described as a S~llt 
towards numerical elements that are less "intui table' 1 • Soz:etirr.Es 
such changes occur not so m'..Ach in the elements ~l:e.c;:;elves as in 
the way they are represented (see eg ~alpas and 3ro~n,1974, ~ho 
distinguish between concrete and forma.l "models"). The first 
pair of items shown below. both involve tenths, but in one case 
these can just be counted whilst in the other they have to be 
constructed (here 33~ of 3rd years gave the answer 3.1); 
similarly a line has to be constructed from the second flag to 
the centre of rotation, whilst in the second Vectors item there 
is no su~porting diagram at all, and in the case of the second 
cuboid some of the cubes are hidden. 
I 
Fig 13.3 3rd year facility of pairs of CSMS Decimals, Reflection and 
Rotation, Vectors and Measurement items. 
_"totE-toe thr01;.;;;: 
'[gJ ::illC toe volwte 5 6 " ~\.4E,:"!.e !' t~.:. r ,. B I I I I 0 1 , ~-:-~ "'t ~ e, h ~ .. ~I'. • - M -~-6 C ~ .... ~ 
f5) D: -.. .. ~' z ~" J-










Mathematical representations may also cause difficulties 
because they are misleading. For example, Janvier (1978) found 
that a substantial number of secondary school children believed 
that the racing track corresponding to the graph below had nine 
bends rather than being triangular in shape. 
Fi£ 13.4 Speed of a racing car along a 3 km track (Janvier). 
.3}-eec 




In the first of the three CS1.:S Graphs i tens st.own below :r_el"e is 
a direct corres~ond8~ce between the ;~a~h and the 2~tuatioil i: 
models: the horizontal axis correslJonds tCl "'c~_e bl"o'",-~-.i and the 
height of the crosses corres~onds to the height of the flowers. 
The second graph n somewhat misleading (John does not travel ~c 
a hill, along a J,-lateau and down again) but it is yossible to 
establish a corresfondence between the three sections 0: the 
grayh and the information given about John's activities. However! 
in the third graph no such information is given (here it should 
be said the item did not correlate farticularly well, so that 
there might be other reasons for its low facility). 















John goes to a 
disco 3 miles from 
home; he wal~s one 
way and takes a bus 
the other way, At 
what time did he 
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I'fIfY MR'I H/I Y ,.,.., I'flf'l ~ :/WIlle. 
9710 facility 65% facili t J1 
Does th is graph 









Though it may be stretching a point to regard the letters 
in generalised ari thmetic as re}.-,resentations (rather than sim.r;12" 
as elements) these can also be misleading. Thus, whilst tL~ first 
i tern below can be easil~: solved by thinking of the letters as 
objects, children tend to see the letters in the second item 
in the same way, so th2.t 4c+3b is interpreted as "4 cake:: and 
3 buns" and not as a number of l-ence. 
y - _ faA,i.) 
Cakes co.:.,t c ~ence each 2..EG bU:l;3 cost b ~e!lce 
each. If I buy 4 cakes and 3 buns, what does 
4c + 3b stand for? (22% facility) 
., -., 
, - , 
....... ,.",- . 
:t{E: .L_resentations ma;y sOlLt:times be too "com~2.ct": L;":-:'lS is 
yarticularly true of algebra, where letters m2.~· re;resent n~t 
not just isolated unknowns but sets of' unknowns, some::":::'E;S 2.lso 
with a relationship between them. The same thing occurs with 
graphs: thus whilst 91% of 3rd years could plot the indivi~ual 
jyoints rel~reseIlted by (2,5), (3,7) and (5,11), where onlJ· two 
fieces of information have to be related at a time, only 18; 
recognised that the first graph below, which can be said to 
summ8.rise a whole set of rel<:itions, represents the line J'=2x. 
Fig 13.6 Graphs item. 
'Nhich of these gral-:hs represents the line "=2x '? <-
(a) (b) (c ) (d) 
yctxu ~o .. n 'j4UlS ~ U" 
J 3 3 3 
L L 1 ~ 
cL-.-~--
I ~ ~XlS 
Another important dimension concerns the operations involved 
in an i tern, of which one asr-ect is the t;ype of operation, and 
another whether the operation is given or has to be determined: 
Fig 13.7 CSMS items where the ope~ation is changed, or is left implicit. 
Tyye of operation: write a story for 84 - 28 77% 46~l~ 34 x 28 31;~ 
Explicit or implicit: 5/8 x 2/3 4 7/~ 
I km is the same as 5/8 miles; 39~~ 
how long is 2/3 km in miles? 8~-I 1° 
When several oferations are involved, they sometimes have to be 
coordinated. For the Algebra item "Add 4 onto 3n" (36~ facility) 
the operation +4 can simply be attached to what is given, 
whereas this would lead. to an ambiguous answer in the Case of' 
"Mul tiply n+5 by 4" (1710 facili t~,). On the Ratio test &. d:"stinctiO!1 
can be made between items like the one sno~n below, ~here it is 
Fig 13.8 Ratio eels item. 
~here are three eels, A, Band C. 
The~v are feu sprats, tne number 
cielJenaing on tlJ.eir length. -
If C eat s 2 s ~ rat s, how manJ' 
~hnula A be fed to match? 
f'5 u..-A ------~--------
C 
10s6ib1e to build u~ ~o t~~ answer (5:2 to l5:? via lC:~), ana 
items where an appropriate corres~ondence first has to be 
constructed (eg 15:9 to 25:? via 5:3). ~ Ei~ilar jisti~ction 
arises on the Reflection and Rot&tion test, betweefi refl~ctions 




sequence of steps and those where th~ obj~ct L.dS first to be 
analysed into discrete entities. 
It is not always possible to keep the element, 
representation and operation dimensions entirel~y separate. Just 
as the let~ers in algebra might be thought of as representations 
rather than elements, so, for example, fractions can be thought 
of elements in tneir own right or as the result of operating on 
whole numbers; in ratio the ke J7 elements are operations; 
sometimes the nature of the o~erations determines how the elements 
can be interpreted: 2a+5b+a can be simplified b~: thinking of the 
elements as objects, but such ~ inter~retation becomes strained 
for 3a-b+a. 
Eventually it may be possible to reduce these dimensions to 
the single construct "processing capacity" (see the previous 
chapter), but it is probably more useful at present to build up 
a list of separate dimensions even if they sometimes overlap. 
Similari ties between Items at the same Facili t;v Level 
So far in this chapter differences in facility have been 
examined in one test and compared with differences in another 
test. It is naw proposed to compare items from different tests 
more directly, b~ looking at items at given facility levels. 
As was suggested in Chapter 12, such comparisons are much more 
speculative and ciifficl:..l.t to make than comparisons of facility 
differences, since there could be an;y number of reasons whJ' an 
item has a specific facility. However some use~~l si=!l~ritie~ 
CiO seem to exist, perhaps because an attcr::1-t was ffi~c..e ~o 
minim.ise, or Cot least to control, the complexit:,,. 0: t~E: CSIJ~;:) 
items. 
The items to be di~cussed are shown on the next two p~ges. 
Specifically, it is proposed to discuss the similarities bet~een 
items Cit about the 75%, 50% and 25% facility levels, which 
represent the beginnings of levels 2, 3 and 4 on the 'Algebra 
test. Children will be described as being "at" a given facility 
level, in other words it is assumed that their i-erformance 
within and across tests would be such that if they succeeded 
on some items at a given facilit~· level they would succeed on 
most other items of the same and higher facilit~; though the 
facili ties are derived from different (3rd 2,'ear) samples, it 
can be argued that the samples are sufficiently well matched 
and the correlations within and across tests are sufficientlv 
" 
high for the ass~ption to be accel-,table, at least as a 
working hypothesis. 
The 75% facility level 
Moving from the easiest items on the tests down to about the 
75% facility level, it is 10ssible to observe a shift from items 
involving whole nlAJIlbers to items whose elements are formed b:' 
coordinating whole numbers in some Wa~\·. Thus children wno are 
able to cO,1Je with items at about the 75~ facility level can use 
fractions (and dE:cimals dov,n to tenths) to reyresent ~r.l.Cl.ded 
areas or subdivisions of a line, coordinates to represent points 
on a graph, and vectors to represent routes or ord0red list~. II: 
simple cases they can 2.180 perform reflections where ::ore than 
154. 
Fig 13.9 3rd year facility of selected items :rom CSMS oathematic3 ~e3ts. 
g Algebra 
Reflection 
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one as 1- e c t ( diE: tan c e e:.n d d ire c t i 0 ~l) 1. as too e c ::; !1 t r C; 11 e c. in 
sequence, determine areas by countin~ fraction~l ~sr~s of sJu&r~s 
. . 
and volumes bJ' counting cubes (wnen tnE:se are all vi~ible). 
These cr:ildren can interpret isolateci fe2.tures of grapns ~!~en 
these corres~ond directly to reality, as in the case of Prank, 
below, who is recognised as short and fat when the axes are 
oriented as in the diagram, but not when the axes are 
interchanged. Children at this level are ~lso ~tarti~g to relcte 
such intutiable features: for example, for the grapb sho\',ing 
the weeklJ.' height of a flower they can recognise when it grew 
fastest. 
WAIST" 
In certain circumstances children at this level can also 
operate on these new elements; in one of the eels items on the 
Ratio test the~y can construct t~le correspondence 15: 6 from 5: 2 
(A 5 cm eel eats two sprats; how many does a 15 cm eel need?); 
theS know that 2/6 is equivalent to 1/3 and the~,7 can correctls 
add 3/8 and 2/8 in a realistic context (without which they still 
tend to gi ve the answer 5/16); they can also add integers b:)' 
coordinating shifts along the number line, and even solve 
simple subtractions like +6-+8 (instead of just taking the 
smaller number from the larger). However, these new elements 
are not yet integratec into a s~;.stem: in ratio they ccnnot ::et 
construct correspondences that require more than repeated 
addition, nor can they estc.blish the equivalencE:: of less :a.-::.iliar 
fractiom, nor differentiate tenths from other deci:::Cils (they 
recognise that 2 in C.~ represents tE::nths, but in O.~50 the~ 
.:::la" . 
well say it stands for hundreds or hundredths). 
~he 50% facility levE;l 
As cnildren begin to co~e with ite~s be~ond th~ 
<-
level, tr.eir understandiLi of these new E;le~ents is extended: 
the;y begin to differentiate and impose an orG.eri1J.s ::;n frogressive-
ly less intuitable decimals; the can cop~ Nith route vectors 
involving n8gatives and zero; they can count hidden cubes and 
they begin to accept unclosed answers like 4h+t (instead of 4l:it 
or 5ht) and 3a+5b (instead of 8ab), but only when the letters 
can be regarded as objects. However, it is not until children are 
at about the 50'% facili t J1 level that a defini te shift awa~' from 
directly intui table reali t;,' csn be observed. 
At about the 50% level, children can a~ply ap~ropricte 
transformations to the decimal representations shown below, 
instead of simply recording entities smaller than 1 in the first 
available decimal place (3j~ and 32% of 3rd years gsve the 
answers 3.1 and 1.7); children cc..n now find a vector equivalent 
Fig 13.10 3rd year facility of two Decimals items. 
.3 
I ! 
;;~~or " 0 
(50 !--er cent :acili t:') 
4-
I 
Tne area r---l 
shaae a is L-..L-J square \.4.[.::. -: s 
(~2 ~er cen-: !ac~~:ty) 
to gJ + JT + TP without a diagram, and describe the eff~ct of 
the translation(~)followed b~1 (:~, where the original translation 
goes off the page; v.'ith an appropriate diagram, there is <.::.150 
a marked increase (Ruddock,1980) at this level in the f r 01-,ortion 
of children who choose to combine translations b~' adcinb vector~ 
rather than counting squares. These children are-~:so be;inning 
to cope with reflections that go off the ~age and with rot~tions 
where the object does not pass through the centre of rot~tion. 
The;y can determine the 2Yea of a triangle by going be~'onG. the 
15S. 
c or::f' ine s of the figure (ie b~' COLs-cructl.·:1f" ;: rc.""~r n -l~ ) ~ -: ~ '-' '-' \J c. • .I.S t;: , 
tLey are beginning to use letters as unkno~n n,~OErs. =~ rat~D 
children still ten6 to build u[ ~hEir a~s~ers b~ re~Ea~ed 
addition, but they can now construct medi~ting correBpond~nces 
arising from this method (eg 5:1, in order to iet from 10:2 
via 20:4 to 25:?). 
The 25% facility level 
Children at this level have even less need of the sup~ort 
provided by famiJiar elements or representatiomthat correspond 
directl;' to reali t:-. They CCc.a not onl~' find the missing vector 
in the nu.turallv ordered seouence sJ + JT + TP = 
~ ~ without 
tbe aid of a diagram, but in LS + + TP = LP and SJ + = ~ uiJ. 
The can perform reflections b,v analysing the obJect into abstract 
elements, rather than by building up the answer in a step-by-step 
manner. Similarly, they can cOllstruct mediating correspondences 
in ratio when the building up method no longer applies (eg 5:3 
for 15: 9 to 25:?). The~y can subtract integers and civide decimals 
and are no longer tied to the intuition that these oPerations 
always produce smaller ans~ers; nor do they assume tbc..t halving 
linear measurements halves the area. In ilgebrs. the:' not only 
acceI)t that a letter may represent a range of values but that 
for different letters these (unknown) values may coincide. 
On the other hand, it is not until children can cope with 
items beyond this level that tbe~ seem able to work wit~ abstract 
rna thematic al s;:,'s terns per se. Then the ~ ca.YJ. de te r~:'nE ~Lc S ~d t: of 
a rect~ngle of area 1/3 whose other side is of leng:h 3/5, ~~2 
enlarge a figure by a factor 5/3 wi th no meciiatin; ccrrespC:lo.er.2e 
of wilole niJ.lIlbers to heIr them (3: 2 to 5:?). II' ... h.1st bre. tne~ 
can then operate on opers.tions (eg s:...m}::lif~- 3a-(b+2..); 
not jUEt unknowns but the c~-.:.angE;s in the va.l'J.e of ont wi :!1 tIle 
cnange s in another; Cils 0, in i terns invol vine; n'J.l:lc ri cal re le. -:: i on-
ships between objects the~ no longer succ~b to using the lcttsrs 
as a shorthand for the objects themselves. In Gra:...hs the', are 
. " 
no longer restrictea to interpreting isolateu features but 
recognise that a graph ma:v represent the relc.tionship. bet'l.'een an 
entire set of ordered pairs. In Vectors their underEtanding 
has become sufficiently flexible to accept the notion that 
seemingly unrelated vectors like AE and HG in the diagram 
below can be combined. 
Ii ----.,. 
6 ____ _ 
Of the features characterising each facility level, the 
ones at the 50% level are perhafs the most coherent across 
tests, and it is tempting to see this level as signalling the 
onset or transition to formal operations. In lractical terms 
this level is probably also the most interesting as it is t~~ 
one that the majority of secondary school children will just 
achieve or spend their time struggling towards. 
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1ili u.r.dJ{ C h 
In this chapter it is proyosed to discuss a small s8l~ction 
of studies that have a fairl~' direct bearing on the S.:)rJ3 Alc?:ebra 
I 
research. In the course of this di3cussion a number of sUGbe~tion~ 
will made of how the Algebra items could be extendeo in order to 
~roduce items that might thr~w further light on the interpret-
ation of children's understunding of algebra put for~ard in 
this thesis. 
There are of course many directions that research based o~ 
the ~resen~ study could take, and before embarking on the 
discussion outlined above three of these will be m~ntioned 
briefl~. Probably the most obvio~s next step, whether or not 
further items are constructed, is to go back to interviewing 
, 
individual children, bearing in mind that the interpret~tion6 
presented in this thesis are based ~rimarilv on children's 
written responses (albbit incorrect as well as correct ones). 
Infact interviews using itt;lT.s from the Alc.':ebra test are 
currently being undertaken 0y IJesley Booth as lJart of the 
"strategies and Errors" }.roject at Chelsea College. 
A second direction in which future research mi~ht go is to 
look in det~il at a specific area of secondary school algebra, 
such as "equaLion solving", "substitution", "manil=ulation", etc. 
There are itl;IDs on the A16ebr~ ~cst uncit:r L;'o.ch of these heuc.i n c..: 0 
test C ... 10int made in Gnc..:.!" ter 2) • ,'vork currer..tly being 
c .. r ~ie d eu t at h ot tiIl~llam 1..: ni V8 r~ i tv o~ Alan DC; 11 anQ Cr..ri 0 tine 
Shiu is ver.~: l:J.uch ulonC these lines ana. is lookine, [;'rloungst 
other thin~s, &t seconc:ar:v scr!ool chilc.ren t S ffit.. tt.ods of solviIlG 
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equations. jdl interesting aSl-Cct of tllis ',\ork is the ~'illC1ing tn8.t 
the methods children uoe (ana the meanings t:iven to the unknoy.,ns) 
de~end ver~/ much on the nature of the equations the~7 are beir.l.g 
asked to ~~, 01 ve • 
A third direction, anCt 011'...: that is a feature of botL the 
Chelsea and the Nott·ingham ~ro,iects, is to examine the effecti ve-
ness of various wa;ys of teaclling algebra. Such research i~ of 
obvious ~ractical interest and it is also important theoretically 
since it rnav throw light on the qu~stion of tne ext~nt to which 
children' s unde£~t~nding is enhanced b~y certain experiences at 
school and conLtrained by co~nitive develo}ffiental factors. The 
effect of teuclling cc:...n also be exumined in a more global way, by 
for exam~le comparing the performc<nce of child.ten from different 
year groufs or from different clasoes or schools. Here some data 
already exist (see, for exar.:r~.,le, Chapter 6), though the conclus-
ions that have emerged to uatc: are somewhat ambiguous (l.erhaps 
because the dCita have not been aJ1Ctl~'~ed in sufficient detail, but 
also because some of the information about chjldren's schooling 
and other background v~riaulE:;s is not ver;y precise). 
Returning to one of the main purposes of this chafter, the 
value ,generally of extending a set of items in a written test 
I : 
t i 
! . J 
. 
. I Ii 
j 
I , 
(as well as going back to indivicual interviews) can be illustrated 
with reference to the items below, taken from Firth (1975). 
Fig 14.1 Equation-manipulation items, and their facilities (Firth). 
p = R + 8 - T Facility (15 year olG s) 
a. p 
- R - 50 
b. P + T = 76 
c. p - S + T - 65 
d. S T = 29 
e. T S - 35 
16 L'. 
The items were designea to t~~t children's ~nowledge of sim~le 
rules for mlini~ulating equations. At first sight they all look 
very r:w.ch the same t and it fLight be asked why 5 i terns ratr.er tha.n 
just 1 or 2 were uS8d. However, an eX&.1Ilination of tLeir facilities 
(obtain8d from a 4th year class at about the 0 level / C~E 
borderline) shows clearly 'that they are not all the same; in 
~articulQ.r, there is a sub2tantial diffe.:ence in t'acili t J' betwee:n 
items Vvhere P remain~ on the left hand side of tIle equution 
(a,. b, c) and where it does not (d, e), and between items WDt;re 
either R (item a) or T (its['1 b) are moved over to the left hand 
side. Bell (in Bell, Costello and Klichemann,19BO) puts :t'orvlard 
a number of possible expl~nations for. these facility differences. 
He then states 
"Whether or uot these explanations ai.·ply, the clear difference~ 
between the scores cert8.inly show tha.t we are dealing with 
something other than simply knowing or not kno\\ing d. siI:lple 
manipulative rule. There are factors affecting the unoerstand- I',' 
ing and use of these rules which. often. go unrecognised and I,' 
therefore untreated in the course of teaching" (ibid, pll~). I 
Similarly there may be a Inul tiplici ty of factors affecting 
children's unuer~tCindint; in other ar8as of algebra, and clearly 
thi~ is as much a ~robl~m for re~6arch as it is for teaching. 
Bell sU6gests that the diffe~ence in facility bet~een items 
a, b, c and d, e may be due to children not seeing th~ equals 
sign as fully reversible. There are other studies that l~nd 
supl'ort to this view (eg Lunzer. Bell and ~hiu,1976; hieran,l980). 
However, it can also be cirzued that to solve i terns a, band. c 
children only need to cancel frot:1 the right nand side the letter 
that has been moved over to the left, whilst for d and e they 
not onl.v have to determine VJLich le'tter has betn lliOVeo. bul, to 
muke a decisior ... ..ibout its si£;n. To deter;nine wllich, if any, of 
! I 
these eXfl&nations holds, chiluren could be observed solving the 
items and asked about t~Cle strat8gies the:' used, or furtner i te:r:s 
could be written, such ~s the ones below in which the original 
equatjon has been reversed. Here, if the first ex~lanation hol6s 
the facilities should be reversed for a, b, c and d, e; 
if the second holCls the;';, should stay more or less the same. 
Fig 14.2 Variants of-Firth's items. 
R + S T - P 
a. P R = 
b. P + T = 
c. P - S + T = 
d. ~ T 
-
e. T S 
-
Firth also used an item in his study which asked children 
to write dov .. n a number "which is 3 more than x ". About a third 
of the lJuyils could onl;; c Ol-,e with this by giving a value to x 
(letter evaluated) rather than using x a:.3 a si·ecific unknown, 
and on interview such children made statements like "I can't do 
this until 'lOU tell me what x is" • 
... 
0imilar res~onses occurred 
wi th the original ver~:;ion of question 15 on the .Uge bra test -when 
children were asked for the number of diagonals that can.be 
drawn from a vertex of a k-sided pol~lgnn (even though they might 
be able to eXiress the rule in 8eneral terms such U.S "You take 
away 3 from the nw;nber cf sicles rJ -which raises the queLtion, to 
be taken up ~leain in the next chapter, of whether children's 
difficulties stem at least in lart from tLeir being asked to 
do something W~.:.iCL if.) not so much incomi-rehensible as unhallowec. 
and l·ointless). In the AIU 1.rimary survey (Al'U,1980a) about half 
the 11 year olds could find the lOOth ter;ri 'Jf "simile nu~oer 












Ekensti.:iIT. and l~ilsson (1979) also allude to the dif:icul ty 
of dE;termining the factors affecting children's understanding of 
a m~themcltical task: 
"1'/1ost 1 roblerr..s are difficult to an1:11;.·se becCiuct; of thl:ir 
COffil,lc:xi t;.:. rl'hE;re ure [fiCin;·' possi bili ties for the stude!J.ts 
to rr,ake r::i stakes wi th a cE:rt'~:in lroblem and it is not VE:r" 
inteYt:oting to ascertc.Lin tlL,t a certL:1i.n fCrCtntCic:e of the 
studtnto h~ve ~iven a wrong Wl~wer to a lroblem. Look for 
eX2m:le dt the proble~ 
Ex~ress (3z i l)~ without brackets. 
A pu~il WI10 fails ffi2\ not uIlderst:ind 
- th~ L'lt; aning of tile ext-: onen t 2, 
that the square of ,)z is 9z 2 but ansv.ers 3z 2 , 
-tl:.at the eXIJrE:;ss:i.on hn.s three terms and forgets 6z, 
- how to mul tipl~: (;z+l) (3z+1), 
that z x z = z2 but believes that z x z = 2z, 
man~y other I~Ossibilities not mentioned" (ibid, p44). 
... 
Ekenstam and Nilsson tackle this iJroblem in a most elegant 
way, bv breaking down a task into a seri~s of simpler tasks 
(assumed to rel,resent the steps required to solve the task) and 
then ~iving the simyler tasks (with variations) to diff~rent 
but equivalent s&~~les of children. In this way they tested 130 
items (in ~lgebra and geoffiLtyv), using a total sample of about 
2000 chil~ren, with eacn it~m being ~iven to ubout 200 children 
(Swedish 16 year olds relrasenting rougnly the top 20~ of the 
abi1i,ty ranee). One such set of' i te:r.s is shown below, together 
with tLeir fC:lcilitie~. 
Fig 14.3 Set of item-variants, and their facilities (Ekenstam and Nilsson). 
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One drawbacl: wi tl1 their mtt:~od is the USe 01' ciil'fel e~lt 
subsam~les (even tnougn the;;i c...re (lui te lc:::.r Gt ) , 
be tLe reason whv 
.1 , for example, replacing x by ~iJ.otner letter 
in one case (items 3 and 4) a.li.ears to t-r~duce a 8ubst8.lJ.tial 
change in facilit:,1 bu.t in another case (items 5 anci 6) jroduct.:> 
hardly any change at all. (According to the AiU primdry survey, 
the change from geometrical s:'mbols to the use of letters to 
reSlreSl:nt unknowns in simpl(; equutions had a subst~ntial effect 
on facilit;/; also, '.i(.:l.gner,1979, t,;t~tes that children tend to 
believe that different 18tters u~ed in the sane context rt~res8nt 
different values. However, ~either of these studies indicate 
that changing from one lettAr to another necessarily makes a task 
more d itficul t.) Des!: i te the above draw back, .ii<:ens tum and 
Nilsson'~ study ~roduces some inter8sting comparisons, as 
for example with the three equations shown below (in v-.hich 
children were ask~d to solve for x or to make t the subject of 
the equation). In terms o~ th8 Al~ebra rebearch, the first item 
is easier because the letter can be evaluated (albeit not as a 
yosi tive wl'lolc: number) whereas in the other two items the letters 
have to be trc~iteci b.t least as s}eci:tic unknowns. 
Fig 14.4 
Item 
4 = 3x 




Facilities of items involving letter evaluated and letter 





The follovling· three i terns, tilOUgh the:' all rer:uire tl ... ~~ ~[.e 
letter be evaluated, briIli out tL8 ir.:~ort~::.nt C1ifferellce bet',\een 
the ffieth8matical s·tructuYt: o~' an i teLl (in terms of 't'r.:.ich item b 
WOUld apit:.a,r to be tiltj 2lsot cii1'ficult) l:L.Y).u an item's 
l-i s ycholoCic 8.1 ::;tyuctur(: (i tems a 211:': b i.J.volve onl" . osi tiVt;; 
~ . 
whole ndr:-;b(;rs and can be ~olved intuitiv21~,' or b:' trial cillG error, 
whereas c is difficult to ~olve other t!l~n formally -multi~lying 
botn sides by x, etc). 
Fig 14.5 Facilities of items involving whole numbers and fractions (Ekenstam and Nilsson). 
Item Facility 









On the Algebra test tht;re are f:/.an:.r i terr.~ for Vo'hich it would 
be intere8tinG to construct and test variants along the lines 
of Ekenstam and Nilsson's study. For example, with respect to 
items 13vii and l3ix (Simplify a+4+a-4 and (a+b)+(a-b)) 
intermedi~te items like (a+4)+(a-4) and a+b+a-b could be used 
to investigate y..:hether the drop in facili t~:' (from 44~/~ to 19/~ 
for the 3rd ~'ear sample) is primarily due to the insertion of 
brackets in 13ix or to the substitution of a numbt:r (4) bv a 
.. 
letter (b). dimilarly it vvould be of interest to comf.iare item 
13v (~implify (a-b)+b) with d-b+b (Which, inciacLt~ll~, 
Keats,1955, classifies as an item .. requirins forDel thought) and, 
further, to com~are this "ith a+b-b, in order to test the 
assuml,tion that a-b requires a grt;ater accer-tc..nce of lCicK of 
closure than a+b (~articul~rly if tne lett8r~ are regard~d as 
objects). Ofcourse this can be ext~nded further still, for 
ex~mple via items like a-7+7 and 4-7+7 to, say, 8-7+7 (v.hich 
Keats classifies as concrete). 
'Ni th youllger children i t ~~ight be intt;re~ti[j,G to co::,,; art; i tf:I:S 
like 6i (What cun ~ou sa:. about a if a+5=8) with variant~ 
167. 
S'..1ch as 0+5=8, 8=a+5 and 5+a=e. ~tudie~ ~entionej ~arlier in 
this chuf ter sug;J;est that the first two variants would both be 
easier than the original i tern and evidt.;nce ci ted b~' Bruner 
suggests that this is also true of the third variant -perhaps 
because of "the transfer of linguistic habits from ordiL~r\' 
.. 
English, whe re sent ellC e s are eas ier to c o:nple te wnen a te rm is 
deleted trom the micidlt:::; than from the ·oeginning of the sentence II 
(Bruner,l966,~55). 
Lingui:::;tic habits may also 1Jla:v an important role in some of 
those very difficult Algebra itecs where children were asked to 
translate II mathematic'-41 eXlreGsinn into Bnglish, or vice versa. 
In trlese items. it will be rccallud thut there waS a strong 
tendency to inter~ret the lett8Ts as objects (cabb~;es and 
turnips, blue and red pencils, etc) rather than numbers of Objects. 
In ~art this may have be~~ due to the fact that in all th~se 
items Children were asked to use "initial" letters to reprel:>ent 
the numbers of objects, rather than "neutral" letters like x 
and y. This issue was investiguted during the develo~ment of 
the test, but not adequatel:y. For example, qUE:;stion 20 (wnere 
the eXl'l'ession 4c+"jb re~resen\:;s 4 cakes at c pE:nce e~ch and 
3 buns at b pence each) a~1eared on Draft 4 in a p~r~llel form 
to question 10 (where 8c+6t repr8sents c cabba~~8 co~ting 8 }enc~ 
each and t turnips costing 6 fence ~~ch) but with the letter~ x 
and y instead of c and b (4x+3y repre~enting x c~ke~ at 
4 hence ehch and y. buns Cit j lJence ec:.cl1). Unfortul~att:l=' both 
1uestions ~roved to be too difficult for all the ctildr~n in 
three of the classes that were tested (i~=69) whilst just 2 ct:ildren 
ansVvered bott. i terns correct12' ill ana LhE:r class (:;=21). It 'v\~:S 
concluded that thE: us~ of neutral letters c~6e no differE~~e 
but clearly this was ~rem~ture and the questions si:~uld have been 
tried with children of hiGher hbility. On the oth~r LilliG, it 
is also clear that the use of neutral letters doe~ not elimin~te 
the tendcnc~! to inter?r~t th~ ~ett8r~ tiS objects. ~ni~ i~ 
confirmed bS Galvin and Bell (1977) v.ho found, 'w'lht;;n working wi th 
variants of item 22 (blue and red }encils), that even subjl.cts 
who used the It;tter8 x and :," and d~fined them correctl,Y 
sometime~ reinter~reted ex~ressions like 6x as 6 red ~t;;ncils. 
One of t~e vari~nts us~ti by Galvin and ~cll w~s as follows: 
Fig 14.6 Variant of Algebra item 22 (Calvin and Bell). 
a. Tom buys 1 l'c:o i-,(;ncil and 6 blue pencils. He pa~,'s 
23 i,ence altogetller. 
b. Jane bu;ys 3 red pencils and 7 blue 1"encils. She pU~IS 
3 6 l~jence 801 toge tiler. 
c. Find the cost of 1 red pencil and the cost of 1 blue 
~encil. . 
Part a Can be modelled b} r+6b=23 (or x+~y~23, etc), and 
pupils who attempted ~o solve the item b~ constructing a pair 
of equations of this Lort found thi~ aspect of the task 
remarkably easy. However, upon being asked about the meaning 
of tlleir equa.tions it became ap1Jarer~t that manJi of the PUlils 
were not interpreting tiH;m matL8mutically (ie as pure numericb.l 
relationships) but in;:;t8ad v.ere rega.rciing tllem simpl~ a~ a 
symbolic shorthand for the original Bnglish sentences: 










Another example cited by Galvin and Bell is of a pupil who 
interpr~ts the sentence Ilrf one rabbi t is l~ut ir.. caCL hU1;Ch, 
one rabbit will be l~'ft without a pla.ce" as If'i'here i~ one :tore 
rCibbi t than there is hutcHes II and Villa ttdJn \',ri tes r+l=h. 
However, this time there is no spurious matcH bt:tY'leen the 
s"\.'mbolic shorti:ldilu and the r.luthematicul ::>tutect::nt r=l+h 
~ 
which de~.;cri bes the rE:lation~hip b8tv,een the nwnber of rJ.l bi t;:, 
!..I n,-; hu tche s . 
\"C\~ tFi) ~@ 
-~~ ~"<;;?A~IO\@ 
- -
8-iven the a.Plar8nt tt.:l1G~.rJ.c~" of pUJ:,il;:.; to co.r...~tr'..:ct ::i~"mbolic 
, 
eXl,r8S8iontJ where the oruer of t1::'2 8;,r~bols C8rreSl-On~s oirt:ctl' ... 
I ' 
to the l-,hrase order of the original senteLJ.ces, Jalvin 8nd Bell 
sug~est that pu~ilG ~hould be ~licourL~ed to re-~ord thecie 
8entellce::j in Le emu of tht: d Ll'ill~d unknowu0: for example, the 
statement about the ra.bbi t~ :n~: ilutche0 should b8 trb.nsformt.d 
into "'rIle number of rabbi ts is one more than the nur::Otr of 
hutches". Whether this would lead to corrtctly formed und 
c ol'rectl~ interpreted m~ theIDc:..ti cal 1'e l~ ti otl2Li P0 is clearl:.' 
worth investigating, as is the question of ho~ easily children 
would be ab18 to make the ini tial vCl"bal transfor:na tions. 
Returning for a moment to item 2~ on the Algebra test 
(blue ~ad red pencils), a comp~rison of this (und the rabbits 
and hutches) i tern 1I:i th the vd:ciant used bJ.' Galvin and Bell 
suCgests there may be a cruci~l Qifferenc~ between using a letter 
to reyresent the number, 1_8.C ;:,)6, of a set of objects and using it 
to repres,.nt a r...umeric8.l property of Ci s~t of Obj8Ct~ (~uch as 
th8ir conmon length, weicht or, in the CCise of Galvin ana ~ell's 
variant, cost). This i~ suppo~ted by finoings fro~ the A1U 
secondary survc3' (A~U,l980b) where an it~m in which children ~ere 
nad a facili t~.T of unDer lO~, comp~l.red to 55)~ for the i tE;~~ ~!lOV'vn 
below: 
Writ~ an ex}re~sion for tn~ total cost of three b~rs of 
chocolate ~nd a ~&ck~t of crisps, ~hen a bar of chocol~te 
costs x pe21ce c.:..llU a l,i;.C:":ct of cri~p~ ~" penet,;;. 
(Ofcal~y:.;e, CiS 8-Cll Yin ~Il(l 13L11'::; stud2: has ...;.:.ov.n, thL fact tl~dt 
55 ' "+' /" 01 ,nc: ctildr(n~v(;re ~ble to G.t:rive t.r:c corrsct exprt~~ioa 
-~--
l70. 
studies by Clement anci hi~ associates suggest th~t the u~e 
of letters as objects in tr~nslcition t~sks such as the ones 
investigated b,', Galvin and 5ell }8.tsists well beyond ~chool aGe. 
For example, item 1 below was answered correctly b;V only 6jfo of 
a sample of 150 engineering stud~nts at two American universities, 
wi th 25'% giving the "reversal" (or letter as object) response 
6S=P (Clement et al,1980a). Item 2 was given to 17 engineers, 
each with at least 10 years ~rofessional experience, of whom 
onlY just over half (9 subjectb) gave a correct res~onse 
(Clement et a1,19800). 
Fig 14.7 Translation items (Clement). 
Item 1 (Students ano irofessors) 
V/rite an equation using thtj variaole~ S b.UU 1 to rel-,rt;;j~nt 
the ~'ollowing statement: "fl18re are ;.:;ix times as many 
students as prof8ssors at this University." Use;) for the 
number of stu~ents and i for the number of prOl~ssors. 
Item 2 
Gi ven the following :.:, t:lternent: "h.t tL~ ldut football game, 
for ever~\' 4 reople who bou(~nt sCindwiche~, there were ~ who 
boueht hcu:lburGcr::>. II, wri te u~ equation which rel-resents the 
above sta.teruent. Use J f'o.c tLle number 01' people who bought 
sandwiches, and H for the number of people who bought 
hamburgers. 
Rosnick and Clement (19P.O) deviseci a vlri tten teacLiniS uni t, 
~art of which is ~ho~n below, t~a~ w~s giv~n to 6 students who 
had mad\;; the reversdl error on the dtud~nts an-i l£oiessors item 
(i ttID 1). 
Fig 14.8 Teaching unit for translation items (Rosnick and Clement). 
~te!-) 1. UnderstanG. ths l:.nc~li-=3.h ~entence and. dt:scribe ~\hC1t 
is asked for in ;,'our O\\il words. ii:hl numbel's ttJ.at woulu 
fit the relationship. 
Step 2. •• ;tte;r.l t to wri t8 an eCluc;.tion . 
.:iter- 3. C.il:.,G.;.{ i:OLLt ;J>j.j';lb.i'~ in tht; following Yla;:: ;.~ .... ~n~~ 
the Ie t te rs in :' our e q 1.:8. t i on wi ttl tL.e r:'J::l be r ~ :.rou ! OLAf;.Q 
in Stef 1 and see if both .:;;ides of the eqUb.tlon re~ll~' 
are equal. If not, repeut Step 2. 
171. 
were eventuall~ abl~ to lrOQUCe correct equ~tlon~ for 4 ite~~ 
similar to i terns 1 and 2 above. _:owever, l{o~nick and Clement 
argue that for at least 5 of the 6 stuG.8nts there was ~lO real 
change- in their unCerstanding. :For example, after having wri tttn 
a correct e~uation one stu6~nt comoented 
"Thit) is l-robc:<.bl: ri<)Jt because it works. It works (b': 
l-i1ugGing in values) but I Gon't know Wll\/ it v.orks ••. It 
works but I don't think it w01'ks."(ibid:pI7). 
Another student, on returning to h~r correct solution to the 
Students and Profes~ors item (S=6r), said 
":Blor ever)1 student there are .. no, for every •• see, it's 
not for every student there are 6 lrofessors •. I don't 
know. I'm confused now."(ibid,1-17). 
Clement argues that there are two distinct strategies leading 
to the reversal error (eG 6J=p instead of S=6P). One he calls 
"word order matching" or "syntactic trunslation" (cf Galvin 
and Bell,l977), whereby a direct map~ing is effected from the 
verbal to the symbolic ex~ression without the given item. being 
interpreted in any meaaingful way, whereas in the second strategy 
stucents demon~~trate a ~roper understanding of the situation 
de ... cribed in the i tern but thL.; letter:.::; 01'9 the.:'l u~.;ed as objl:cts: 
"To the~e :.:;tudcnts the letter I stanua for 'a ~rot'esQor' 
ruther than 'tht;, numbt;:r of ~rofe0sors' "(Clement et 8.1,l980b/1J6~ 
It can be argued that for simple i tern.::> like StUder:. ts ar.d 
lrof;;"s~Ol'~ the:.:distinction betwct=l1 tLese two ;;:,tratecies is Got 
very real: it see~s ~ore likel:~ that such items are int~rpret~d 
meaningfully b~t tLa.t the It;tt8r~ are used as object~ Ldl~~r botf! 
strategies. Ho"ever, with res~ect to tne second str~t~~~· at le~~t, 
"It Can bE; argu(;d thCit tIlE; Vel':' cOl:fu;:.,ion ::iLO,,'n b~ t~.t~e :..:tuc.~llt;;; 
indiCates that some auvance ill. under::ltc.:.nJ.in~ has bet:ll ':-'Ja~. 
Clement IS furtner com"::;Jcnt~ art:: illum.~ nCJ.tinc;: a~ well as :lot 
using the ll=tters to .i·81re;j(:;1J.~ numb~r~ 01' objects, CIEEE:nt 
Euggests that 8tud~nts who ~roduce answer~ like 6S=p are 
describing "a l.§.ssiv~ picture in V\hich relative ~ize3 of the 
entities are represented" insteCid of eXhressing "an active 
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.Q.£..eration being i)erfol~m8d on one nurr.ber (the nurr:ber of professor~) 
in order to obta.in another nuwl.H:;r (the nU.:lber of ~,tudents)" 
(Clement et al,1980b,~7). lut more succinctly, their descriptions 
are ex~ressed as relatio~s r~tner than operations. The di~tinctiOl~ 
between theEe two kinds of' de2cription ma;y be just as important 
as that between the use of letters as objects and as numbers of 
objects, when it comes to translating verbal statemen~s into 
an algebraic form. Consider the two sta.tements below (of which 
the second was givun by a stud~nt who correctly wrote S=61; 
Clement et al,1980b,p7): 
The number of students e(l.uals six times the nU::Jber 
of !--,rofessors. 
If you want to even out the number of students to the 
nwnber of l-'rofessors, you'd have to have six times &.s 
many ~rofes~ors. 
r[hough both statements c.:.re fhrased in tl.rms of tLE: required 
numerical unknowns, it seems likely that the first one, v.:nich 
dt;scribes a relation l'at.i.ler than an Ofcrc..tion (ane 'IIi ... ich is of 
the form 8Uggt:; s ted bJ' G&l vin anei Je 11) is r:lOre rE: adil~. mis-
t~r:C::IL~lC1tea t!~all the second.; ur:fortunately, the second ~tatcc~nt 
ap~ear~ to be less natural (it is no~ a dir~ct descri~tion of 
the existing stb.-:'e of af:fC!ir:.:;) aIlG i:.:; tner~fore li~elv to be ... 
. 
l:lorc 6i±'ficult to COIl:..:itru0t. 
in coml,uter programming, and it is iL.t~rc;stinc to Hate t.u:;..t 
subjt;ct:s were signific~ntl~,' Jlore ~)uCCE:0sful L.:.t k!:ooucing co..:.rect 
Shiu (1978) he_s in";.~es tigatccl tl ... e 
solve items similar to 5i d.~.l.d 5ii or ... 
Fig 14.9 Algebra items 51 and 5ii. 
IteD. Ji Item 5ii-
a + b = 43 
a + b + 2 - . . . . . . 
n 246 = 
1: - 247 = 
173. 
t h...:. wi ,r~·bra +-eL-t 
....... '- .r-.. .J-G"'" U ....... • 
762 
. . . . . . 
It will be recalled that th8se itt;:;IDS ~ere cl~ssified under the 
c&tegory letter !10t used, on tne are,rurer:.t ttL ... : the:\- could be 
solved by matching. However, while Jhiu found that ~~thE~atic~llv , 
competent 16 - 17 year old~ did t8n6 to solve such items in this 
way, 11 - 12 year oIls we'J..'C more li~el': to t.::.~e what s:~e calls 
l 
"sequential closure 11 (ie letter cvc.luated), v.hich sug~ests that 
this may be a more yri~itive, but still bometi~es succ~ssful, 
strategy for i terns of tl!.is sort. ShilJ. 60e8 on to argue that 
matching requires a greuter deGree of accc1tance of lack of 
From children's wri tten resl·onses to items 5i and 5i1 it was 
not usuall~/ pOBsi ble to G.eterrr.ine thE; method. u::3ed , although 
on item 5ii in particular there were a few chilaren whose working 
clearl:;l indicated that the,';, had used sequE:;ntial closure -and 
ofcourse other chilclr~n who did not ::iho'.\ any working r.1a;y also 
tire concerned it tH;c!ilC likel~, that tLt: childrcn who gave 7Gj 
(16~ of the total sample) used matching, whilst other wrong 
numerical answers (8!~) were obt':lined b~y sequential closure. 
Interestingl'y, children WilO gdve t! ... c answer 763 perfcr~ed, on 
average, slightly better on the rest of the test than those who 
gave other wrong answer~i. wtlich tenu s to ~:L; pport 
i.:l t rut l: /<~ ,. 10 r i t e lTl:J 0 r t hi:::5 b 0 r t . 
, .. 
, 7 · J.. ~. 
:JL'8.ft 4.1 of the .A1 .-;e bra test contair.ed these three items: 
Fig 14.10 Variants of item 5ii from Draft 4.1. 
n + 4 = 20 n T 30 = 6 n + 364 = 543 
n + 5 = • • • n + )~ - n + 365 = • • • . . . 
T.i.H:~ se can ea.ch be solved b:: matching or by first t:valuating n. 
However, while the matct.ing st£8.tegy 
I 
would ap i_ear to be of 
similar dif1'iculty in e aCIl case (+1, +2, +1) , it can be argued 
that evaluating n would lc~d to a gr~ater number of errors in 
the second item ( n ne~dtive) and in the third (large numbers 
leading to arithmetical errors) than in the first item. ~ne items 
were given to an above average clasl;:3 of 1') YE;ar aIds (~=29) ana 
were each answered correctly bv about the Same n~mber of cnildren 
... ~ 
(20, 19 and 19 res 1)8cti vely), which suggest that mas t of this 
sample (and in particul~r most of those who were successful) 
used matching. It would be interesting to give these items to 
a larger sample, and also to younger and less able children to 
see whether a faint is rLuched where ~ost children do use 
sequential closure, as Shiu su~gestl;:3, and if ~o, to see to what 
extent the stratt;E~,T i~ uoed succ6sfull:)'. 
The i tem~; below Were usod in the APU surveys, where the~ ure 
described as it~~s where I'the vari~ble waS not to be evaluated 
but acted as a sort of place holder" .(AIU,1980a,P?3), though as 
with the final verBion of the Algebra test, it i::; not ct:rt~1n 
that children saw them in this 'v~ay. 'l.1ne faci1i ties seem to be 
comps.rLtble with t.hoGe Obtained on the Algebra test, bearing in 
mind the differences bet,,\een tLe i tem~ and the b.ge groups tt;;sted. 
Fig 14.11 Variants of item 5ii, and their facilities (APU). 
Item 11 15 age 
n stands for a nU~I.ber . 90 fi;;..cility 
n + 
,. lIlake s 21 '+ 
so n + 5 mak8s' • • • • • • • 
n + 4 = 21 63 
so n + 5 = • • • • 
B q = 21 ., 51 
so B -10 = • • • • 
?b\IOJ fl :jtQ) = '®(i5) R) = n (; ,", 
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l..rl inveutigation b;i i~it;r:.in (1979) into children t s k;.owled,~e 
of the conventional oroer of 2.rithmetical opcr8.tions ano. of tile 
use of brackets is of interest in rel8tion to item 4iii on tn~ 
Alg8bra test (T-.;:ultipl:? n+5 b:/ 4). On this item Q. substanti2.l 
vropnrtion of children (19% of the 3rd and l8~ of the 4th year 
saIn,b-les) gave ambiguous arUJ ... verr: like n+5x4, rather than sa:y 
(n+5)4, and in Cha~ter 5~. it was argued that such answers could 
not be explained solelv in ter~s of [ lack of familiaritv witn 
.. 
the 8.1'propl'iate convcnti.O.rlQ f-~ince most of these~'children would 
have r.let these c:jnventionG at some time in th f3ir school l1vet3. 
An·.alternative ex.r.;lanation is th8.t ambiguous answers ari~;e from 
an inability to consider other possibiliti~s (an unawareness, 
rather than a non-acceptance, of l~ck of closure); in other 
words. children WIlO gi ve ambiguous answers are at a lower :"·.l:~~ 
cognitive level tnan those who recognise the ambiguity and 
therefore resolve it. 
Kieran interviewed junior high school students, all of whom 
had been taught the appropri~te conventions. However, she found 
that none of the students fully grasped the conventions and when 
asked to conceive or evaluate strings of operations the students 
Simply worked in the order the operations were writ~en, ie from 
left to right. These findings SU.Pl-ort the view that familiarit:' 
with the conventions is not enour2:h. However, rathe.r than stemming 
from 1cognitive-developmental factors, Kieran offers a third 
explanation for childrent~ difficulties ~ith the co~vention8, 
namely that they have not been presented ~ith sit~~tions wnich 
demonstrate that conventions other tllan worKing from left to 
right are need€d. Thi~ eXF1~~nation can i t:.:;clf be countered 02 a. 
cogni tive-dev~loprr.~ntal a.fsur::ent (chilo.ren have rr.et 6l.1..ch 
176. 
~~i tua"Lions but havE: 1·:~;.ilE:d to grasl-I their bic{niticanc(:). ~:'o"\Cvt:r, 
Kieran' 0 eXl)lCifl.3.tiof.!. i~, clE:arly 't:ortn 1'urtIi.er inve::;tis;~tion 
-for example bv assessing the effect, on different children, 
of ~ituhtion8 of the t~'re KieT~n suggests. One sucn situbtion 
might be to present a string like 3+4x5, ~hich according to the 
left-right rule equals 35, and then to tran~form it in a wa~ 
that is accepted as legitimate' but which changes its value 
according to the rule -for exawple by re-writing the string 
as ,3 + 2x 2 x 5. 
Apart from the s~minal work of Collis, undoubtably the work 
most directl:v relevant to the Algebra research is that of 
Harper (1978,1979,1980), whose Cinal~'sis of 'I.'hat he calls a 
"numerical variable II fills an iml,ortant sap betVveen what hC1~ 
here been cCtlled "vdri~ble" and the rather poorl:v articulated 
notion of "generalised Hum'Otr lt • HCl.rl-er (1980) discusse:o the use 
of a letter as a "non-orutjrea numerical enti t;," (described on 
another 00 CaS i on as a "lre :~!l~n t nUf.lL raIl! ). which 1 e rfec tlv 
caJ...,tures the notion of C;.n enti t.' in it::; oV' .. n right which at the 
same time is not a unique, albeit undett:rmined nllmber (lIs}'ecific 
unknown II ). rfhis Ilotion is traced back to Vieta who in 1591 
in t rod u C 8 d the con c e 1- t 0 f '1\ h r:, the call e d ails p e c i e s " • 
Harfer devise6 the fcllo~ifi~ item to distinJuish bet~e~n 
chilciren who, at beet, ~ee let'Lers as specific unknoVlns and triose 
who have the concept of a llon-orciercd numeral: 
Fig 14.12 Item for testing notion of non-ordered numeral (Harper). 
Is tnt:: red line lonGer 
th~n ths green line .. ? 
1.,'h'~'? I .r. 
When i5 the gr~en line 






Desponses were cl:1~s-l'_~l'eo ~ T t t m 
.11. '--" - ~ n w 0 v~ 0 :,' pes: 1 ~ 1- e J.... , V. 11E: re tLE: 
meaning of the letter '11''c;..S derived from vieVtiIlg t.!le two li:-.l.e~ 
as "concrete" ("If ~70U (ou'ole or trt.-ble the green li~i~ it will 
be longer"; "If tilt; Green line is in the distarice it mic:r:t be 
longer"), and Type B, where tne letter ~as given a meaning 
independently of, or by tranDcE::nding, the "concrete" data (lI'J:he 
green linE; is longer when a i8 g:teCiter than b" ). 
''Ni th one of his stUdents 2.t 3:-lth (1'I:cLea:, ,1980), E.e.rt-- er 
designed p~:cc.llt;l vel';;:;ion~ of an alge bra test, of v.i:licD one 
in the above item, as well as other distractors (or "rt:pe1lE.:r 
factor::3" as EcL(,u~' c8.11::-.; them). Il'he tests were each given to one 
of two samples of e:6 14 ve~:lr olas froe the same com.l_rehenLive 
school, who had been carefull~l matched in terms of t~eir level 
of J erfort:~~n(;e aIle: total SCOl'e on a shortened ver~ion of the 
Algebra test. The stren~th of the geometrical distractor (and 
by imrlic~tion, childrerl's tenuous hold on the non-ordered 
numeral c once i.'t) is cJ emon~ tr.-: tt:O b.:' the two i terns below, which 
were ans\,\:erec1 correctl~l b:/ 22 and 4 children respectively. 
Fig 14.13 Pair of items for testing non-ordered numeral (Harper). 
Item 3, Test A 
Triangle ABC has sides 
AB=x cms, BC=y cms and 
AC=z ems. 
Which side is the longest? 
Item 3, ~eLt S 
Which side is the longest, 




Exwnples of tIlE:: otllt:r distractor t~-}-es used b= ;,:cLeav are ... 
shown by the item-pairs below; the fiiures in brdckets sho~ the 
nuItber of correct resl-,onse:.:; for ea.ch i tern C~=~6). For each 
distructor tJ7t--e, l'.lclE: '0 V C o:~:_:..,u ted the r& tio of total score ......... 
on the appropri~te Te~t A it~zs to total score on the 
corresponding Test S iteilis. The r~tio c~me to 2.7 for the 
geometric distractor, whilst for the numeric , uiagra.mCltiC, 
verbal and symbolic clistrc:.8tors s1.e obtained the v~lues 
2.2, 1.2, 1.8 and 1.7 rE;slectively. This indicates that the 
geometric di8tr~ctor was generally the most powerful, though 
the effect of the otht:t's v',as ~~omctimes still sUbstantial. 
Fig 14.14 Items for testing effect of different distractor types 
on the notion of non-ordered numeral (McLeay). 
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Di2tractor Item fro~ Test ~ 
Tvpe 
Corresionding It~m from 
Test ~ 
Numeric Iter:l 1 (24) 
\'h:..icn is larger, 
a or 12? 
Diagrmtc Item 17 (25) 
,~ z l' 0"'-' ~ : r ll' nE.; h, ..... s n 
.. '1. u,;...,J\....4~, ~ 
siees e:..lcb of lent;th 
1- CIDS .1!':11;} tis the 
total len;J-:.,h of tIle 
--' 
line m::lking the 
Zl'O'ZU(yQ t.> (;A.U, 
Verbal Item R (2j) 
Svobolic 
If l+m is l~rger than 
l+t, v\,llat cun you ~a:v 
about t: 
Item 6 (9) 
l+m = l+t ~lw~vs, 
sometimes, or never? 
IteQ 15 (Ie) 
Which i.~ larger, 
a+b or :.:l+C ? 
Iter:l 1 (11) 
',~hicn is larger, 
14a or 12? 
Item 17 (21) 
~ome 01 this zigzag is 
hiClUt;n. etc 
Item 8 (4) 
l+r:! is lCirger than l+t 
CilY-l2::S, sometimes, or 
never? 
Item 6 (4) 
\;hich is larger, 
l+m or l+t ? 
Item 15 ('j) 
~thich is larger, 
a+b or a-c ? 
It ill·,1' have been noticeQ that some of these i te:ns have c.... 
similari ties wi til i tLD 3 from the .Algebra test (':ihich is larber, 
2n or n+2 ?) and indL;c;d tile item a~~ e8.red on 'rest .3, y.,i1ere 1 t 
was Cin~wered correct1;' b,' 4 cr:ilC.ren. In terms of the . 
classification i11u~trdted above it might b~ argu~d that t~e 
i te~ suffers in 1'~rticul:1r fro!:l a sy=bolic <ii~tractor: V,l.c:rt 
in item 15 (r.rest S) chilcren lL:ve to overcome. the belit.:f t:~~t 
~79. 
subtraction '-,lv, ~,',,' s rr, " - ,. 1...".40 '-.4 .,I.,,:-.I.,_t:;u 
it ilJ neces~-.)ar~' to re~-;.li~e tt.;.at rr;ul tiplic3.tion is not 8.1'/';2..:'8 
"stronger" than addi tion (a ccr:w.on rest-onse V\3.S to sa~' 2n '1.aS 
lar ge r than n+2 "bec aus e it' ~~ P.lul t i ply" ). However, this doet 
not necessaril;,,' x~an tLEit i tel;: '5 is testing onlJi :'or understandin~ 
of the non-ordered numeral concept, even thoueh it seems to 
be of the same order of difficulty as item 15 on Test d: in item 
3 the crucidl value is n=2 whilst in item 15 chi16ren have to 
consider neg·,;,ti ves, whici1 in i tsel:' is likely to be [lore 
difficult; in turn t~is GugCests that the task of actually finding 
the value n=2 requires something in adoition to (or at least 
other than) the non-ordered numei'~l concept (namely some 
unders tb.nd ing of sec 011d-o reler re l~-i t i on~ ) . 
Before becoming too enmeshed in tr;'ing to preserve a 
di~tinction between the con~:tructs of variable and non-ord~red 
numeral, it should be recalled that WcLeay~s~data were derived 
from very small samples of child:en. More imf)ortantl:v J:-erhaps, 
it is worth pointing out that thou~h variable would a~lear to be 
a higher level conce~t than non-oraered numeral (to c~nbtruct 
a secor.l.d-order rclution it is nE:ces~ar:~- to reali~e that the 
unkno'twns can tuke on <i rQE~_e of values) thi:::3 doe~ aot rlE:;an 
that all items involving the notion of variable have to 
be more difficult tn~n thOSb involving only non-or6ered nu~~rals: 
not onl~' i::3 it pO::'3:~iblt; to c.;QL:"~-"lJruct ~(;cond-order rclation:::3 
wi tnout cornplc tel," fre(:;ing tne vctlues 01' tile ULn:!10WnG, but tHe 
task of !'reein.:' the l:nkno'/,r.0 i;:" far rlort dii'ficul t in some 
'-' 
oi tuc;.tions (i11 1-art,icul&r ~~eoIT~E:;tric ont::::s) tiL.n in otnt:rs. 
i tern 6 ('11est A) is similar to the . ..:.l::t:bra i te:: 18ii (L+:,:+~~=L~l +~:) 
1::0. 
which was described as reluiring the notion of generalised 
number, and. it is inLerc~ti!1g to note that vyLen ch8.Gsed to 
a "defini te II form, anC one in \1I:hich m and t are not equal, 
it be,comes ver~IT much easier (i tern 8, Test A). On the other 1:'-.. ..I'ld 
it is >uzzling that the other versions of item 6 (item 6, Test .3 
and i t e ffi 8, T est S) are ;) U b s t ClIl t i a 11 y ill 0 red. iff i c u 1 t • , rticul!.lrl ,. t """'" (;...4., 
as item 6, Test S is of eXactly the same form as item 15, test ~ 
and tnis is again eaoier. Po~sibly this is due to some undetected. 
difference in the samples taking the two tebts. 
In summary, this chapter has discussed the value of extending 
the Algebra items and how this might be done (illustrated by 
items from F'irth and from :2kenstam and Nilsson rt:specti vel,Y), and 
has considered studies that tllTOW further lir;nt on the use of 
brackets (Kieran) allu, in p~ l'ticular, on the cat~gories letter 
as object (Galvin and Bell and Clement), letter not used (~hiu), 
and letter as generalised nllffiber and variable (Harper and McLeay). 
Chapter 15 
'It is clear froD tne A.lgebra research, and from the C':':;,:d 
mathematics research generall~l, that 
1. children's unaerstanding of mathematical concepts and the 
181. 
metnods they use are often quite different from what they have 
been taught at school, and tiL&.t 
2. children's understctnding ic o:t'ten at a much lower level than 
is required to cope with what tney are being taught. 
There is a tendency to see mathematius teaching as a task 
of initiating children into a Dod:\, of rules and proc8dures (which 
are often ver~ pow~rful and for this ver~ rea~on attractlve to 
teachers). Howev8r, even if these are 10tentially acceSSible to 
children, it is likel~' that the initiation will not be entirely 
successful unlesG notl i8 t;_:l\:l!rl of finding 1., ie unless teuchers 
take as their starting i-oint tIlt] concelJto and ID(:thods of the 
children themselves. This is well expressed bv Case, who 
states th&t 
"until one unders t<..LllC s what stud en ts do s }.:ontaneou~l~i·' one 
will not be ab~e to c..erlonstrate the limi ts of t..:~is apl.;roach 
tID tLerrl. FurtherI~lore, un-cil one uoes Otm~nstrdte the 1ioi ts 
01' \,\hutever Cll-iroach stUClLl::.ts use ~l,ontaneously, the~' will 
not thorou,rhl "t,,' undel'~tttnd the nece~si t" for usin5 the 
approach t;" oe tau,~Lt"(Case,1978a,p433). 
Kieran m:,kes a similclr ,i-Joint (see Chapter 14) when 611(; ~Ut~c..:estG 
that children's adhLl'E;llCe to thl" left-right rule for eVdlu~...l.ting 
strings of arit:~~tic~l Oferations st~ms from their not hbving 
met situations wl!ich de~on~tr~te th~t tnL rule is inad~qu~te. 
:::)imilarl"" Bell, in 'rL,;vieY~=-n~- rc;sl:&.rcf'.1. into "mea1lir.~tul te<:::..cniL~·II, ~ ~~ u 
argues that "th~ i'lost sLlcct:.3s1lAl method::;, --ind tL.t r:ost t-,lausible 
a 1--ro blem, allows tile l.~ arnt.:r to use [d s n~, tural apprOhch , but 
arrhnges f'or him to r(;aCh a cOLtradiction"(~ell, COCJtt;;llo and 
Ktichemann,l980,~ vii). ~he Etr~te~y of inducing cognitive 
conflict VIas also written into the i-roposal (KuChtmann,l978b) 01' 
the current IIJtrClt~gi~::.; ~ .... nd brrors" progrctmme at Chelsea. An 
exumL,lo of how thiG rrd_ght be !~t I,lied in the tcachin(~ of al~ebra 
would be to use letters as ObjLcts (which is ho~ the l~tter~ are 
commonly interpreted, PQ.1'ticularl~i by children at the .tUgebra 
levels 1 and 2, and als 0 now the letters are ofter .. presented* 
wnen cnildren are first introduced to algebraic manipulation) 
followed by a delibLrate attempt to provoke conflict by ~resenting I 
a c'ontext that involve~: obJects but where the letters are to be 
used to represent numbers (r2.ther than making this shift in usa"~e 
surreptitiously, as commonly occurs). 
Wi th respect to firwinG 2., evidence from a survey u.ndertl:1kt;n 
by the science wing of Cu~\!0 (~naJ7er 91; al, 1976 f j!la~/er and Wylam, 
1978) indicdtes that u1-' to at It:ast tLe age of 16 years tIle 
majority of seconaary school children are at the st~ge of concrete 
o~erations. A similar 1icture emerges from the Algebra re~earch, 
in that the 0ajority of dnd, jrd and 4th year children were found 
to be at levels 1 and 2 on the Algebra te3t (see Chapter 6). r.1 ' 1111,- , 
and the s~all imtrovement in lerformance bet~ebn the )rd and 4th 
yeaOr childrcll ;juG~e0tG thut for mUll,Y cl1ildrt:n there it) a bro~s 
mis-match betv;ecn tl~eir 1(;;ve1 of understc:nding of algebra acd tht;; 
cognitive d8IDa..nd 01' what t1.:.E;~,' are tauGht. 
ChilJren at lev81s 1 <:ina 2 x.ay be able to solve simple 
equations (letter ~vc..l1J..att;Q) ~1Cl COl e wi til items -",here the 
letters CL:;.Yl o~ 1't,;0ard.~a. as objects but tl .. t;~· !lClVe ciffic1l1 t~' irl 
-------.---.• -:.;:~.=_.:_ - ~ L J\ r ~ cnu i X 1 ~ _ 
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ioeas of genera.lised numoer Cino. vc..riable). ::"'hus, for ex~~l~, 
while the;y might be s..ble to solve Cin equation like x+5=8, and. 
perhaps even 24-5x=9 (see below), they are li~ely to have 
Cifficulty with 2x+5=x+8, where it is desirable first to 
I 
mallipulc:.1.te: tho" unkn,)vl'ns (8ubtruct x from uoth tJiues). The 
mis-match referrecl to abovE:; l'ai::>es the que::;tion of 'v\hetlJ.cr ways 
can b~ to',lnd of making algebra (and in particul&r the use of 
s1,ecific unknowns) more meani!l(ful for these childre!1, both 
in the senSE:; ot' reducing the cogni ti V0 demand of the sub::,ect 
to match the level of under0tanc.inc; of the children (for example 
by trying to devise some kind of concrete referent or ~mbodiment 
for the equation 2x+5=x+8) and in the sense of advancing the 
childr'en's level of understJnding (for example by using letters 
as objects and tl-:cn inducin~ cO~l1'lict, as described carli(;r). 
f{es8&rch lrogr~rnw<':l'" curlunL12/ under way ut Chelsea and Hottingham 
should provide useful information on how, in uoth senses, tnis 
can be done. At tho same time, the ~ossibility has to be faced 
that the extent to which ulgcbru can ue mFltie more ffivanint;';fu.l, 
es~ecially to children at level~ I and 2, may be quit8 limited, 
and indeed a closer eXh~ination of some of the issues sug~ests 
this is the case. 
Before p~lsuing this further, it is ~roposea to look at 
another wu~ in which the term "meaniLl.:~;tul" can be ~p~liec1 to 
., 
f::)chool all.Tebra namely in tllt:: ::"eIltie of "lUr1>Ol;;iei'ul" or "u.llcLul". 
c" , " 
It may be the case that the difficulties of cnildren at lev~l~ 1 
and ~ stem in yart fro~;'. their ~~ever having been convinc€u. 01 the 
need for ul:,~;t:bra in t;olviIl(~ Lhtr18IIL..:tic;:ll t~sks. Unfortunal.ely, 
it is not eass to devise school albe'ora problems that can not 
be solved eauall',' well b'v oth8r r.:E;ans. Gonsio.er for exa.':llie 
.. " 
the "linear prograc..T.ing" qut:;;Jtion below (taken from 51:}> :aook 3). 
Fig 15.1 Linear programming question from SMP Book 3 . 
. I. A factory makes cricket bats and tennis rackets. A cricket bat takes I hr. of machine 
lime and 3 h~. of craftsman's time, while .l tennis racket takes 2 hr. of machine time: and I hr. 
of craftsman s tIme. In a day the factory has available no more than 28 hr. of machine time 
and 24 hr. of craftsman's time. 
(~) If the factory makes x bat~. and y raeke.ts on a. particular day, write down two orderings 
satlsfied by x and y ba~ed on: (1) machme tIme, (II) eraftsman's time. 
(b) Represent these orderings graphically taking values of x from 0 to ::!t! and of }' from 
o to 24. . 
(e) What is the largest number 0(: (i) bats, (ii) rackets which could be made in a day? 
(d) What numbers of bats and rackets must be made if the factory is to work at full 
capacity? , 
(e) The profits on a bat and on a racket are £ I and lOs. respectively. Find the maximum 
profit to the factory on a day when it produces: (i) only bats, (ii) only rackets, and (iii) works 
at full capacity, 
184. 
A crucial aspect of tl1iu que:..;lion (}art b) is to draw the lines 
mark~d A and B in the ciidgram below, b~," finding orderea l:airs 
such as (6,11), (20,4) and (2,18), (7,3) reopectivel:·'. These 
can be found directly i,rom the ini tial condi tions given in the 
question, but instead children are asked to obtain them b,; first ~. 
deriving the relationships x+2y ,,28 and 3x+y (. 24, as well as 
being unnecessary this is an extremely difficult step, as the 
facili ties of the Alge ura i terr.s 17i and 22 testif:v. 
Fig 15.2 Graphical solution of SMP linear programming question. 
, 
The qUbstion below i~ t~~ical of questions in a ch~pter 
enti tled "Let"ter's for humbers II in dlvLr Book .13, v.hereby at the 
end of a seri8s of numerical items children are asked to constr~ct 
a simI·le algebraic t:Xl L'eti~~ion. 
Fig 15.3 "Letters for Numbers" question from SMP Book B. 
How many diagonals arc Itlero from anyone vertex of 
( .. ) a 5·,idod polygon; 
(b) a 6, sided polygon; 
(c). 7 ·,ided polygon; 






l)art d is almo~)t idl.:ltic~l to tht: :llcebra it.em 15ii, wLich was 
ansv.ered correctly b;, 0.:11> 2.~out half the jrd year swnple. On 
interview many children ~eem~d bemused by th~ itecl, in ~art 
lJerhal-'s because it does n::>t lea.d anywhere: in itself, 
what is the .i:-'oint of finCiint.; an ex}ressi::>n for the l1UI:lber of 
diagonals of an n-sided or k-Bided fi~ure? Even if children 
were subsequently asked about th8 number of di&gonals of a 
IOO-sided figure, say, ther~ is little reason why they should 
use the ex~re3Gion n-j to find it. 
It is possible to deviSE:: illore }urposeful eXCiID.!Jles than the 
one above, but gener~1ly these are also likely to be more 
dif~icult, so that it is by no means certain that children would 
be any more succes~ful. For exam~le, tLere would be more point 
to deriving an algebraic cX.b-ression if the rule it describes were 
more comylex (but therefore more difficult), Since it would then 
be advantageous to write the rule down and to write it in a 
compact form. It is nlHo likely that such rules could be formulated' 
in several ways, in which case expressing theSe formulations 
algebraically would be a useful (though still difficult) way of 
demonstrating tbeir equivulence. ~uch a rule is embodied in the 
question below (from the draft JW? 11-16 materials). 
Fig 15.4 "Tiles" question from draft SMP 11-16 materials. 
I .\\Jk~ J tJhk. r 
1 1 16 
5 DrClw CI ma~hlnc lhClIO for worklOg out the: numht:r 
(If white tile\. 
I", 
r 
Here the rule for determining the number (w) of wLite tiles 
from the number (r) of red tile~ could be writt~n aa 
w=2(r-3) or w=2r-6, but interestingly children are instead 
i 
asked to eXlress it as a "machine Chain" which in itself it) 
l8ti . 
likely to be easier but ~hich makes the comparison of alternative 
formulutions even more dil'ficult. This illuotrutes the dilamm~ 
of hCiving to chooue betvJeen aplarently easy but l,ointletjs or 
difficult but pur~o~eful algebraic tasks. 
An algebraic formulation of a rule might also be useful 
when the rule can be simplified. But this too is likely increase 
task difficulty, not just because of the required algebraic 
manipulation but in terms of being able to accept that the 
simplified expression is still equivalent to the original rule. 
Thus for example, whe'n children were interviewed on the question 
below (which a~l--t;c..tred on Draft 3 of the Algebra test) there were 
several who correctly simplified r+s+r-s-r to r but then 
refused to use this sim~lification to evaluate the ex~ression, 
even for r=4001 and 8=1903. 
Fig 15.5 Question from Draft 3. 
Can you write r + S + r - s - r 
in a sim~l6r way? 
What doe~ r + s + r -s - r stand for if 
if 
r=6, 6=4 ? 
r=400l, ~=1903 ? 
At the l-l't::.:.::ent tir::c~ it is far from clear how im! ortant it 
is to children's understanding that mathematical tasks, and 
algebraic ones in, particular, should be meaningful in tne sense 
of "lurpo~eful" -i t [!'ld',' be sufi::'cien~ that a task i~ sanctioned 
bv tl18 teacher (III w::!nt vou to,\ri te it as n-3; that's '~nat we 
do •• "). However, it is conceivable that to some.children at 
leabt "f.ointlesd" tat;!u3 are just th:::1t; if in addition it it:; 
187. 
generally true that making a task more purpo~eful also mbkes it 
more difficul t ~, the l-,()ssibili tv exi;;:;ts t.b.at some kinao of 
ulgebr;.A.ic activit,\" are, to all intl1Hto and !Jurpooe~, inac.:cetil>ible 
to some chilcren. 
To assess how algebrG. .. ~ight be made meaningful in the senses 
in. which the term was initially used in this cha~ter, it is 
proposed to consider the "bJlance II and "line diagrams I', both of 
which can be used to eo.bod:' equations (i~ the manner shOVwn below). 
Fig 15.6 Use of balance and line diagram tor embodying an equation. 
Equation: 3x + 7 = 28 
Embodiment: B3.1dnce Line Diagram 
x x x 7 
= 28 
Bell, O'Brien and ~hiu (1980) found from interviews ~ith 
secondary school children th~t their initial approach to 
equation solving was "usually quantitative rather than 
symbolic, that is by me9Jlin;·:s rather than manipulative rules II 
(ibid, p124). Also, when children did try to use manipulative 
rules they were often unsuccE::t.i:.::1'ul. The table below shows three 
i tem~ from [l wl'i ttc'n tu~;t tllu L W:...tb I.:iven to two clasueB. 'l'he 
frequencies 8uegest tLat c:lildren could succe~sfullv apply the 
quantitative method even to an equation like 24-5x=9 ("What 
has to be tuken from 24 to leave 9", etc), but not generallJ' 
to equations where the unknown is negative (items C and D). 
It is also likely that the children "would have had difficulty 
Bkplying their met~lod to an equation like 2x+5=x+8, where the 
*A pos s i ole exce l-ti on to t.i:lis is the ac t of c o~Err.unic ~ t ing v. i th 
a computer, where ev~n the 2implest rule ha~ to be ex~re~sed 
ulgebraicall~:. Hart(1geO), for example, found that childre:n's 
~erfor~ance on t~e Algebra te~t improved after being taught 
elementary 'pro~ra.mming. 
18B. 
unknown aP1- e urs in st:vGral l-arts of.' the eQuation, ev~n though 
its required value is positive. 
,ig 15.7 Equation items and correct-response frequencies (O'Brien). 
Humber of correct 
Item responses (N=53) 
A. 3x + 7 == 28 53 
B. 24 - 5x = 9 35 
c. 29 
- 14 5x 5 D. Rx = 16 + 16x 4 
In the light of tile :lbove, U number of questions arise in 
considerine; whether introdllCint~ the notion of the balance or 
line diaGrams would enhancE; children's equation solving ability: 
For what kind of equation are these embodiments ap~ropriate? 
For t~18se equations, do the embodirr.ents :r:-rovide an easier 
method of solution than tnt: one children naturally use? 
~ 
Do the embodiments hell children learn a more Cldvanced 
method? 
The likely answers sug~est that the value of these embodiments 
is limited. For relativel~' simple equations, like A above, the 
embodiments may provide an easier metnod of solution, though the 
children's own method would seem to be adequate. The embodiments 
may also simplif~' the task of solving equations like 2x+5=x+B, 
either by using the notion of taking the same amount (x) from 
both sides of a balance, or, in the case of a line diagram, by 
"lfit.-... tclling" x: 
Fig 15.8 Solution of an equation by matching, using a line diagram. 
X X 5 
....----..----. 






On the other hand, it is di1'fic.:u1 t to use the balance to embody 
equations like B, wnich involves subtraction, and neither 
embodiment is reall~,' aplYO}riute v,hen x is net:<..1tive (0 and D). 
Thus neither embodiment is iikely to make equ~tions of this ~ort 
substantially easier. Hov.ever, tl_is does not necessarily mean that 
the embodiments should be u.bdndoned entirely (as tor exam~le 
Skemp (1971) su~~ests for tDS balanc~: for children who have 
169. 
reacned a certain stage of cognitive d~velopment (see eg 
Inhelder et al,1974), it is quite l-ossible that the use of the 
embodiments in t}li~ context would jolt them into a hi~her l~v~l 
of thinking -for example, by forcing then to come tJ terI:ls with 
Har~er's geometric distractor (see Chapter 14) in the case of 
the line dii.",grams. (In Dore generul terms, Bruner, for examl-le, 
would argue that a crucial aim of teaching is to help children 
overcome tlleir reliance on ~erce~tual cues, and that this 1s 
best achieved not by ~voiuin~ such cues but by demonstrating 
that they are mis10adin8; a number of studies, eg Br:yant 1974, 
lend sup~ort to this view.) 
With re8ard to helping children under~tand formal methods 
of equation solving, the balance would seem to be more 
al-'prO}Jriate than line dLl~rams. since it expressl:,' demonstrates 
the notion that 0quilibrium is muintained when the same oper~t10n 
is applied to both sides. However, the question needs to be 
studied whether children who have tilis notion can transfer it 
without difficulty iro~ th~ balance to equations themselves. 
Bell, for eXaID:t-le, doubts this, believing instead thCit 
"tIle attempt to charact8rise an equation as a balance 
implies H detached view of an e~uation which PUlilG find 
hard to cool"Linc .. te wi th tll~ir r(;udin: of an equ~tion as 
mu.king a f'urticulllr Ilu.IJlt;ricul statement II (Bell, 1980, p8). 
Put another WdY, ID811iyulCl.ting cE:;!'tain 1 arts of an e'-lu&tion while 
leaving the rest llntoucheci ma} require a sub~tantially greater 
acceptance of lClck of closure than adcing or subtracting 
matchiLlg elements i.rom the two sides of a balance. 
Line di...:e;rwlls Vl.·ovide u ver~. direct rn~tbod of solving 
equation~. E'or ex8..r.l~ Ie, from the line dia.gram for 24-5x=9 
Fig 15.9 Line diagram for 24-Sx=9. 
'--- 9 
190. 
it ,can be seen immed i (1 tely that 5x=24-9. However, it can be 
argued that this ver;' directnLss obscures the fact that this 
solution (or ~artial solution) can be derived by a~plying a 
series of transform:,tiOllS to the original equation (in this case, 
adding ~x to both sides of the equ&tion and then subtracting 9). 
In other words , becaubu thE; u~>e of line diagrams does not require 
children to reflect on the ways in which equations can be 
transformed, it is unlikely tl~at line die_,grams will help childrt:n 
to find or underst8nd formal methods of solution; at best the 
diagrams might provide a referent against which the results of 
the formal methods can be checlced. 
Ruther thon UUille line diu~rams, ?etitto (1979) inve~tiButed 
whether the tusk of solving "unfamiliar" and numerically 
"difficult" equations like C, below, would be facilitated by 
~reGentinc children with uimilar but much eaSier equations like 
I 
A and B, where tb~ solution c~~n be se8n more or less immediLttely. 
Fig 15.10 Set of progressively more numerically-difficult equations (Petitto). 
A. I 2 
2= X + 3 
C. 14 56 
23 = X + 2 
In generul, child':"l Ii hud con:.;iduruble difficulty transferring tho 
notions us~d successfully on the easier taSkci to the more 
difficult ones, which lends support to the view expressed about 
line diagrams that·it is difficult to identify the underlying 
structure of a task that can be solved in a very direct canner. 
(Similarly in the realm of 106ic, Johnson-Laird et al,1972, and 
191. 
Lunzer et al,l972, found that there was very little transfer 
between "familiar" and "arbitrar:v" veldions of Wason's seleotion 
task. ) 
In summary, it has been argued in this chapter th8.t \V8.;"S 
need to be found to reduce the considerable mis-match between 
childr~nts level of under~tdnding of algebra and the cognitive 
demand of ~hat they are t~ught.For the children at levels land 
2 in particular, this migi1t be uone by making algebra more 
1- l ausible, by using concrete embod.iments.and by trying to illduce 
cognitive conflict. However, while evidence can be found to 
support each of these generul strategies (eg Bruner,lg66), it 
has· been 8rgued, from an examination of specific examples and 
in the absence of ~ore sp~cific data, that however-carefully 
these strategies are put into effect they are unlikely to 
eliminate the ;nitJ-mutcL en ti /'\,ly. 
19C:. 
Appendix 2.1 Draft 1 of the Algebra te~t 
cs~~s 
Gene~~lisation (Draft 1) 
....... _ ......................... --.. 
I 
C1..A.S S ••••••••••••••••••••• BOY or GlRl. I .-........ , ....... . 
SCHOOL •• " •••••••••••••••••• " •••••••••••• DATE OF BIRn! •••••••••• ~. / 
1. 
hat~ heae 
collar ~ neck 
--7 haud 
What is the rule? 
2. 
1 -t 3 
--f 30 
300 --1 I.';' 
What is the rule7 
-, -'-~ I," L---~ -.-





// ( ;' 
)~ 
1/ 
For a shape with ~ sides, 
starting from any corner you can draw 1 dia&onal. 
For a shape with 2 sides, 
starting from any corner you can draw 2 diagonal •• 
For a shape with! aide., 
starting from any corner you can draw 1 dia&ooal •• 
For a shape with 1£ sides, 
starting from any corner you can draw -= dia&ooal •• 
For a shape with 1L sides, 
starting from any corner you can draw :.:- cUagooala. 
For a shape with ....:....- sidu, 
starting fram any corner you can draw 111 dia,aoala. 
I ,- ~ 
You get the number of diagonals by •••••••••• ~ •••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
For a shape with 1 sides, 
starting from any corner you can draw 
-2-
4.(a) lfp stands for 3 and q stands for 
What number does p + q stand for? 
What number does q p stand for? 
(b) If you know band c you can 
calculate a using a - b ~ c. 
If b • 4 and c. 2, what is &? 
(c) The formula for finding the V.A.T. 
on a waahing mAchine who .. basic 
price il P is V· P + 4. 
What il the V.A.T. on a machine 
whose basic price is £807 








from degrees Centigrade to degrees Fahrenheit 
is to multiply by 2 and add 30. 
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The formula relating the number of reglou. (I'). l!... Ll. 
- , 
the number of arci (.), and the number 
•• ... 1 
of Dode. (D) 11 
1\' '-
t' • a - 0 + 2 
(1) If a - 8 and n. 5, what is r? 
(ii) How many regioDs are there if there 




(Ui) If there are 6 region. and It Dode •• 
How many arc. mUlt there bel 
(iv) Re-at'range the formula to give you 
(v) 
the number of arcs. gi ven the number 
of regions and the number of node •• 
(Write it as •••••••••••• ) 
If you have a network and you add 
another node and two more arCI, 
bov many extra regions do you get? 
14-
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The area of metal A used to make the curved 
.urface of a tin can with height h and 
circumference c is given by the formula 
A • b x c 
(1) Find A lf h - 5 and c. 20 
(il) If for a can of height 10 em lt 
requires an area of metal of 
80 cm2 to make the curved surface t 
what must the circumference be? 
(lil) Rearrange the formulA .0 that you 
can find the circumference given 
the height and the area of the 
curved surface. 
(iv) If you have a can whose curved 
surface is made from a piece of 
2 
metal of area 200 em and you 
waDt ODe which is twice as tall 
with a circumference three time. 
as long, what area of metal 




. .......... . 
•............ 
196. 
8. What 1. the relationship between x ADd·, if 
(i) x + 5 - b 
y + 5 - b 
(it) x - a 
y - b 
x+a+y+b - 11 
9. Wheu an the following true? 
a+b+c 
- c + a + b 
(li) • + D + q • m + p + q 
10. What can you .ay about .. if 
(1) a + b • 10 FI <.. S 
and a < b 
( 11) a + b • 10 ti) G( 
and a - b 
-




(ui) a + b • 10 
and a x b < 21 
( iv) a < 25 
and. + a> 30 
- 6 -
x vi I 




Appendix 2.2 Draft 4.3 of the Algebra test 





Trial Item 1. 




if a -10 
5 
••••••••••••• if a - 2 
What number i. represented by 3. if • - 4 12 ••••••••••••• 
21 
••••••••••••• if • - 7 
Trial Item 2. Trial Item 3. 
Fill in the gaps: Fill in the gapsl 
:c ,2.:c X ) X+/ 
1 ) 2 1 ) 2 
3 , 6 2 ~ 3 
4 ) 8 S ) 6 
6 ) 12 7 ) 8 
9 ) /3 8 ) CJ 
n 1 n r-I 
199. 
1. Fill in the gaps for each of these: 
X > x+3 X ~S~ X ~ • 
4 ) 7 2 ) • 2 ) 6 
6 ) 
• 6 ) • 3 ~ 7 
10 J f ~ • 5 ) 9 
r ) • • , 20 8 ) • 
2h ) 
• Y ) • 
t+l > • 
2. Write down the smallest and largest of thesea 8mAUut laraut 
(1) 3, 14, 4, 6, •••••••• • ••••••• 
(11) n + 4, n + 1, n - 3, n, n - 7; •••••••• • ••••••• 
3. Add 5 onto each of these: 
15 7 n 23 n + 4 3n u - 6 n+n 
•• • ••• • • ••• • •• • • • • • •• •• • • ••••• 
•••••• •••••• •••••• 
4. Multiply each of these by 2: 
15 7 n 23 n + 4 3n n - 6 u + n 
• • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . .. . . •• •• • • ••• ••• • ••• • • •••••• 
5. If n + 364 - 543 If a + b - 85 If e + f 
• 7 
• + f + & ••••••• 
•••••• 
a + b + 2 - •••••• n + 365 -
200. 
6. Complete this table: 7. What are the are •• of the.e rectangle.? 
3 2 5 • _' - - - .1_ 
4 6 10 
•••••••• 




d + 1 5 • A • • ••••••• 
/0 
H D A • • ••••••• g + 4 g - 4 b c • 
B 
5 si~e.> 
/ 2 ~i~9~JS 8. In a shape like this you 





by taking 3 away from the number of sides. 
If a shape had 57 sides you would get ••••••••• diagonal •• 
If a shape had k sides you would get ••••••••• diagonal •• 
9. 1 more than 4 can be written as 4 + 1. 
1 more than y can be written as •••••• 
2 less than 8 can be written as 8 - 2. 
2 less than y can be written as •••••• 
5 less than y can be written as •••••• 
n more than y can be written as •••••• 
10. If I have x pence and you have y pence, how much do we have altogether? •••••••••••• 
11. If P + q + 4 - 83 then (p + 1) + (q + 1) + 4 _ ••••••••••• 
12. Normally John and Mary each earn £X in a week. 
How much is this altogether? ••••••••••••••• 
Thi. week John has earned £Y more than usual and Mary hal earned lY le •• than u.ual. 
How MUch have they earned altogether? •••••••• 
13. Can you write (r + s) + (r - s) 
in a simpler way? 
14. a - b + 3. What is a if b-2? 
............... 
. ........ . 
What happens to a if b is increased by 2? ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
f - 3g + 1. What happens to f if g i. increa.ed by 2? ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
15. What number does r stand for if 




The Eerimeter of this shape 
(in other words, the distance round the shape) 2 
is equal to 6 + 3 + 4 + 2, 
which equals 15. 
Work out the perimeter of each 
of these shapes: 
4-
« 
i \ 5 
8 
P - ...... 
This square has sides of length g. 
So, for its perimeter, we can write 
What can we write for the perimeter 





What happens to the perimeter 




p - •••••• 






















if we make one pair of sides 3 units longer? •••••••••••••••••••••••••....••..•••.. 
(_':l(.::J ',/\:5 
" )1,,)\ \~~,~'~ 
19. Find the perimeter of each of these .hape.s 
5 5 5 
.5 5 5 
5 
p •••••••••• p •••••••• ~. p •••••••••• p •••••••••• 
For the last shape, 
what happens to the perimeter 




For this shape, we can write 
p • 3g + 12. 
What happens to p if g is 
increased by 2? 
............................ 
What is the perimeter for eac.h of these 
3 5 S 
shapes? 
e 
~~ ~ 7 b 
I '1 LJ ;:. 
20 
5 
p •••••• p • • •••• p - ..... 
22. Can you write r - s + r + I - r 




r - s + r + s - r 
if r - 8, s· 3; 
if r • 3002, s - 1904. 
20 
















Final version of the Algebra test 
Algebra 1 Name •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Trial Item 1 
What number does a + 4 stand for if a - 2 
What number does 4a 
Trial Item 2 
Fill in the gaps: 






4 > • 
n ~ • 
if a - 5 
stand for if a - 2 




• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 




Name . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. SahooZ 
.. ...................................... .. C7.aS8 •••••• 
Jate ........................................ Date cf Birth 
. d:zi/ ..•. .. ........ t""" 
m::mtn 
Boy or Girl ••••••••••••• 
1. Fill in the gaps: x ----+> x + 2 x ----+) 4z 
6----;., 3 --~). 
r ) • 
2. Write down the smallest and the largest of these: smaUut brlut 
n + 1. n + 4. n - 3. n. n - 7. 
3. Which is the larger. 2n or n + 2 ? 
Explain: .................................................................................................................................................... 
4. 4 added to n can be written as 
Add 4 onto each of these: 
n + 5 3n 
n + 4. n multiplied by 4 can be WTitten a. 
Multiply each of these by 41 
n + 5 3n 
4ft. 
-
5. If a + b • 43 If n - 246 • 762 If e + f • 8 
a + b + 2 • n - 247 • 
6. What can you .ay about a if a + 5 • 8 
What can you say about b if b + 2 is equal to 2b 
7. What are the areas of these shapes? 
I I 
I I I 
~~--r--~-
3 I I I 
--1--1---1---
I
I I I 
I I 
4 














A • .. .................. .. 
• + f • I • .•...• 
I 
I 
5/,-1 ___ --I 
e 2 




8. The perimeter of this shape is equal 
to 6 + 3 + 4 + 2, which equals 15. 
9. 
This square has sides of length g. 
So, for its perimeter, we can write p. 4g. 
What can we write for the perimeter 




p •••••••••••• p • • •••••••••• 
5 
Work out the perimeter 




p • • •••••••••• 
Part of this 
figure is not 
drown. 
There are n swe 
aLtogether~ 
aLt of t.ngth 2. 
p • • •••••••••• 
10. Cabbages cost 8 pence each and turnips cost 6 pence each. 
lI. 
If c stands for the number of cabbages bought 
and t stands for the number of turnips bought, 
what does 
8e + 6t stand for? 
What is the total number of vegetables bought? 




What can you say about m if m 
· 






12. If John has J marbles' and Peter has P marbles, what could 
you write for the number of marbles they have altogether? •••.•.••••••••••••••••••.• 
206. 
13. a + 3a can be written more simply as 4a. 
Write these more simply, where possible: 
2a + Sa 
-
· .............. 
2a + 5b • · .............. 
(a + b) + a • · .............. 
2a + 5b + a • · .............. 
(a 
-
b) + b • · .............. 
14. What can you say about r if 
is. 
and r + 5 + t • 30 
In a shape like this 
you can work out the number of diagonals by 
taking away 3 from the number of sides. 
So. a shape with 5 sides has 2 diagonals; 
a shape with 57 sides has 
a shape with k sides has 
c + d • 10 
3a - (b + a) • 
· ............. . 
a + 4 + a - 4 • 
· ............. . 
3a - b + a • · ............. . 
(a + b) + (a - b) • 
· ............. . 




16. What can you .ay about c if 
and c is less than d ........................ 
17. Mary's basic wage is £20 per week. 
She is also paid another £2 for each hour of overtime that she work •. 
If h stands for the number of hours of overtime that she works, and 
if W stands for her total wage (in ['s) 
wri te down an equation --cOn'necting I.' and h: ....................... . 
What would Mary's total wage be if she 
worked 4 hours of over:ime? ........................ 
207. 
18. When are the fOllowing true -always, never, or sometime.? 
Undarlinr; the corrtllct answer: 
A + B + C • C + A + B Always. Never. Sometimes, when ...•.....•..•... 
L + M + N • L + P + N Always. Never. Sometimes, when .......•.••....• 
19. a • b + 3. What happens to a if b is increaled by 27 
f - 3g + 1. What happens to f if g is increased by 2? 
20. Cakes cost c pence each and buns cost b pence each. 
If I buy 4 cakes and 3 buns, 
what does 
21. If this equation ~ 
is true when x· 6, 
then 
what value of x 
will make this equation~ 
true? 
x • 
4c + 3b stand for? 
(x + 1)3 + X. 349 
3 (Sx + 1) + 5x • 349 
· ................... . 
· ................... . 
· ................... . 
22. Blue pencils cost 5 pence each and red pencils cost 6 pence each. 
I~buy some blue and some red pencils and altogether it COlt. me 90 penc •• 
If b is the number of blue pencils bought, and 
if r is the number of red pencils bought, 
what can you write down about band r7 
23. You can feed any number into this machine: ~ 
Can you find another machine that has the 4 BalM overall effect? 
................................ 
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code 1 code " 
!year 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 'i 
i tern l 
, ~'"f" I ~ ) 'j 7 r, f ~q 
-
/ q ~ I. '~ J ,,,\ 
~~;±r" . -r-....; '~~rl! ~ _JL~~~~ i-" 
" 
) I )h~I~(Jl) 
2lJ6~ 78 ~ I 91712~51 :3914 SiS 06 4 
5 g 2f 719 ~ux: I ~~~417~91 
15 15082 
t> 8b~ 2.'9 :ncc I~ 29141/40'9 
7 B IfH~ (j lJ)C 1 
79l8q~dqq 01 51~T~FI 1 1 
7U 1~4'l I 01 
';; ~<; UERT':I ·C:,=:-r-
"9 )()4 .. 1)~j", ~ () 
~7bdt2J9b 0 1 
~;r ~'"lT "'t 4', ,lOl"', 17 r-~ j ll'  -
J. ~2n 
11 ~j) ~Ilt . \ " -
&" " , 'III 
r--r:-::>-!-I. -+---
,I ~ < ~':t": -t--;....-fl.; • pt· .. " n I 
i 
')q~5,51~7 I 
J6~ .305,7 5 
~o~ol6t>n... I 
~~"'': O! 0 
1l11'j12()~2 I 
l1nH52k'~ l I 1 
"f-+ 71'ill~ Ii 
~~'Il ,:. ,J. ,I J :':o...IV .. 1 -"t --~ '~~r! W': I .- _._+-.-_. Lj 
'" '')I;':~1ll 0 
3.' 1:5~r 1 111 
It> 7111:10132 ~19119J.3 
1, ~ ~I' 8131 0, 10 ~57~;6P7 
IS 51i,'~~r,6 ! ,125;2" ). 
Q 2112 Uj I 11 tll 1r~ 1<) 
. ' I )~~hl . ~ J-111 
'il) ',1 Iii -I',' ... J ... ,. 
f--'. -
r4 ... 1.':1',,', , r-, ii' tl .r-, I~ 1 ' 1 1 I _ .. _ 
. ~ ~11 ; 
212. 
Frequency of each ~esl;onse-TY.t-e and Fac111 ty 
of A1ge bra i terns (/lJ), for 
1976 sam~le (including 103 above average 5th year 
children) 
code " code IJ code 9 code 0 
aeili tYI 
code code 5 code 6 code , O/O~"~~1 23.. ~ 234 'i 234 5 234 5 234 < 2 ) 4 'i 2 ) .. 'i Iij: 2 ) 4 nl: I. 'j 4 .. " 5 6 ~ )~,,~ I Q 4 I 4 I 0 0, ( ( 'j 4 h 4 fl "'f, ""'l~Q r) .1-(-.- ... II I fl .. (_~Il I ' ", "'~"~) ~ ',r':ri f~ - 'r- - r- ---'" I .. ') .lI ",:~I 2t~11 " .'" ~I' '> tn 
'itl': 
'Tf----
'lill' ' . '.-:' I:- -1 .Q~- Jj--,r4. tU - ... I, I (n, th~- ... .- .-:. l2u ~O~4j .. o I (J ~ ~ ~ . ' Jl 4 ,I' ",,4QO 41i3 ~3Q12 716~ 4 I ~d ~I ~Il 22:3 f,li. L7 !! ~'~9!"J 39!31,29110 l615~1 9 7 ~I j :1 ~ ~ 1 8117'25151 6 5i 811 11114i1317 L616 1 h ~ 61 9 39450~':' 
71 I i ! 
1 1 i 
I 
J J 1 I 
21 2l .~ 8 7 ~ 11 3 ~ 2f) 795100 I , Q2 311i 7 9! 51 8 ~9f7 4(7 ;..Q 1 0 I id 6 J 3 " 6 ,0 .0 i2916~16i 5 .4iuJ 9 £0 310113 .. 7 541~0I8 2 
0 ~ , i 
, 1 i I I ! 2 1; II 2J 2l ~ li 51 51 Eit>92f13i~ I i 3 ? Ji , I I P 2;13: S t1712321. 6 3112 21411 Q 29411401:9 
01 J I 
"jJJ ~I , 1 J I 2 il ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ )1," 'I~ ~"]JIO ~ ( ~ LU I " i' ~ 0 ~ 4 1 ~9 9 009 6 5 411 b 1 9il112 ~4 6~9 d~~l ~ ." ~.I 4 ql_7 1- 7!tLI"",q 1J_i\}j~1 I~'~l QII.H: ., L -.-fr- Hi r ~fll j 1 -j- ~'i;1 ;i,~~ o 0 -tl J ~ t3""i ~lr~l ~~~ 12 J OLJ ~ 1 I. Jj~, ~ 1 II 1 ~dt, Jf.l b 201b12 1 I. i. 3 43111771 5 811 ~r)90 0 ~ ~I 1~! 7 I h~1 ~l~. ) 1 1 1 I 
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11 () II I j (_n. (, 'j . " <)1 7 l ' '" 'Ill"' -'J f. ' 
"fl 2 0.4~ ~\if) 11.11 (1 "- ·~--r -.-- ---- I" ~ '>\ 41 i 1 '~I f '>1 tJJt',· I .. ..:.. 0 ,'I', I:' "II J oj (l tl214! ~ , 7i -)1 ojl<)ll; t, , .. ~,~ .~'~ 
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APpendix 5 Cr'O::l !J-Tabulu t i on of Chiluren' 6 Alge bra Levels by 
ke~ponse-Code~, for Items 9i, 61, 111, 9ii, 13iv, 
5iii, 4ii, 4iii, 22 
~O(j el+2 
Qther oqu 
Item 9i (lev~l 1 item) 
Level of Children 
Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 
------- ------ -----
-- - -------
32 C)~ 100 








Item 6i (level 1 item) 
Level of Cl1ildren 
Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 
f------- -- - - - -~---.-------- ~ .. -.-------- -- --)0 Bf~ <19 
- ---- f- ---




(662) Children (202) (1118) 
Item IIi (18vcl 2 itera) 
























Code 1 1 9 18 ~8 j) 86 58 89 11 91 
Code :5 o 0 \ 1 55 ~--~:- ) I., l._ ;" 
-------
-_. -- -~-.--- t-" 
Code E3 
" 9 
r) , • l:~ '/ 6'1 L~ l~ 
. -:- f------------ ----- .. _------
Code 9 11 l~ rll Ie ~ 1.1 ) 6 
---
Code 0 21 
6;'/ ?O 3:2 2 2 1 
100~ lOO~ 100>0 
Number of 









































Item 9ii (level 2 item) 
Level of Children 
Level 0 level 1 Level 2 
1 7 24 41 31 89 
0 0 40 1 47 1 
5 12 78 38 9 7 
0 0 44 2 17 1 
7 2 f~3 5 r) 1 
-------1 r- ----- -- -- - - ---- -) () ? 5_- ) t11 f- 0 
.. -" - -_. -- -
'1 lG 67 
( l 
6 1 (-
75 47 2) j 0 0 
100% 1001~ 
Number of 
Ohildren C~(2) (11 U;) 
Item 13iv (level ~ item) 
Level of Children 
Level 0 Level 1 Level ') ~ 
Code 1 0 2 14 20 31 75 
Code 3 1 1 b5 7 10 1 
COUE; 4 0 0 62 2 21 1 
Code r 1'1 41 14 .J () '{J 1) ) 
--- .---
God I: H 
") ~) 
; ) 1 } 
') II '( I) I 




r ( 1 J~j ! )c 
) 
'-
IColle 0 27 )? 60 tl.2 11 ? 
100/~ 100;~ 
Numbe,r of 
Children (202) (1118) (662) 
Level :; Level 4 
j~ 8:J 10 100 
7 U 7 1 
9 6 0 0 
39 3 0 0 




0 0 0 0 
-
.... --- . 
- - --- ----:-:-
7 1 o 0 















































lOO;~ (14 I' ) 
100,' (;1 ) 
10D7' (405 ) 
(2923) 
1 turn 1>11 1 (1 I ' V \' I :; i_ L" rIl ) 
Level oj' (~l1ild l'1'1l 
--- - --- -- .. -
--- .. --.--- -- -
-------Level 0 Level 1 Level ' , Level ,; Level 4 L-
Code 1 0 2 10 10 18 30 55 82 16 95 
Code , 8 5 S9 8 2g 6 5 1 0 0 Code 6 7 8 65 13 21 7 7 2 0 0 
Code 7 5 2 46 j 28 ) 20 2 1 1 f-- -- --Code 8 6 19 ~J 54 52 5j 7 7 0 1 
1'( ------ -- ----2 1 Code 9 1, 21 5'1 ~4 1L: 1 6 
Code 0 26 44 49 1) 16 b 7 ) 2 3 
100/~ 100:~ 100/~ 100~ 100;' 
(189 ) 
Number of 
Children (202) (1117) (66~) (751) 
Item 4ii (levl;l 3 item) 
Level of Chilul'cn 
Level 0 Level 1 L~ve1 2 L~vel 3 Level 4 
-----
- ._--
-------- --- -- ------ - ---Cod (j 1 ) H ) , , 71) ')6 J 10 1 ) L \' 1 ~ - 1 () ) .~ 
~J~--.~- ----------- -_._--------- ------- .... -- - ---- I- - -
") ) )LJ l> .l4 4 4 2 ~- j c:! :J 





Code 5 5 26 51 46 31 47 15 17 0 1 
Code 6 13 27 ?7 22 27 18 4 2 1 1 
Code R 10 '( 5 ) 0 0 0 16 ~}8 (: 4 L 
- ------- --- ----
- -----
Code 9 --0,-- -----F 4 8 2 1 1 11 U) 1'1 
Code 0 24 0 8 2 4 1 0 0 39 4 c~ 
-' 
100% 10O/~ 100; lOO~ 100% 
Nwnber of 














100~ (5 ) 
100~ (996) 
100% (441 ) 
100% (12,/) 
100~ (149) 
100% (125 ) 
(2923) 
Item 4iii (level 4 item) 
Level of Children 
Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
Code 1 0 1 5 2 I; 9 47 jO 35 88 100% 
[Code 3 0 1 10 4 2') 16 65 40 5 12 100'fo 
IC od e 4 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 25 7 J 0 1 OO~ 
[Oode 5 '3 10 50 4-' ,0 44 17 ~~ 0 0 100" 
Code 6 11 2';. ;8--~Tl·2H '-rir-'3-'--2:-1---'-o'--1::-1 100;~ 
Cod~ 8~ 't:u ----I~r ;e--'If 20---4 1 0 0 0 lOC" 
Coue 9 13 12 54 10 lR 5 16 4 0 0 100~ 
Code 0 28 . __ ~.2 7 l~_ 10 .,4_~. 5 ~ ° 0 100" 
100~'0 10U~ lOO~'~ 100jG lOa;' 
Numb~r of 











Item 22 (level 4 item) 
I,cvt: 1 0 f Chilli. ren 
Level 0 Level 1 L-.:vel 2. 
0 0 2 0 7 "5 
0 0 14 0 0 0 
0 0 ~6 1 0 19 
1 7 25 16 0 19 
0 0 4tj 2 4 (' ) 
0 .' 4 .:. 5) 0 ,,' ) , L-
1 1 j) 
) 50 7 
5 3 31 
j )0 5 
24 )1 ') ; tl.) 7 50 L~ 
'{ ~ 49 57 13 50 2) 
L~vel j Level 4 
39 14 52 7; 
29 1 )7 4 
48 2 7 1 
52 29 4 10 
11 1 0 0 
38 4 6 3 
5j 7 3 3 
)3 5 1 1 
~o 18 1 5 
14 19 0 1 
100;,'~ 100% lOO/~ 100~ 
Nu.I!lber of 


































Appendix 8 Swags for Algebra PIG) Scale, and ~ean lhi 
(a~~) for each item with every other item 
217. 
"],A Y7 H 1I'3.l1J../1JVi11J ~ 
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Appendix 9 Phi values between Algebra items (derived from 
total 1976 sample, N=2923) 
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Corrtb~ondence between Variable Numbers 
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1\!Jpendix 12.2 The Pendulum task 
TASK III 
SCIENCE REASONING TASKS 
NAME, 
, .......... , ... " ...... " ............... " ..... , ............................. . lOOAY'S OAn 
·., ...................... 0' ............................ . 
BOY OR GIHL 
•• • •••• , •••••• 11 •• '·' ••• , ......................... " •••••••• ,', ... . CLASS 
SCHOOL 
....................................................................... 
....................... , ................................................... . OA TE OF BI RTH ....................................................... 
THE PENDULUM 
We are going to make /I pendulum, u'ing a SHORT or LONG string, 
and I LIGHT or HEAVY weight 













H'''VY _ .... 
~21 .. 













GINHI ~"." "&.0 _" 
.f 
.' ( ... ,.w ••. "I) (--....u 
Thll t"k will t)II about th. number ot .wlng' th. pendulum mlk .. In I II'ven tim. I~ - '''In,,~I. 
co. ..... Coli. ,g77. '919. Publi.,*, by NFER 'ubl;'h1ne Co. Ltd~ OItYiM, M<M*. 20-..,.. " ...... ....... II.. '0" 
A.l SHORT string. HEAVY weight, GENTLE push. 
Your 
guess: _____ swingl. E Kperim"nt 1 
A.2 LONG string, LIGHT w.lght, GENTLE pUlh. 
Your 
guen : _____ lwlnQl. 
length 
A.3 What etfect do you think LENGTH, WEIGHT, and PUSH hlVl on thl 




A.4. Now what can we tell. if anything. just from theseuperimenta, lbout the effect 





A.4c Write down onl! more up."ment that you think would be worth trYing ne.t •• nd I.pleln wt\y you ~ 







I.nllih ""lllIhi pueh 
-
A~ IfTlltll'llP ,hal w. ".,' .oaln wllh SMOla +MIY "DIU .MJl.,lm.nll • 
Which olher arranlll'mfinh would 
you u,e to II'U Ih~ .llp( 1 Ihal 
IF NGTH hll on Ihe numlllt, 01 Iwlng'? 
• 
I (OUI pl ... ul U .... 1 lew." Inanmunll I' I 
11"",111., put • 'I" lilt) 1t'.1 III Iny 
."AlIgn'n.,," Ih., you dolt" 'ltlllll' 
ne.d.1 
A,a Again starting with experiment 1 ~ fKNIy 'itHn£ 
how would you test for the aflect 
thlt WEIGHT hi'? • 
lBut, aoain, use .s ff!w arrangements 
" possible; put a star ,.) next to any 
arranoom.nts th.t you don'I re.lIl' 
n •• d.) 
A,7 Imagine someone tried Ihese two errengem.nts ~ ~ IItJArL 10-
lWllh anoth., pendulum) I Mint ~ ~ P.O 
., Whal do Ih!!y 1.11 UI about the ~fI.ct of 
the PUSH7 
~ 
b. If there ere any other arranoements Ihat 
you Ih,nk you would really need to be 
lure of the effect of the pu~h, write 
Ihem down I 
'and cross-oul .nl' of the oroOIll.1 two I 








I'ngttl weight pllth IWI"II In 
~-ml"~ 
IU E ."."manl 1 I Sti"~T ~ ~u.tn.£ 
• 
B.2 Expenment 2 LoJtt LJ6HT ~ 
B.3 LONG string, HEAVY weight, HARD push. 
your 
gUttll. ____ IWInIl'. ElIptHlmenl 3 ----. 
B.4 SHORT string, LIGHT weight, GENTLE pUlh. 
your 
gUI,,: ____ Iwing' EICpenmlnt 4 ----•• 
B.S Now wrlll' down wh.t th ... 'our ",plrim,ntl,lun. I,ll UI luout the ,ff,et 0' LENGTH, WEIGHT tnd ftUIH 









is the eVidence weaker for deciding about one of thl 'Ictors thin it il for 
the others 7 
If 10, say which factor: ___________ _ 
Ind 
E I THE R show that the evidence 
i, still sufflci.nt, 
OR .. pllin why It il insufficient. 
d.[ .. ""imlnta 
, . I ",perimenta 
APpendix 15 Use of Lett~r~ ~~ Obj~ct~ (in tin Intoductory Cha~t~r for First Yeur ~~cono~ry dchool Cfi11dr~n) 
...---------'-----,. , .. _- ._-_. __ . __ ._---------"'"'" 
ALGEBRA 
CIIAPTETt 14 
USE OF LETTERS 
--
Tills basket of fruit C;\l1 be dC5crihcd in more lkt:lil hy saying: 
(a) The basket contains 3 pounds of fruit. 
(b) The basket is full of apples, pears and oranges. 
(c) The basket contains 3 pounds of :1pp1c~, pC~lrs and oranges. 
To give an exact description \\:c must empty the h:1~kct, 
G> • (i) \~ 0 h\) 





_0 ___ _ 
sort Ollt the different kindq allll l'llllllt thelll. 
Five appks + six orang~s + four pears. 
This can be written Sa + 60 + +p. 
I S I 
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